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CHAPTER I 

Association with the Sages 

 

Association with the Sages who have realized the Truth removes 

material attachments; on these attachments being removed the 

attachments of the mind are quite destroyed. Those for whom 

attachments of the mind are thus destroyed, become one with That which 

is motionless. They attain Liberation while yet alive. Cherish (therefore) 

the association with such Sages. 

From Maharshi's Truth Revealed 

Another version: 

Association with the Sages who have realized the Truth cuts off 

material attachments, on these being dropped, the mental pre-

dispositions—due to past Karma and present delusionare dispelled. Peace 

in which the unattached ones remain is that which is ever in hanging and 

immovable, it is Jivan Mukti or Liberation here and now. Seek therefore 

the association with such liberated Beings'. 

Ramana Maharshi left this world six months after my departure from 

India. These words were almost his last: ' They say I am dying. But I shall 

be here more alive than ever. 

Where else would I go several of his disciples, residing thousands of 

miles away from the Ashram, knew of his death on the very same day. 

Comparing the hour with the time when this news was mystically 

communicated to them, one would say that it was 'broadcast' several 

hours before Maharshi's body breathed its last. 

Letters took a week or more to come from India and elsewhere and 

they showed that no true disciple of the Master experienced any grief or 

despair. The same spiritual atmosphere of a lucid wave of peace and light 

was felt in the hearts of the pupils, whether abroad or in the Ashram of 

the Saint. 

'The world with its physical phenomena is for our Real Self like a 

dream for the waking man, or like a shadow. Is he concerned with the 

passing dreams of last night, or with the shadow cast by his body?' 

From Maharshi's Sayings 
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Not one of the Religions of the world has succeeded in spiritualizing 

and giving happiness to Humanity. Yet each one has given 

         Liberation in common language to many individual.  

         From the sayings of the famous Indian philosopher Sri Aurobindo. 

The spiritual power of every saint and sage is most vividly and 

directly felt by his contemporaries. With the passing of time what was a 

revelation becomes only a dead dogma. And when people canonize the 

saint and build temples to him, they enclose him in     their narrow walls, 

wherein his spirit is suffocated and ceases to be a vivifying and inspiring 

force. The followers of successive generations quarrel about each and 

every word ascribed to the Master. 

They fight for the 'authenticity of texts'. They do all but the one 

important thing which was taught by the Great One, namely—'to become 

like unto Him". 

Yet not all the seeds fall on stony ground. Some give a rich harvest. 

Therein lies hope for the future of erring mankind. The lives of men like 

Maharshi are the very proofs of this truth. They are like meteors which in 

their course brighten the darkest night. 

Those who are able to perceive the path in this flash of light will 

thenceforward know where it leads. 
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CHAPTER II 

The First Meeting 

 

When I arrived at the abode of Maharshi, called 'Ramanashram' and 

jumped out from the two-wheeled cart just in front of the temple, in spite 

of the late hour, but in accordance with the custom of the place, I was 

taken straight into the presence of the Sage. 

He was sitting in a large hall, near one of its walls, apparently at the 

end of his meal. There were a number of people—all Indians—sitting in 

rows on the floor between the pillars. I was led to within three or four 

yards of Maharshi, and my companion said a few words to him of which 

the name of the country from which I came was the only one I 

understood. The Saint lifted up his head, looked at me, and made a 

gesture with his hand as if inviting me to come a little nearer. I was struck 

by the softness and serenity of this movement, so simple and dignified 

that I immediately felt I was facing a great man. His attitude was so 

natural that the newcomer did not feel any wonder or shyness. All his 

critical faculty of thought and his curiosity dropped away. So I was unable 

to make observations or comparisons, although subconsciously I may 

have had this intention when previously imagining this first meeting. 

The image of the Sage was in this very first moment vividly en-

graved on my mind, without any qualifications, like a picture cast on a 

sensitive photo-plate. But as nothing can be conveyed with-out words, I 

will try to describe his appearance. 

Maharshi, as I saw him, was a thin, white-haired, very gracious old 

man; his skin had the colour of old ivory; his movements were easy, calm 

and soft; his countenance breathed a natural state of inner concentration 

without the slightest effort of will. Or may I say that he had reached that 

stage when will-power no longer needs to be used for overcoming any 

hindrance, or for achieving any purpose» For the simple reason that 

everything has already been achieved. 

It was the first manifestation of the invisible radiance which I 

witnessed every day during subsequent months. Just now as I am writing 

these words, I wonder how it is that I have never forgotten even the 

smallest detail concerning Maharshi; it can be evoked in my brain like a 

picture on a hidden sensitive plate of whose very existence I was 

unaware. 
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A modest Indian supper was served—a little rice, vegetables and 

fruit on a banana leaf. By the time I had finished Maharshi had gone. As 

soon as I found myself in the small one-room cottage prepared for me in 

the Ashram's compound, I immediately fell asleep, being very tired after 

my whole day's journey. 
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CHAPTER III 

Life in Maharshi's Ashram 

 

The next day was occupied in getting acquainted with the routine of 

the Ashram; the hours of meditation in the presence of the Sage; the time 

of meals in the dining-hall, and so on. 

I had to protect some foodstuffs, which I had brought with me, 

against the ants. They quickly found their way to my sugar and biscuits 

and gathered round my tins of honey, although these were hermetically 

sealed. I had also to arrange for drinking-water to be brought from the 

nearby tap. 

The simple way of life in the Ashram helps one to concentrate and 

dive deep into oneself; the very atmosphere charged with the thoughts of 

so many people seeking their real Self, according to the teachings of the 

Master, turns the mind inwards and is favourable to introspection. The 

invisible yet powerful influence of the sacred hill of Arunachala also has its 

part in creating this peculiar atmosphere, but of that I will speak later. 

At 7 a.m. there was the loud sound of a gong calling us to break-

fast. When I reached the dining-hall, Maharshi was just mounting the few 

steps leading to it. He was accompanied by several Indians, his 

permanent attendants. Here, in full daylight, I noticed for the first time, 

that the physical state of Maharshi was really precarious. 

He walked with difficulty, as his joints and knees were affected by 

acute rheumatism. His left arm and elbow were bandaged because of a 

malignant tumour, which had begun its growth about six months earlier 

and, in spite of two operations, had continued to spread its devastating 

work, causing Maharshi's death one year later. Sometimes his head shook 

slightly and this increased the impression of serious ill-health; the whole 

frame, once tall and powerful, was now bent and weak. 

After reaching the hall, Maharshi took his place near the wall, 

opposite the entrance. He sat alone, while facing him plantain leaves were 

spread on the floor for the rest of the residents. I occupied a place on his 

right, about three yards away, and that spot remained mine during the 

whole period of my stay. 

The Sage ate with his hand according to the general Indian custom. 

His movements seemed to be automatic. I saw that he was quite aware of 
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his surroundings and reacted in a normal way to all the phenomena of the 

outward world, but I felt certain that his real Self had nothing to do with 

the functions and actions of his visible vehicle. After some time I 

understood that, according to his own teachings, this physical plane of 

existence was like a dream for him. I also understood that unless I was 

able to realize for myself this state as regards the outer world, I could 

never know reality. 

The grasping of this truth is our first real step to getting rid of the 

mind's fetters. During all our lives, the mind constantly creates scores of 

purposeless thoughts. One of the European disciples of the Sage rightly 

remarked: 

'Our mind creates its own problems and then tries to solve them, 

but it will never find a final solution, as this does not exist in its limited 

sphere of activity'. 

  There are three communal meals in the Ashram: lunch or dinner at 

about 11.30 a.m., supper at 7.30 p.m. and also tea at 3.30 p.m. for the 

Ashram guests and occasional visitors. One is given tea, coffee, or by 

special request milk, as was the case with me. The dishes are well 

prepared, but some vegetables and pastry have many condiments added 

and are too hot for the European palate. But I soon discovered that in this 

tropical climate the stronger spices are good and I took all the burning 

curries and sauces, with only a few exceptions, though I must admit that 

the brahmin who served us, after noticing what remained on my plantain 

leaf, ceased serving me the hottest dishes. 

Maharshi took a little of everything. At the end of the meal, when 

buttermilk was distributed, he made a kind of round wall of rice, leaving a 

space in the middle for the liquid. When he had enough he stopped with a 

gesture the Brahmin who was serving. He never left a single grain of rice 

on his leaf. This is regarded as a duty by everyone obeying Hindu 

customs, which direct each step the individual takes on the physical plane. 

In the beginning I could not understand this seeming submission to outer 

customs by a great Sage who sees the whole world as an illusion of the 

mind and its servants, the five senses. But later on, when in the presence 

of Maharshi, my own mind became more and more quiet, more fit to 

judge rightly, and when all the horizons of thought were clearer, this 

doubt, as well as many others, disappeared. 

During the first weeks of my stay in the Ashram, Maliarshi spent the 

whole day, with the exception of the hours of sleep and food, under a 
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small bamboo roof near the library building, facing the dining hall. He 

reclined on a big stone couch covered with mats, cotton rugs and a few 

pillows. 

As soon as I saw the stone couch, the thought came to my mind, 

which according to the old European habit must judge everything by their 

appearance that Maharshi's rheumatism may have developed from sitting 

for many years on stone. I did not realize that what may be true in colder 

countries need not necessarily be so in India, for afterwards I found, 

during my night wanderings on the sacred Hill Arunachala, that the big 

rocks where I sat were quite warm several hours after sunset, and did not 

become cold the whole night through. 

His disciples and visitors sat on the concrete floor facing Maharshi. 

For the morning and evening meditations certain Sadhus, pupils of the 

Master, often came from the caves of Arunachala. Every day the Vedas 

were recited and before the night meal holy hymns were chanted, often 

those composed by Maharshi himself in his younger days. Every fortnight 

one of the permanent residents, a 

Learned Brahmin, sang a most beautiful hymn; it was, as I learned, 

in praise of the 'Lord of the Universe'. It was full of melodic implications 

and the endings of the words, which, of course, I did not understand, will 

forever remain in my memory, like so many other things in this abode of 

peace. 

Later, amidst the turmoil of worldly life, when I remembered 

Maharshi's words:' Think about your real Self and understood the need of 

doing so, I found that the memory of this melody, the sound of it inwardly 

heard immediately established harmony in my consciousness. 

It took some time before I could adjust myself to the rhythm of the 

Ashram life and could inwardly approach Maharshi. At first I had to 

struggle with mental distrust, with the tendency to look for blemishes in 

the lives of those who surrounded the Sage. I was simply wasting precious 

time in a vain fight with my mental windmills. I was looking on Maharshi 

from the narrow citadel of the ego, of my own small personality. I was 

aware that I should not do so, that I should step out of myself into a 

broader path, and that only thus could I find enlightenment. I was going 

through a trial well known to occult psychologists. 

The mind may reason and discuss lofty matters it may even be able 

to create works where spiritual ideas are well expounded under the 

inspiration of the Master. But when the real, the actual experience 
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approaches, when one has to live what was so cleverly expressed, ah! 

then a gap appears, a jarring note sounds. 

Yet as days passed, the radiance emanating from the Sage was 

slowly doing its invisible work. At first I wanted to have a talk with him, 

but I was disheartened by the shallowness of what I tried to say. Then at 

last, intuition showed the proper way: 

Silence is the most powerful form of teaching transmitted from 

Master to pupil. There is no word by which one can convey the important 

things, the deepest truths'. 

From Maharshi's Sayings 

I began to listen intently to the silence surrounding the Master. I 

understood what a high degree of concentration, of the control of the 

movement of thoughts, is necessary to be able to open the door of the 

mind to the subtle vibrations constantly radiated by Maharshi and leading 

one to high initiation. I also came to under-stand that my previous 

exercises were not of the best; that here they would prove insufficient. At 

first it was rather depressing to see that all my former methods had to be 

re-examined and changed. 

I realized that the amount of knowledge I could find and assimilate 

here depended upon my own attitude and that I myself was responsible 

for catching and using to the full this unique opportunity of being at 

Maharshi's feet, an opportunity which would never again be repeated. In 

other words, the amount of light penetrating into my being would depend 

directly upon the opening of the doors of my consciousness. 

In practice it was not at all easy to let go all my self centred 

opinions, all forms of crystallized beliefs, comparisons and prejudices. 

Many of these beliefs had been regarded by me as unshakable and now I 

saw that they would not stand the fiery test of the presence of one who 

had realized the truth. Comparison with some Masters of the past was 

especially responsible for many moments of inner conflict. What, I 

queried, is the role of Buddha, of Christ and of other great Masters who 

have shown Humanity such wonderful paths to salvation e Should we not 

adhere to those who have given us such unmistakable signs of their 

divinity» Should we not continue to walk in their holy footsteps I There 

were many other doubts and hesitations, but I do not think it useful to 

repeat here all such misconceived ideas. The answers to my doubts came 

quite unexpectedly and simply as did everything in this strange abode. I 

was told that once, when a European Roman Catholic couple were sitting 
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at Maharshi's feet, and probably under the charm of the incomparable 

sanctity and sublimity of the atmosphere, were expressing their emotions 

in the form of prayers traditionally most familiar to them, the Sage 

remarked: 'They have another Master. They pray to him. But this makes 

no difference. There is but One. 

I had read much about Maharshi before coming to the Ashram. I 

knew that he sees the content of the inner being of every man who 

approaches him, although he never shows that he does so, or speaks 

about it. So this case was not surprising to me. But I had also personally 

to experience this extraordinary power of the Master. It was essential, for 

without a complete trust in the Master, without a belief that his 

consciousness is one with the Absolute, as well as one with that of his 

pupil, the realization of self-knowledge is impossible. 

As week after week is spent near him, the shell of the separated 

personality bursts and dissolves. I always feel this process when I am with 

him. The important turning-point in my own life came on the day when 

Maharshi had moved, according to the decision of the Ashram 'high 

command' (his brother and the staff administering the outer affairs of the 

Ashram) to the hall of the newly-built temple. It was built in purely Hindu 

style on the spot where his mother was buried in 1922. There were 

rumours that at first, Maharshi did not want to move, saying he was quite 

comfortable under the little bamboo roof. But when his brother, the 

Superintendent of the Ashram and some of his staff, prostrated before the 

Saint, imploring him to agree, he answered that it mattered little where 

one stays and yielded to their entreaties. 

A big couch carved in granite and covered with embroidered Indian 

rugs was awaiting the Sage in the hall of the temple which was to be his 

last abode. 

The temple, in the ancient traditional Hindu style with the happy 

addition of some modern comforts, is built from grey granite, which has 

been beautifully arved. With not too many sculptures or other 

ornamentation, with slender columns in the middle, large windows and 

many doors, with modern electric fans and strong fluorescent lamps, it 

makes a very pleasant impression indeed. Near Maharshi's couch stood a 

shelf with books, a small table and a clock, and in front of him was an 

incense-holder, with Indian incense sticks burning all day long, and 

spreading their fragrance throughout the hall. 
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At noon Maharshi was taken into the temple-hall with some 

solemnity, but I was not present, as I had left after the morning 

meditation. When I returned in the afternoon, I had to find a place for 

myself in this new abode, and chose one by the nearest column facing 

Maharshi, from which I could always look into his eyes. 

The hall was divided into two parts. Men sat on the right side and 

women on the left. A small portable barrier in front of the Sage's couch, 

showed the limit of approach to the devotees and visitors. 

Maharshi was sitting as usual, with legs crossed in a posture of 

meditation and reclining on several pillows, his head slightly bent towards 

the shoulder. One could see that the previous ceremonies had tired his 

weak physical frame. This weakness troubled me at first, if one can be 

troubled at all in his presence. Later on I became accustomed to this 

sight. I also came to pay less attention to the 'visible' side of things and 

therefore was less anxious or concerned about it. 

The recitation of the Vedas began about 5.15 p.m. and lasted for 

forty-five minutes. After that Maharshi went through his letters, which 

came from all parts of the world, gave a hasty glance at the newspapers, 

and then the secretary of the Ashram, an educated Indian with a long 

grayish beard, a loin cloth and a piece of white towelling over his 

shoulders as his only garments, brought a pile of letters for approval in 

answer to the previous day's mail. 

Maharshi carefully read them all, putting them back into their 

respective addressed envelopes. Sometimes the Sage made a few 

remarks, but this was rather rare and then the secretary took back such 

letters for correction in accordance with his suggestions. 

At last all the activities of the day came to an end and there was 

silence and peace.  
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CHAPTER IV 

Tears 

 

With some effort of will I impose calm on my mind. It does not 

create thoughts any more. Those which appear immediately vanish like 

small clouds in the Indian sky. I am gazing intently at the Saint, looking 

into his great widely-opened dark eyes. 

And suddenly I begin to understand. How can I express in our 

earthly language what exactly I do understand? How shall I tell in words, 

based on the common ideas and experiences of ordinary people who are 

creating and moulding our language, these higher and more subtle things 

i May I say that I understand that Mahar-shi's life is not concentrated on 

this our earthly plane; that it extends far beyond our world; that he 

contemplates a different and real world, a world not subject to storms and 

changes; that he is a torch of light before the throne of the Most High, 

shedding its rays all round; that he is like the incense smoke constantly 

rising towards the blue sky which we see through the temple roof; that his 

eyes, just now looking at me, seem to convey—no, I am unable to say 

anything more, I cannot even think. 

I only feel a stream of tears upon my face. They are abundant and 

serene. They flow silently. It is not suffering, regret, or repentance that is 

their source. I do not know how to name their cause. And through these 

tears I look at the Master. He knows full well their origin. His serious, 

almost solemn face expresses endless understanding and friendship and 

glows with inner light which makes it so different from all other human 

faces. In the light of his profound gaze I suddenly understand the reason 

and purpose of my tears. Yes, I 'see' at last. The sudden illumination is 

too strong to allow immediate belief in the truth of the 'seen. Is 'this' 

really possible? Can it be possible? But Maharshi's eyes seem to bring a 

confirmation of 'it'. 

I can only say that there are moments of inner experience so 

important, so fraught with consequences, that they may influence not only 

one but many incarnations. There are stains which have to be washed out 

before more light can be seen. No water from an earthly vessel can wash 

them out, can purify the soul. It may be that the only vessel which can 

serve this purpose is the heart, the only 'water' a stream of tears. 

'Peace that passeth all human understanding'. 
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Similar meditations continue for a few more days, and are followed 

by another stage. Tears give way to an inner quietude and a feeling of 

inexpressible, indescribable happiness. This inner mood is independent of 

any outward condition. Neither the pain of the limbs, which is often 

annoying when one has been sitting for several hours in the same 

position, nor the troublesome, black mosquitoes, nor the trying heat, can 

disturb this inner peace. This state lasts as long as I do not allow the mind 

to create new thoughts. But as soon as the concentration ceases, peace 

also vanishes. And once more the world with its problems steps in, 

worries, anxieties, expectations, appear again. 

But once we have discovered the secret of this experience, the door 

to its repetition is opened. We can recover it at will. I am quite aware that 

the assistance of the Master is a most important factor in these first 

glimpses of the supramental consciousness. I do not think he is definitely 

and actively intervening, but his presence, his constant radiation 

spontaneously brings about  his effect. 

I look at the people gathered in the temple hall. Brahmins and 

outcastes, Europeans and Americans, men and women, the old, the young 

and small children. All are happy here at the feet of the Saint. Everyone 

feels this happiness according to his own capacity and degree of 

receptivity. 

The learned Brahmin may think that by being here he is nearer to 

liberation from the wheel of births and deaths. The black Dravidian farmer 

trusts that the crops on his small rice field will be richer after his visit to 

the Ashram to pay homage at the feet of the Rishi. An American may hope 

to find salvation and the bliss of Samadhi: and an artiste, a former film-

star from North India, beau-tiful in her silver-grey sari, may already feel 

herself to be in 'Svarga', the Hindu paradise. 

And to me it seems that the thick mist covering the horizon is slowly 

becoming less dense, that the day is nearing when nothing will stand any 

more between me and reality. I also see in these moments the 

tremendous amount of labour ahead of me. I see that I am short of so 

many of the necessary qualifications. But this sight does not bring 

depression as it usually did before. The experienced peace being out of 

time, the question 'when' and 'how' does not arise. 

I remember Maharshi's words in answer to a similar question. I read 

them lately and they seem to confirm my feeling. 
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The Real Self is all, it is omnipresent, hence always with us. To live 

in it is Realization'. 
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CHAPTER V 

The Glory of the Lord is Manifested in His Saints 

 

Today I have carefully watched Maharshi when he was'officiating' or, 

as the Hindus say—'giving Darshan', which means he is visible for all to 

see. From morning till noon and from 3.30 p.m. till evening he sits in the 

temple hall, or under the bamboo roof near the library, surrounded by a 

group of pupils and residents of the Ashram, and by a crowd of visitors 

and pilgrims. He speaks very little and cases where he directly addresses 

anyone are rare indeed. 

His face is full of inspiration, unearthly serenity and power, of 

infinite kindness and understanding. Big dark eyes seem to look into the 

infinite, above the heads of all present, without appearing to concentrate 

on anyone in particular, and yet penetrating to the deepest recesses of 

each individual heart. This can be felt as one looks into them. And it is 

really difficult not to plunge our gaze into those eyes when we are near 

Maharshi. He reigns in silence over this varied crowd, being a focus for so 

many different human feelings. 

The ways of our thought are being changed here; new ideas enter 

the field of our consciousness. The atmosphere of utter purity and peace 

constantly radiated by the Sage compels each one of us to examine and 

verify, as it were, all our beliefs and opinions; yet it comes by itself 

spontaneously, without any effort on our part; it is not imposed, it is 

simply the result of a sudden enlargement of consciousness. This inner 

process is accompanied by a sense of great happiness. It is not passivity 

of the mind, 'dolce far niente' as the Italians say—not at all; this state is 

our birthright, as it were, earned by a long practice of concentration and 

purification of the mind from all the rubbish of worldly thoughts. In the 

presence of Maharshi this process becomes free and natural. It ceases to 

be a labour and a toil an effort without any certainty of success as it so 

often is. 

I come out for a moment from my meditation to look at the Master. 

I know that in a second I shall be able to return to it with the greatest 

ease, plunging again into the same inner world. Maharshi is sitting as 

before with his head slightly bent over one shoulder, with his immobile 

gaze fixed in the vast beyond. The electric lights have been switched on, 

and women, who have to leave the hall at 6 p.m., have already left. Only 

about a dozen people remain who every night take part in the most 
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mystic, invisible 'worship' performed by Maharshi at this hour of the day. 

This word 'worship' may not be either a strict or an adequate expression, 

but for a moment, I cannot find a better one, and I do not want to seek 

for words laboriously; the sensitive reader will understand, and to those 

who are unable to grasp these things, even the most suitable words will 

be of no avail. ' 

I suddenly realize that these are the last months of Maharshi's 

service to humanity in this, his human form. The days of his life in this 

body may be really few, in spite of the fact that some of his devotees are 

still hoping for a miracle. I hear there will be one more operation. 

Personally, I am unable to await any 'miracle'. The glow, the reflection, of 

the real which I see through the Master illumines the mind. It sees more 

clearly now and perhaps is nearer to truth. 

If anything happens according to the highest will of That which 

establishes the laws of existence, out of which we are able to see only 

effects, it would be senseless to hope for that same will to contradict 

itself. If the last sacrifice of the Saint has taken the form of an incurable 

disease, according to laws known to us, which always lead in an 

appropriate time to the death of the physical body, how then can it 

happen that His will be resisted >. It would be a contradiction, impossible 

to admit, even for the limited human mind. 

Hence I personally have no consolation in this hope for a 'miracle'. 

But I have another one, namely, that I do not believe at all in the 

'departure' of the Master. Although I have not by any means yet won my 

last battle with Matter, or rather with its illusion, and probably my way to 

this victory is still long, I already do not believe in the real existence of 

the enemy. If he were real there could be no path, no possibility of victory 

at all, as—the real cannot be overthrown. 

For me Maharshi will never depart. It was not without a definite 

purpose, that it has been given to us, who are now surrounding the Sage, 

to be born in the same time with him and to have the privilege of seeing 

the light he sheds upon the world, I remember his own words spoken to a 

pupil on this matter. 

A wave of endless bliss surges through and overwhelms me. It 

carries me beyond thought, beyond suffering and grief; neither death nor 

change exist there, only infinite being. Time disappears —there is no need 

of it any more. 
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I do not know how long this wave of light reigned within me. At last 

I felt I should look—through my closed eyelids—at the Master. And—

without opening my eyes—I 'see' or rather know that the Saint has fixed 

his immovable gaze upon me. That is the key to my experience. 
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CHAPTER VI 

The Man Sri Maharshi 

 

Maharshi was born on 3ist December, 1879, in a village near Madura 

in South India. He was named Venkataraman; he be-longed to a 

respected but not affluent Brahmin family, his father being a pleader. He 

and his elder brother were educated at the local High School; at sixteen 

he was preparing for matriculation at Madras University. Up to that time 

there was nothing to make anyone suspect that a spiritual genius was 

here in embryo. Venkataraman was a beautiful healthy boy, loving sport 

and physical exercise, but not over keen on study. There was a legend in 

his family that, from every generation, one of its sons would leave home 

and discard the worldly life. The only spiritual books which had made an 

impression on the boy were the Life of Kabir, and descriptions of the lives 

of sixty-three Saints of Shiva's cult. Maharshi later said that when he read 

the latter, a strange desire arose in him, a yearning to be one of those 

Saints. Finally, when listening to his uncle speaking about pilgrimage to 

Arunachala, a holy hill some hundred miles from Madura, the very word 

'Arunachala' struck a responsive chord in the heart of the youth. He asked 

his uncle to tell him about this Mount Arunachala. Sometime later, he had 

an extraordinary experience. Suddenly, while alone in his room, a terrible 

fear and realization of death overcame him. The young Venkataraman, in 

perfect health and without any outward suffering, felt that his last hour 

had come. His reaction was entirely different from what one would expect. 

He called for no help, nor did he seek a doctor, but quietly lay down on 

the floor, saying to himself: 'Death is coining to me, but death of what. My 

body is already lying without movement, it is becoming cold and stiff, but 

"I", my consciousness, is not affected at all. "I" am therefore independent 

of this dying form. "I" am not this body'. After some time life came back 

to the corpse-like body, but its dweller was changed. His experience 

brought to him the conviction of the independence of his real Self from the 

tem- porary form falsely called T. 

Shortly after this he left Madura, giving no indication of his 

destination, leaving only a note for his family asking them not to worry 

and not to seek him, as he assured them he was embarking on a virtuous 

enterprise. Taking only enough money to pay part of his fare, he travelled 

by train and on foot to Tiruvannamalai, the nearest township to Mount 
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Arunachala. He then stayed at the numerous temples and shrines in the 

neighbourhood, cutting his hair and discarding his Brahmin clothes as a 

sign of his renunciation of the world. Nobody knew him; he sat for days 

unconscious of his body, immersed in deep Samadhi, and at first, the new 

spiritual awakening brought complete neglect of his outer personality. 

Hungry and emaciated, eating only the scraps of food brought to 

him by visitors who took pity on the young ascetic, and speaking no word 

in his observance of the silence (mouna), the future Great Rishi spent long 

years of extremely strenuous life at the foot of the sacred Arunachala. 

The fame of the boy grew. Now food was offered to him in plenty, 

but he took only what was needed to keep alight the flame of his physical 

life. His spirituality was such that no one of any perception could come 

near him without recognizing his unique quality. 

Then came the first disciples in the persons of various Swamis and 

devotees. In those years of complete Silence he left us his first written 

teachings, addressed to some faithful attendants who wanted to have his 

instructions. In extremely concentrated form the young Sage gave his 

teaching to the world in two small books entitled—Who Am I > and 

Spiritual Instruction. 

This phase of strictly ascetic life in caves on the sacred hill of 

Arunachala ended at the repeated entreaties of his attendants, and he 

took up his abode in a small shelter in a clearing in the jungle at the foot 

of the hill. 

In the meantime his mother and his only living younger brother, the 

future superintendent of the Ashram, found him and begged him to return 

home. He refused, but when his mother lost the house where he was 

born, and had no one to support her ageing years, he agreed to her living 

at the Ashram. She looked after the cooking for him, his attendants and 

visitors, and became his pupil. Under his guidance it is believed that she 

attained Samadhi. 

A new period of life began for the Sage. From near and far came 

pilgrims and devotees who had heard of the unique spirituality of 

Maharshi. The name was first bestowed on him by a learned pandit 

Ganapati Sastri who sat at his feet, plying him with questions. From the 

answers given, it was recognized that the young Saint was of the highest 

rank, known in India as Great Rishis, or 'seers'. After the publication of a 

book by Narasimha Swami, about the life and teachings of Maharshi, and 
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after A Search in Secret India by Paul Brunton appeared in London, an 

uninterrupted flow of visitors from all over the world began. 

Talks with him by pilgrims from all over the country, and his 

answers to their problems, became famous. Eminent intellectuals from the 

West also sat at his feet, and some of their reminiscences have appeared 

in At the Foot of Arunachala, published at his fifty years jubilee. 

His brother had taken over the management of the Ashram's affairs, 

administering them with great ability. But Maharshi never cared for 

temporal and evanescent things. All his earthly possessions were a 

bamboo stick, a wooden bowl for water (kamandalu) and a loin-cloth.  

Besides the previously mentioned two small books, Maharshi wrote 

some hymns with commentaries, in Sanskrit, Tamil and Telugu. These 

have been translated into English, some with fore-words by eminent 

English writers. 

Throughout his life the Great Rishi was always accessible to any 

visitor. In his presence no distinction was given to caste, so rigidly 

followed in India. Brahmins sat with Pariahs, Moslems and Westerners. 

The visible presence of the Spirit-in-Man united the troubled world at his 

feet. He was supreme, far above all levels of human understanding. That 

intangible atmosphere of spiritual peace dissolved all doubts in his 

presence. The writer came to him in the very last period of his earthly life, 

and believes this to be the most glorious period of all. As the sun sinks in 

a blaze of sunset glory, so Maharshi's last years reflected the indescribable 

beauty of his manifestation. 

I saw the man, as he showed the victory of spirit over matter. His 

physical suffering, lasting for more than a year, was a crucifixion in my 

eyes. For him there was no alleviation in hospital, although his sickness 

was deadly. He always gave the permanent Darshan for our sakes. He 

always sat before us, and no movement or complaint ever showed the 

depth of his suffering. He took no anaesthetics. He wanted no cure. 

Knowing all that could be expected of his physical body, his thought was 

always for us, who went to him to seek relief from our own sufferings, and 

to none did he refuse his blessing. His spiritual alchemy transmuted 

thehard materialism of our hearts into something pure and noble. 

In the glory of his presence, we learned to live in eternity, to 

remember our lost inheritance of spirit and bliss. Sometimes when I sat 

near him absorbing the invisible radiations of His light, I meditated: to 

whom and when can I repay this bliss? Who is it that is taking away the 
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burdens and debts of my life f He has no sin, has never performed an evil 

deed. But what is there about me, about all of us who are gathered 

together at his feet, seeking solace and power to endure our petty 

discomforts? His body, which has committed no sin, is suffering agony in 

our presence, who are healthy in spite of our guilt. 

The mysterious voice asks: 'Are you ready to accept responsibility 

for Thati' The soundless answer is: 'Yes, if you will always be with me'. 

And the conviction arises within that he is, and will be forever. 
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CHAPTER VII 

A Wish Fulfilled 

 

Many years ago, under the sky of a far-off country in Europe, in the 

third year of the terrible conflagration of the First World War, a young 

man in military uniform was sitting on the platform of a small railway 

station waiting for his train. It was to take him to the front line, where the 

fire of battle was then raging, a fire from which so many never returned. 

Compelled by the storm of war to leave his family and his studies, he sat 

there brooding over the fate awaiting him in a few days. 

It was the beginning of Autumn, a season when the dark night skies 

are often cut by the fiery lines of 'falling stars', or meteors. He 

remembered a current belief that 'a wish spontaneously ex-pressed in the 

very second when such a star falls is always fulfilled.' 

Unconsciously, he was looking into the sky with a strange 

expectation. Suddenly a bright red line appeared among the glow-ing 

stars. The heart of the young man whispered the one word—'Love'. 

Many years passed. This moment of the 'falling star' vanished 

completely from his memory. The deep wish of the heart was utterly 

forgotten in the fever and bustle of worldly life. The young dreamer, now 

a mature man, went through all the experiences of normal life: he had 

friends; he loved, as he believed, women; he revered those whom he 

regarded as his superiors. But each experi-nce brought him a 

disappointment. At the end of each one he saw that not yet had he found 

true love, which would give him the fullness that was unconsciously his 

constant longing. He felt in every 'love' a jarring note, a hidden doubt, a 

small flaw. Hence he was never able to give to anyone without reservation 

such a depth of affection and love in the midst of which he could not 

dream of a still greater and deeper one. 

A soundless yet powerful voice was always whispering in his heart: 

'It is not that, nor yet is it this'. But at the same time, in moments of 

peace, he was certain that somewhere, beyond a stormy sea and a cloudy 

sky there is a mysterious land, where 'the sun of bliss never sets, where 

the eternal waves are surging without movement on the shores of the 

Island called fulfilment. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Love 

 

In my unloving self them didst create a passion for thee, therefore 

forsake me not, Oh, Ramana Arunachala!" Paraphrase of Maharshi's 

Hymn. 

Thirty years later in far-off India, a pilgrim was sitting under the 

bamboo roof of an Ashram, in the ancient place called Tiruvannamalai. It 

was the same man who in his youth looked one dark night into the 

northern sky, waiting for falling stars, to ask them about his future fate. 

Many years had passed. Many conditions of life had changed, as well as 

many boundaries of States. Some had fallen down, while other had been 

newly created in the tremendous upheaval of the two great wars. Yet, in 

spite of suffering and devastation the world had not solved any of its chief 

problems, had not understood any of the causes of these two terrible 

calamities. The nightmare of a new catastrophe was hanging over the 

dwellers of this unhappy planet, which according to Hindu sacred books, is 

passing through the 'Kali-Yuga' or, the dark period of deepest immersion 

in matter. But nothing of all this was felt in Maharshi's Ashram. An utterly 

different atmosphere reigned here—no brutal, coarse, or violent element 

of the outer world had any access to it. 

The former young dreamer was now sitting at the feet of and face to 

face with a being who had solved all human problems. He was looking 

back on all the past years of his life, trying to do his final accounts. He 

was examining the meaning of his goal, weighing the value of his previous 

experiences. And new vistas were just opening before him. The shadows 

of old attachments and 'loves' were rapidly passing before his eyes and 

vanishing forever, being unable to withstand the fiery test of the silent 

presence of the Master. How ridiculous now seemed his former efforts to 

find a 'harmony' in surroundings where human purposes were so dia-

metrically different from his own; in the midst of clashes of selfish 

interests and tendencies, and of ruthless attempts to exploit others for his 

own purpose and pleasure. 

The tragic comedy of earthly love now appeared in all its 

unattractive nakedness before the tribunal of his consciousness. From the 

other side, a new vision was entering the temple of his soul, just vacated 

by the impostors> a luminous ideal, incorruptible, pure, devoid of any 

stain of selfishness, resplendent with spiritual beauty, and independent of 
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all ephemeral physical forms. Here was no more possibility of 

disappointment, of friction, and of misunderstanding. 

It is only now that the pilgrim understands the meaning of his own 

wish, whose fulfilment was promised in the springtide of his life, by the 

falling star. He accepted this promise without reservation, knowing that its 

realization was the turning point of his life. He saw more clearly that the 

new path led into the infinite. But now there was no more fear. Infinity is 

life, and all that is finite is in the realm of death. 

* * * 

Maharshi has a strange power to awaken love for himself in the 

hearts of all; this devotion uplifts his pupils, incalculably raising the level 

of their lives, enabling them to touch the purest form of this power-energy 

that is perhaps the creator of the universe. Love and devotion for the 

Saint have none of the ugly qualities of an ordinary love, like jealousy, 

possessiveness, exclusiveness, falling 

under the spell of outer appearances, uncertainty and delusiveness, and 

last, but not least, the pain of separation from the object of love. Here the 

love-devotion for the Master does not ask for any-thing in return. It asks 

only for the grace of utterly giving oneself to him, to enter into unity with 

the perfect and all-pervading object. 

One who realizes the true greatness of the Sage understands, that 

he must discard his personality and henceforth make it no more the basis 

of his existence. He has to transcend the boundaries of the mental-

emotional self, if he wants to achieve union with the object of his love, 

and these words mean some-thing utterly different from the sense usually 

attributed to them. He can know the real beauty of the Master only by 

entering the kingdom of the Master's Self. That which we see of him on 

the physical plane is a mere shadow of him as he really is. But those who 

have been in his presence know how powerful is even this reflection. 

There was one tragic evening in the Ashram. The state of Maharshi's 

health was suddenly worse and one could notice at first glance a great 

tiredness in his face and a weakness of the whole body. During the usual 

recitation of the Vedas his head was helplessly sinking lower and lower, 

although now and again he tried, with a visible effort, to resume the 

habitual meditative posture. Just before 6 p.m. when the temple hall was 

almost empty, except for a small group of his nearest attendants and 

pupils, we suddenly saw big stains of blood on the bandage enveloping his 

arm and even on the white pillows supporting it. The young Indian 
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attendants were terrified. One ran to the doctor residing nearby, who was 

in the habit of dressing the wound every day in the small dispensary of 

the Ashram. 

Dead silence fell on all. Some of the women wept; the faces of the 

men were serious and deeply worried. But Maharshi himself seemed 

utterly indifferent to all this. He looked upon his arm with a strange 

expression as if he were quietly contemplating a thing quite foreign to, or 

without any connection with, himself. Then with his unique soft gesture, 

showing the stained pillow almost as if he would like to beg us to excuse 

him for the trouble, he smiled. That was all. What was felt by the people 

round him as the icy breath of death, had made no impression on him. 

All of us who were then sitting at his feet were united in the same 

spontaneous impulse, and understood each other perfectly in this tragic 

moment, without the need of words or even glances. Each one of us would 

gladly have given all his blood in exchange for that which the Master had 

lost, if it could only delay the imminent catastrophe. 

The doctor came, out of breath; he was a short elderly Indian 

gentleman, looking somewhat like a Malayan. He began dressing the arm, 

bidding Maharshi to leave the hall earlier in view of this happening, which 

was to prove a turn for the worse in his condi- tion. But the Saint refused 

with his typical kind gesture. He looked on the people gathered round and 

once more a marvelous smile illumined his face. One would say that he 

wished to compensate for the grief seen in our hearts, which we were 

quite certain, were open to his gaze. 

I have never seen, and undoubtedly shall never see, on any other 

face, such an inexpressibly wonderful smile as Maharshi's. A spot-less 

purity, love for all, and a wise understanding of our imperfections and 

shortcomings, all this and far more, was contained in his smile, something 

which no words can convey. A transcendent beauty reflected in physical 

form ? Only those who have seen it will understand. 

I pondered: such an ocean of love, such a power of adoration 

directed towards the Sage, could they not have some weight before 

providence somewhat to delay the tragic happening; tragic of course, only 

for us. 

At that very moment I instinctively lifted up my head. I found the 

answer deep in the eyes of the Saint, and silence was restored in my 

heart as I breathed: 
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'O Lord, just are all thy doings'. 

* * * 

Today I read a passage which throws much light on the mysteri-ous 

illness of Maharshi, so incomprehensible to his devotees: 'When the 

average person suffers for his fellow man, he calls it compassion. A 

famous contemporary Yogi—Sri Yogananda Para-mahamsa, describes it as 

"metaphysically induced illness". For two years before his death, 

Yogananda suffered from this type of illness and according to his disciples, 

it was the result of "working out" in his own body some of the physical 

and spiritual burdens of his friends and disciples. In his Autobiography, 

Yogananda explains this phenomenon as follows: "The metaphysical 

method of physical transfer of disease is known to highly advanced Yogis. 

A strong man can assist a weaker one by helping to carry his heavy load; 

a spiritual superman is able to minimize his disciples physical or mental 

burdens by sharing the Karma of their past actions. Just as a rich man 

loses some money when he pays off a large debt for his prodigal son, who 

is thus saved from the dire consequences of his own folly, so a Master 

willingly sacrifices a portion of his bodily wealth to lighten the misery of 

his disciples'. 
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CHAPTER IX 

My Path to Maharshi 

 

It is usually a bad plan to revive the past where it touches one's  

personality; but in reviewing my present Diary, a question arose: 'Before I 

met Maharshi, why did I consider all my previous experiences in occultism 

to be failures?' 

At 25 years of age, Theosophy attracted my attention. Its smooth 

and Iogical theories pleased my reason, as did the impeccable style of 

Mrs. Besant and Mr. Leadbeater. For some time I corresponded with both. 

Then the honesty and idealism of the first President of the T.S.—Col. 

Olcott and the mysterious and powerful personality of Madame Blavatsky, 

could not be disregarded. Apart from theories, there were also hints for 

developing the super-physical faculties latent in us. I began practising 

concentration and meditation according to the then newly published book 

by Ernest Wood. After some years of rather fruitless efforts my 

enthusiasm began to diminish. The exercises mentioned did not prove 

very effective. Among Theosophists I could not find men who really knew 

and could give me advice apart from printed books. Their Masters were 

not accessible, and seemed to be rather like a myth. It appeared that only 

Madame Blavatsky and Col. Olcott had had the privilege of meeting them 

in physical form. On my inquiry late in 1926, Mrs. Besant wrote to me: 'It 

is true that after the death of Col. Olcott in 1907, the Masters with-drew 

their direct guidance of the T.S., but recently in 1925, they resumed that 

guidance'. 

At first the development of the superphysical faculties was inter-

esting: it excited my curiosity. Afterwards I found that, being based on 

the changing ysical being, they were subject to the currents of the mind 

and so were a blind alley—way from the supreme goal. Then came studies 

in Hermeticism which is based on an ancient Egyptian tradition, and uses 

the symbolism of the Tarot as one of its main features. Being 

mathematically minded, the relationship and connection between numbers 

and the Tarot cards engaged my attention. Eliphas Levi and Dr. Papus 

temporarily became my intellectual masters. I became engrossed in a 

cumbersome process of creating new thoughts and ideas by working with 

a pack of Tarot cards. I held meetings in public with the members of 

differ-ent occult societies. It delighted me to see the attentive faces of my 

applause. 
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In the audience I saw a friend—a retired general. He was then 

president of a metaphysical society and a most kind- listeners apparently 

following my conceptions and calculations with the help of drawings on the 

large blackboard behind my chair. 

Then another step—the next meeting was devoted to the ancient 

abbalah. When I had finished, the blackboard was covered with Hebrew 

letters, mystical riangles and drawings. The lecture ended in loud hearted 

man. He said to me afterwards: 'Your lectures are very interesting and the 

hall is always full. The fact that the ublic obviously does not understand 

even ten per cent of the matter is  apparently no hindrance to the success 

of the exposition'. These words gave me much food for thought, and as a 

result, I stopped public lecturing. 

I realized that ninety-nine per cent of the people came only to hear 

about something mysterious, from which they hoped to add some savour 

to their lives. 

My activities with Hermetic occultism came to an end after 

performing a magical ritual as laid down by Eliphas Levi and Dr. Papus. 

Three of us prepared ourselves for twenty-one days. For the operation we 

chose a tower of an almost ruined  astle in a remote area. The results 

were poor in proportion to the labour and time sacrificed. We succeeded, 

it is true, in obtaining some appari-tions (spirits or elementals) in the 

smoke of incense and of special dried plants; also some audible 

phenomena and effects of perfume. But I was disappointed. The results 

could not possibly be tested scientifically and gave no ground for definite 

conclusions. Even the very impressions received, appeared different to 

each of us. Gradually I gave up the whole business of ceremonial magic. 

My next study was of a very interesting book by Dr. Brandler Pracht, 

a German occultist. His method was definite and clear. He recommended 

many valuable exercises leading to the control of thoughts, and in 

consequence of the whole personality. Their aim was the acquiring of 

power and ability: 

1. To concentrate the mind upon only one thing without deviation or 

gaps. 

2. Deliberately to stop the whole process of thinking for ten minutes 

at a time. 

There were, of course, many other instructions which cannot be 

described here. Strangely enough he expected one to reach the grade of a 
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'young master' in about six months. However, I spent much more time 

than that in order to obtain both kinds of con-centration for only three 

minutes. 

The period of Hermeticism, magic and Dr. Brandler Pracht, was 

behind me. I visited France. In Paris was the headquarters of the 

Association of Spiritual Friendships (Amities Spirituelles) of France, 

founded by Paul Sedir, for twenty years well known as an occultist and 

mystic. His most mysterious book—The Initiations—made a good 

impression on me. He wrote plainly about his Master, and later about his 

personal experiences with the so-called 'Master of Masters', the very name 

of whom he never dared to pronounce. This organization, being semi-

secret, advocated the most elevated and pure ideas that I then knew. But 

at that time (!935) Paul Sedir had been dead for thirteen years. I 

therefore sought the Great Master described by him, but was unable to 

meet him. Eventually I found some old members who knew Sedir and who 

could possibly show me the path. It was a hard task, for the Western 

Masters purposely use a policy different from their Eastem Brothers. They 

prefer to be and remain completely unknown to all except their true 

disciples, and their inviolable standards are very high. It is extremely 

difficult to be allowed into the presence of these great beings, and the 

silence of secrecy must be sworn and observed for life. I cannot therefore 

say anything more. 

There was one early experience which may be worth describing. 

Living in our town was a Bishop whom people described as. A Saint. He 

Was a true ascetic. People of all creeds came to him to ask his blessing, 

which was said to be very effective. I had to leave my university studies 

and enlist, for that was during the first world war, when I was nineteen. 

My mother was a keen Theosophist and had fine religious feelings. But as 

was natural at my age, I was concerned only with sport and study. One 

day my mother said to me: 'My son, you are going to the war. I do not 

know if the Almighty will grant me grace to see you again. Tomorrow I 

want to take you to our saintly Bishop. He will give you his holy blessing'. 

Reluctant as I was, I could not refuse my mother's wish. So the next 

afternoon a priest took us into a modest room with only a few wooden 

chairs and a crucifix on the wall. The Bishop entered. I saw a thin man in 

his forties in the simple dress of a monk. His hands were joined on his 

breast and his head was somewhat bent. The strange wax-like complexion 

of the thin face was framed by long black hair falling to the shoulders. 

When he came closer I could see his eyes, dark, and filled with a strange, 

soft light. They were so different from those of any other human being, 
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that I was struck by their mysterious expression of peace, power and 

wisdom. Fortunately I refrained from making any conventional greeting. It 

seemed as if I could not speak. But the Bishop smiled gently and said in a 

low voice: 'It is good young man, that you came here'. Then he raised his 

hands over my head and made a broad sign of the Cross. I spontaneously 

kissed his meagre hand. That was all. Leaving the room I could hear the 

words spoken to my mother, who was still before him: 'Go in peace. 

Everything will be well with the boy'. And I remembered this moment 

again when I sat at the feet of Maharshi for the first time, soon after my 

arrival at the Ashram. Also I remembered as in a dream, that the 

Christian name of the Bishop was the same as that of the unknown master 

whom I had tried to meet in Paris years later. 

Soon after my visit to France, family life, and later the Second World 

War, brought me to a period of darkness. I forgot all my previous 

endeavours. Not earlier than the spring of 1945 an elderly lady, with 

whom I sometimes spoke of Theosophy, lent me Paul Brunton's 'A Search 

in Secret India. She literally forced me to take the book, for I was by no 

means eager to read it; but the last two chapters, where the author 

describes his visit to Maharshi, were decisive. At last I had found my true 

Master. This certainty came of itself and permitted no doubts. And then I 

realized why all my previous searching had been in vain. The occult ways 

mentioned before were only blind alleys. They could give me some help, 

but there was no vision of the true goal. There-fore of necessity, they 

were unsuccessful. Their exercises, concentrations and breath controls 

absorbed only time and energy. 

They veiled the aim which I could not see in their shadows. On the 

path given by the Great Rishi the goal is visible from the first step. It is 

spiritualization of the man. The power of the spirit is unlimited. Now it was 

clear to me why the Vichara (self-inquiry) could replace the time-

devouring training of occult practices. All that I had previously been 

striving after—concentration, meditation, breath and body control, a clear 

vision of reality, peace and bliss—all of them now came of their own 

accord, as ripe fruit falls from a tree. 

Then I began to work with Vichara as described later in Chapter XIV. 

The first steps are always the most difficult. Now I can laugh over these 

difficulties encountered when entering the Direct Path, but then it was 

almost an inner ordeal. And little wonder, for the whole inner world of a 

man must be changed and his mind subdued. The tragedy was that I 

knew that it must be done, but did not then know to 'whom' my former 

'lord'—the mind—had to capitulate. There was emptiness in me when I 
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tried to exclude the thinking process from my consciousness. This 

emptiness was not pleasant and it even brought some fear. The feeling 

was similar to that of a mountaineer, who on entering higher regions feels 

that there is not enough air to breathe, and that he is suffocating. So I 

decided that I needed better conditions and more opportunity for 

meditation and Vichara. 

I knew long before that if we think strongly for some days about a 

certain thing, at a certain time, we find that our thoughts return to it at 

the same hour and even minute. This helps to make our meditation easier 

and more effective and spares us much effort. I decided to use this means 

and at the same time to find more congenial conditions for study. A friend 

in Paris, a Roman Catholic priest, a well-educated and elderly man with 

whom I sometimes corresponded, knew of my endeavours, without in any 

way attempting to dissuade me from them. I wrote to him saying that I 

wanted to find a place in which to live for some months, where quiet 

meditation would be possible. He kindly recommended his own 

monastery. Anyone, he said, who is a Roman Catholic and feels a need for 

spiritual concentration can go there for a time, take part in the simple life 

of its inmates and profit according to his own inner capacity. Intuitively I 

felt that this was what I was seeking. In a few weeks I had arranged my 

affairs, was being ushered into the presence of the Prior and accepted as a 

temporary resident. There were no obligations on my side and I told him 

frankly that I contemplated leaving Europe in a few months for a country 

in the Southern Hemisphere. But I was told that Father N., my friend, had 

already given all particulars about myself and that everything was in 

order. 

I was given a pleasant room in the vast building, which was a 

monastery in the heart of Paris. Another priest visited me and asked what 

books I would like to read. Very gently he suggested a study of the 

Imitation of Christ by Thomas a Kempis. He was immensely pleased when 

I told him that it was the very book for 

which I would have asked. Incidentally, he had it with him in the pocket of 

his cassock. 

During the first weeks I was left completely alone. According to my 

plan I entered into the simple life of the monastery, and found it 

appropriate for my aims. In the morning before breakfast I went to the 

gallery on the first floor of the chapel. It ran around the interior of the 

church and there were chairs and many small altars where priests said 
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masses every morning. Later I began to visit this quiet and peaceful place 

whenever I wished to meditate. 

After breakfast I studied in my room whatever I had as a special 

programme for the day. After lunch I sometimes went for a walk, visiting 

numerous famous places in the city. In addition, I tried to train my mind, 

to rule it in the midst of the feverish life of this large city, and an 

explanation of the method used will be found in Chapter XIV. 

Sometimes as dawn broke I would still be sitting on my chair in the 

half-dark gallery of the chapel, merged in meditation. One of the priests, a 

member of the monastery staff, seeing me sitting for long hours without 

movement, once visited me in my room and asked if such long and 

obviously intense meditations might not impair my health. Our body is a 

fragile instrument, said the good old man, and if we injure it, our capacity 

to serve the Lord is diminished. Of course I assured him that I knew what 

I was doing and how much my body could stand, but thanked him 

sincerely for his concern on my behalf. 

I visited all the various departments of this great community, which 

is separated from the outside world by high walls. I spoke with cooks and 

servants, with gardeners and tailors. All were Brothers of the Order and 

everyone had his work. In the morning they assisted the priests at mass, 

and during the day interrupted their labours at fixed times for short 

prayers. 

They were mostly simple men, devout and friendly, and had spent 

their lives since youth there. Sometimes they were transferred to other 

monasteries in the country. They accepted every-thing without question. 

Then I understood the meaning of renunciation of one's own will' and its 

place in spiritual progress. It was but another form of extinguishing the 

old enemy, the so-called ego. This form and method is the best for simple 

and less educated people, from whose ranks come most of the Brothers of 

these Catholic religious orders. 

When I asked them which they preferred—prayers or work for the 

community—they told me simply that their work was only another form of 

prayer. 

Three years later, when in India, I was given a pamphlet written by 

a famous Indian Saint and Yogi, a highly educated man who has his own 

Ashram in the Himalayas. The title was: 'Work is worship. Dedicate it to 

God.' Now I could understand the unseen ties that bind all humans 

striving for the Highest. It dawned on me here, in one of the spiritual 
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centres of the West, why I felt no disharmony, in following a path based 

on Eastern methods, in a temple consecrated to another great teacher, for 

whom I had always felt the deepest admiration and love. 

About this time I came in contact with the head of the Ramakrishna 

Mission in Paris, the eminent Swami S., whom the Ashram of Sri Maharshi 

had recommended me to visit. He was always very busy, but when he was 

shown my letter from Tiruvannamalai, he immediately gave me an 

interview. 

During our talk, he said: 'Sri Maharshi is your spiritual Master, your 

Guru. Ask him for help—it will be granted to you . Also, pointing to the 

way out of some inner difficulties I had confessed to him, he gave me a 

short mantra which would put me in touch with the Great Rishi, whom of 

course, I had not yet seen. It was the repetition of'Om, Ramana, Orn'. 

* * * 

Months passed and my Vichara was firmly established, but it was 

not yet the living vital Vichara transforming the whole man, which it later 

became in South America. But even this had no comparison with the light 

which illumined it when I was in the presence of the Master Maharshi 

himself. And so I say that the great being who gave us this wonderful 

tool, in a form appropriate to our epoch—the Self-Inquiry or Vichara 

becomes our beloved Master and Lord of our lives. He has already merged 

in the infinite ocean of life, which is the universal reality, the spirit and 

pure being. 

What else could be the ultimate destiny of us all, of you and me, 

who are really rivulets seeking the same ocean—our eternal home of 

bliss?. 
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CHAPTER X 

As by Mixture with Water  

 

As by mixture with water and by friction, sandal-wood emits an 

excellent odour, removing all bad smells; so divine aspiration becomes 

manifest when external desire is washed away'. 

From Sri Sankaracharya's Viveka-Chudamani 

Today during meditation I remembered these words of Sri San-

karacharya, the greatest philosopher and spiritual teacher in India for the 

last 2,000 years. The modifications in my consciousness are now so swift 

and imperceptible that the mind is unable to register them as they take 

place. I could note down only a few of the most important immediately 

after they occurred. One of them, probably the most significant, was this: 

although I cannot yet stay in contemplation the whole day long—this is 

obvious—yet I return to it without any effort as soon as I hear any of 

Maharshi's words, read something of his writings, or even those of any 

other Master who deals with the spiritual life. Till now it is chiefly casual, 

but I know that soon I shall be able to enter this state at will. Once the 

path is open, one cannot forget nor desert it. In the presence of the Saint 

the mind is tuned-up to silence, and does not dare to indulge in endless 

questioning as it used to do. 

This blind egoistic element loses its power and charm in the 

presence of one who prevails over it and discovers its true source. 

Maharshi says clearly: 

'The mind is constituted by thoughts. Stop thinking and show me 

then where is the mind?' 

Experience proves, that after discarding all thoughts from what we 

call 'mind', nothing remains. But life does not stop there, as unfortunately, 

many people are apt to believe. On the contrary, it manifests itself with 

more power and intensity, although, it is true, far more subtly. I well 

remember those times when I could not imagine that one could exist 

without thinking. Maharshi says: 'The most important way to improve the 

mind is to stop think-ing. Thinking and thinking is the cause of the heated 

brain'. 
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What is the practical difficulty in achieving this control? It lies in the 

fact that, for untrained people, the very process of thinking has in itself a 

charm not easy to overcome. 

The constant inward use of Maharshi's question: ' Who am I (called 

also 'Inquiry', in Sanscrit 'Vichara) quiets the rebellious mind. One also 

sees that the acceptance of the axiom: 'No one has ever been able to 

discover truth by thinking, nor to arrive at any definite discovery in the 

spiritual realm through the activity of the mind', destroys the very interest 

in the process of thought itself. 

And when our interest weakens, we are not far from victory. The more we 

become independent of our mind, compelling it to silence at will, the 

better the servant it becomes, and the more useful the services it can 

render to us in its own sphere of action. Many ignorant people, when they 

hear about the necessity of 'transcending the mind' or even 'killing it', 

imagine that such an action would result in a kind of dullness or stupor, 

rendering one incapable of solving the ordinary problems of life on the 

physical plane. But remember: 'The mind is a good servant, but a cruel 

master'. 

It seems that 'to transcend the limits of the mind', which in practice, 

is tantamount to the transfer of consciousness to the transcendent 

spiritual level, is not possible for each and every one. 

One may hear about the process and the methods of applying it, but 

may not necessarily understand, still less be inclined to follow the hints 

given. I have met many people, quite intelligent in the usual sense of the 

word, who were utterly incapable off imagining such a possibility, or of 

grasping, even in theory, the problem itself; just as we cannot perceive 

ultra-violet rays. All their life was concentrated on the physical plane, and 

on it alone could they see their purpose. The very conception of other 

possibilities, was for them non-existent. Of course these problems, as well 

as the present book, are not meant for this type of person. 

* * * 

An elderly Brahmin who is sitting near me is reciting the 'Gayatri', 

the most ancient Mantra of the Aryan race, for him a formula of daily 

meditation. I enter the current and mentally repeat with him: 

'Let us meditate upon the glory of the ONE who created this 

universe. Let him illumine our minds'. 
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CHAPTER XI 

Within the Ashram 

 

It is a delicate task to write about people still living. Therefore this 

part of my diary will be limited to general observations. During my own 

stay at the Ashram, among Westerners represented, there were three 

Americans, two ladies and a gentleman; an Englishman who had been 

living in the compound for fourteen years; an English lady who came soon 

after my arrival; also some French people, a Jew, two Poles and a 

German. With few exceptions my time was fully occupied with my own 

problems and with Maharshi. I did not wish to enter any social life. The 

main meeting place was the hah1 of the Ashram, and naturally the temple 

where Maharshi spent most of his time giving Darshan. 

Among the Indians the most interesting to me were the Swamis, the 

devotees by 'profession'. Some were intelligent and really devoted men. 

In the evening I would see some of them sitting at the nearby shrines, 

giving instruction to peasants from the town and surrounding villages. On 

the stone altars there were lights burning, and the Swamis sat on the 

steps, reciting Holy scriptures and singing hymns. 

There was a Muslim scientist, professor of an Indian University, with 

whom I had many chats. The postmaster of the Ashram was one with 

whom I also had many friendly talks. His childlike and kind attitude 

appealed to me, as did his limitless devotion to his great countryman, our 

beloved Bhagavan. I was afraid my correspondence was giving him much 

trouble, but he performed his duties as postman with ability and good will. 

Scores of Brahmins and intelligentsia from all parts of India kept up 

a steady flow of visitors to Tiruvannamalai. Representatives of high Indian 

circles, Rajas and Maharajas with their families were also frequent guests. 

Some had European wives in beautiful and expensive saris. The Princes 

have a separate hostel some hundred yards from the compound. They 

offer costly gifts to the Ashram and have contributed greatly to its 

construction. 

There is no distinction made between the classes of Indian society in 

Maharshi's presence, but the staff provide places for Indian Princes near 

Maharshi, as they come only for one or two days. 
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The Ashram has a well-organized book-shop filled with its 

publications. But all these things are minor details and lack vital interest 

for me. The Master is the sun and all else revolves round him. 
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CHAPTER XII 

Teachings of Maharshi 

 

It is strange that we are compelled to recognize two apparently 

contradictory facts. The teachings of the Great Rishi of India are 

substantially as old as the first traces of philosophic thought and yet they 

open up a new world of spiritual achievement. 

On the doors of the ancient initiation temples of Greece was an 

inscription 'Gnothi Seauton'—'Know Thyself. 

Plato repeated 'Know yourself and you will know the world and the 

Gods'. The Self-Inquiry of Maharshi—the mysterious Vichara—says the 

same. It is the keystone of his message for the modern world. We wonder 

wherein lies the power of that message, if the fact has been known for 

thousands of years. The solution is in the answer to another question: 

Who gave us the teaching and When ? 

Maharshi is a contemporary Sage, and he is himself the living proof 

of the truth he brought from his own realm of spiritual experience. He 

discovered the Vichara when he knew nothing about religious philosophy. 

As a boy of sixteen, merged in the transcendental state of Samadhi, he 

reached realization of the Self —the ultimate truth—without aid. There 

was no doubt of truth for him, because he himself became that truth.  

The writer and poet, Grant Duff (Douglas Ainslie) in his account 

of'The Greatest Event in My Life' in the Golden Jubilee Souvenir (published 

by the Ramanasramam in Tiruvannamalai), tells of the striking effect felt 

when he first saw Sri Maharshi. He wrote: 'I saw Maharshi for the first 

time, but the moment he looked at me I felt he was the Truth and the 

Light'. 

This experience was by no means exclusive to Mr. Grant Duff. Many 

others have felt it with an irresistible certainty of the soul. Therein lies the 

greatest mystery of the true realization of God—truth. For then a man 

becomes one with Him. And at the same time another miracle happens—

that man is then closest to all other men. 

It is difficult to express the sublime. I spoke with the Master only 

three times, and on each occasion only for a few minutes. No more was 

necessary. Speech was too clumsy and inadequate. In my last talk with 
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him (see chapter 'Farewell') the reader will find that I intuitively kept 

silent. 

When Gandhi sent Sri Rajendra Prasad, the present President of the 

Indian Republic to ask Sri Maharshi for a message, the latter said: 'Of 

what use are words when the heart speaks to the heart?' And the 

messenger went back to his Master, Mahatma Gandhi, satisfied with the 

answer of the Great Rishi. 

So the Self-Inquiry—'Who Am I?'—was always the basis of all the 

teachings of Maharshi. He told us that while putting the inquiry to 

ourselves, we must clearly realize that our bodily senses and mind are 

impermanent and conditioned, and should be excluded from the realm of 

the real. Then that which remains unaffected by them will be the Self. 

By the constant and firm use of the Vichara we come to the silence. 

During his long life on this earth Maharshi gave many commentaries on 

his teachings, in reply to questions put to him by innumerable visitors and 

disciples. They are written down in several books published by the 

Ashram. One of them, the incomparable Maha Yoga ('The Great Yoga'), 

contains all the essentials of his sayings classified in appropriate form by 

an eminent disciple. This book is indispensable to every earnest student of 

Maharshi's message. It is not my purpose here to quote from it. If you 

study it you will understand the message and the greatness of Maharshi. A 

writer's usefulness and power to convince about spiritual matters depends 

on the mood and intuition with which he writes. We can express our 

mental conceptions, our problems and theories. They are the children of 

our outer mind, and they will be cold and stillborn unless breathed upon 

by the inner reality. In an initiatory booklet by H. P. Blavatsky— The Voice 

of the Silence—we read: For mind is like a mirror; it gathers dust while it 

reflects'. 

And so, in a spiritual search, the role of the mind is a minor one. 

Writing with the outer mind only, we try to gather suitable words and 

choose ideas that are to go on paper. That is the mind's work. Then we 

remain forever in the realm of the unreal, and the ultimate truth will be 

veiled indefinitely to us. 

Maharshi taught us to use a different process: to refer to a higher 

level of consciousness, where all imperfections of the 'mirror' are 

transcended. That is the realm of the true Self, of the Over-Self. Writing 

from that level we do not choose our ideas or words. They come by 

intuition, already chosen as it were. An educated Brahmin reading these 
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lines would smile and say: 'Dear Mouni, why do you not say what you 

mean, and call it simply the Buddhic consciousness?' But this will convey 

nothing to a reader not con-versant with Indian classical terms. 

The Sage of Arunachala also gave us another great injunction that 

we should strive now to attain in this life that level of consciousness which 

transcends the 'normal'. For then we attain a consciousness which will 

endure forever, independent of the death of the body. This state frees us 

from all fears and uncertain-ties. This is that 'pearl of great price', that 

'treasure' worth any toil to discover, that 'good part' which shall not be 

taken from us. 

Maharshi did not occupy himself with theories. A famous saying of 

his is: There is no reincarnation; there is no Ishwara (personal god); there 

is nothing; you have only to be'. This is the ultimate truth for those who 

attain the highest conception of unconditioned being. This plane can be 

attained because he attained it. I believe that the very purpose of a great 

being who comes for our sake to this earth is not so much to give us a 

'new teaching' (if 'new teachings' ever exist), as to give an example of 

attainment, fulfilling the teachings of the sacred books and pouring new 

life into them. 

Such is the purpose of the Maha-Yoga, confirmed over and over again by 

Maharshi himself. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

The Technique of Vichara 

 

         The simplest things are sometimes the most difficult to achieve. 

When we try to shut out all the whims and fancies of our restless mind, 

and to concentrate on the one chosen for a definite purpose, the mind 

fights desperately in order to resist control. It depends upon our will, who 

wins this fight. Find out who is the creator of thoughts—and you have 

achieved the goal. Such is true realization. But it is too mystical and needs 

relentless effort for its understand-ing. I began to work with Vichara for 

years before I met Maharshi, and the method according to his teachings is 

as follows. 

          To immerse oneself in meditation, making a clear impression on 

the outer mind that the real Self cannot be any transient thing such as the 

body, emotions or mind. When this fact is strongly established without 

any doubt in consciousness, then I try to fill every possible moment with 

the inquiry 'Who Am I ?' When any other thought enters the mind one 

crushes it with the Vichara. The more determined the perseverance, the 

better the result. The restless mind begins to give up the struggle. As I 

substitute every approaching thought with the magic Vichara, the periods 

of abso-lute quietness become longer. At first it is only for a few seconds, 

but with constant practice there come minutes of unruffled peace. The 

most important thing is to catch and remember what was most helpful in 

reaching that peace of mind. I cannot describe that process in my 

consciousness, because it is above and beyond the activity of the mind, 

and therefore cannot be expressed in words, which belong to the mental 

realm. But each earnest student will have the same experience. 

         Wherever I was, Vichara was with me: walking in the street, sitting 

in trams and trains, in fact ah1 day long when my mind was not 

immediately engaged in some necessary activity. During the first months I 

counted the inquiries putting a number after each one. 'Who Am I? (one), 

'Who Am I ?' (two), and so on. When circumstances compelled me to 

break the work, I noted the number in my memory, or if the break had to 

be longer, I wrote it on a slip of paper carried in my pocket for the 

purpose. For the first few days the figure of 1,000 was the highest. Later 

7,000 and more became an easy mark. When I learned to fill every 

moment with Vichara excepting those of speech and compulsory mental 

occupation, the counting was discarded as unnecessary, for then the mind 
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had learned to remember Vichara automatically. The important part was 

not to repeat Vichara with the mind, but to saturate each inquiry with a 

strong desire (without words) to know Who Am I?'. 

         Then the results were: peace of mind, and a power to use it after 

my own will, as a force apart from the individual T. The average man 

believes, in his ignorance, that his body, emotions and mind constitute 

himself. The disciple trained by a Master overcomes this falsehood. And 

this is the turning point in his spiritual development, being a 'sine qua non 

for his progress on the path. Being under dominance of his mind the man 

is only a slave, and realization is not possible for those enslaved by the 

mind or the senses. 

         The spiritual aspect of Vichara is also clear. In using it you are 

seeking your legitimate inheritance, aiming directly at the very source of 

life. Other experiences made possible by the use of the inquiry 'Who Am 

I?' are given in other chapters. The whole problem of life is wrapped up in 

the Vichara. Every religion and every spiritual Master affirms that life in its 

essence is eternal and indestructible; but what is that life? 

         Maharshi reveals, and the disciple realizes, that eternal life is none 

other than uninterrupted consciousness. To reach that state means to 

reach the immortality of spirit, of reality. That is the goal and the ultimate 

aim. There is nothing else. Meditate upon this and the truth will be made 

clear even to the outer mind. 

         Such are the heavens promised to the righteous and the saint, as 

told to us by Christ. For them there is no death any more. How clear now 

are the words of the great teacher of humanity!  

         And from the other aspect, it is clear why, for an undeveloped 

human being, there are and must be periodical interruptions in 

consciousness, connected with suffering and the fear of death. If the 

highest level of consciousness in man does not transcend that of mind 

(and so it is for the majority of men), then this very factor implies 

incarnation in matter (Maya) and death, seen as transition into different 

forms with unavoidable temporary dark-ness and gaps in consciousness. 

But when our consciousness reaches the supra-mental realm, the realm of 

the eternal unchangeable spirit-self, the unchanging reality, then death is 

simply transcended and does not exist anymore. Now can be understood 

the truth of the sayings of the Great Rishi, when he denies reincarnation 

in the realm of spirit, but otherwise speaks about it as an established fact. 

From his point of view both death and reincarnation are only illusions, and 
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do not affect the real Self, just as our body is not affected by a change of 

dress. The Vichara throws light on every path. 
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CHAPTER XV  

Martha, Martha, thou art careful  

 

         Martha, Martha, thou art careful and troubled about many things: 

But one thing is needful: and Mary hath chosen that good part, which 

shall not be taken away from her'. 

         The invisible, but in its influence the most efficacious, light 

emanated by Maharshi brings about a total change in our opinions and in 

our appreciation of all the values of worldly life. After the few weeks I 

have spent here, I see so clearly the tragic emptiness of the slogans used 

by most people only to conceal the inner void and utter futility of their 

existence. I remembered having asked many people what they regarded 

as the chief purpose of their lives. Almost all the answers seemed to 

follow a certain common pattern, as if they had been turned out of a 

standard mould. Their gist was more or less as follows: 'The chief purpose 

of my life is to serve my nation; to help the progress of humanity; to 

assist the evolution and cultural development of my progeny; to give a 

good education to and inculcate moral principles in my children', and 

similar meaningless, insincere truisms. I preferred the simpler and more 

frank answer: 'My aim is pleasure. I want to enjoy life to the full while 

there is still time'. I now understand that a being who does not know 'who 

he is' cannot have any right judgment, nor any idea about the things 

which transcend his personality. Also, that until human beings reach self-

awareness, each one of them, without exception, is carried along by an 

automatic movement which he calls 'life', aiming at more or less short-

termed goals. The politician working, as he believes, for the prosperity of 

his state or nation, never ponders over the question as to whether the 

existence of this particular state or nation is necessary for the welfare of 

the universe as a whole, or whether it will not disappear after some time 

to give place to other entities of a similar kind. He even fails to realize, 

that the whole of our planet is not eternal, that everything on it, created 

through the ages by the countless generations of thinking beings' (as we 

like to call our brethren in evolution) will turn into dust, without leaving 

the slightest trace of itself behind, just as no life now remains on that 

'dead' globe, the moon. 

         Actually, this understanding does not appear in such a definite form, 

or in such ready-made sentences as those I have written above. But I 

cannot find any other suitable way to express that realization which, in its 
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pure essence, comes perhaps from the intuition, and is far beyond all 

words. Hence any attempt to try to express the meaning of this 

understanding born from the 'spiritual silence', must inevitably fail. 

         All the varieties of human activity down here have their source in 

the personality or ego. We know that both actor and action are equally 

illusory, and have no real existence save in the three-score years of 

ephemeral life spent in this physical body. If we grasp this fact we see all 

the unreality of our actions and achievements on the physical plane, which 

are at the basis of our personalities. The man who relinquishes his 

personality for the sake of the real ceases to be a slave of his illusions, 

and no longer believes in their usefulness, just as he cannot admit that his 

shadow can exist independently of his physical body. 

  'Vanitas Vanitatum et Omnia Vanitas' 

   Vanity of Vanities and all is Vanity' 

         This was quoted from Ecclesiastes by one of the inspired anchorites 

of Christianity, and the author of that marvellous book The Imitation of 

Christ. It is one more proof that 'All roads lead to Rome', in other words, 

in the spiritual realm all efforts to find truth, irrespective of creed, lead to 

the same final achievement. When, about five years ago, I first discovered 

the teachings of Maharshi, I was struck by their resemblance to those of 

Thomas a Kempis, for many years well known to me. Now, in the 

presence of Light in a visible form, one understands even more clearly the 

basic unity of all the spiritual teachers of humanity. It is the ordinary men 

who have buried, in the grave of dogmas and transient commandments, 

the living, spiritual truth of Their teachings. Belief in the 'superiority' of 

any religion does not exist for one who sits at the feet of a true Master of 

Wisdom. Maharshi also speaks about the 'ultimate truth', but this 

transcends all creeds and can be reached only by the few. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

The Last Photographs of the Master 

 

         During the last few days, several leading photographers have come 

to take Maharshi's photograph. He obeys the requests of the 'specialists'—

made in a most delicate and reverential way and takes the various 

postures they ask him to assume, always with his kind, friendly and 

indulgent smile. 

         Of course, I thought, everyone knows that these are the last 

months of Maharshi's stay with us. Hence, they want to have the picture 

of the physical form of the Saint before it is too late. And the photographs 

are marvellous indeed. His face during these last years of his earthly life 

has the exquisite expression of an almost divine loving kindness, which 

stands out even more dominantly than the wisdom and power which are 

so prominent in his former pictures.  

         Some good photographs of the Master are available. Perhaps the 

best known was taken some sixteen years ago: it shows his face against 

the background of a kind of luminous cross, formed by the reflection of 

light. Another one well known to all readers of books on Maharshi, shows 

him in a classical Yogic posture, sitting cross-legged on a platform covered 

with a tiger skin. It was probably taken after his monthly shaving, for the 

features are free of the white beard, and both the purity of line and 

expression of incomparable power are emphasized more than in any other 

picture. Contemplating it we see a certain gravity on the face of the Saint 

who has for so long left behind him all the weaknesses, imperfections and 

miseries that reign among us. It shows one who has forever transcended 

all ignorance, and now faces the highest reality where no doubts or fears 

can exist. Every month after the shaving takes place I have the 

inestimable privilege of contemplating the features of the living form itself 

with its clear-cut lines—this marvellous head that is surrounded by a 

subtle fragrance of incense and the still more subtle aroma of the utter 

devotion and love of hundreds of hearts. 

         One also perceives in this face that quality which is so rare in our 

brother men—infinite understanding. It is difficult to explain, but when 

one is in the presence of the Saint, one has the certainty that the whole of 

our being lies open and bare before him, and that he sees into its very 

depths. Of course, all this might not be quite pleasant or comfortable for 

the majority of people were it to happen before eyes other than those of 
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the Maharshi. But in his presence no secrets can exist, nor does one have 

the slightest fear of criticism. 

         He is like the highest tribunal of our conscience, the Father-

Confessor whose 'very presence purifies us from all sin', as was said about 

forty years ago by his friend, a Hindu Saint and clair- voyant, Seshadri 

Swami. 

         The third well-known photograph represents the face of the Master 

in a halo of white hair and beard, with a soft smile of ineffable tenderness. 

         Maharshi's mission on this earth is nearing its end. The oral 

teachings have been transmitted, transcribed and published by disciples 

and faithful friends. A group of 'initiates' remains to spread the words of 

wisdom further for those who are able to hear and accept them. Now 

remains only the cross of final martyr-dom, whose extent and purpose are 

unknown and inexplicable to us. 

         It was not my privilege to see its stages on the physical plane. I 

was told that the magnitude of Maharshi's physical suffering was terrible 

for those surrounding him. I believe that the all-wise Providence knows 

best as to what are the limits of our strength and endurance in any period 

of life. 

         This third picture of the Sage, which I contemplated every day 

during the whole of my stay in the Ashram, remained with me, for ever 

engraved on my heart, not only in its outward appear-ance, but infinitely 

more. 

         Just before the end, in April, 1950, the Master said to those to 

around him:' They say I am dying, but I shall remain here more alive than 

ever. Verily the Spirit of Maharshi has remained with us. The photographs 

of Maharshi are now known all over the world. But how many people know 

the light which was brought by him from the realm of absolute buss, the 

land of the highest spirit, and of the thorny paths, which are so narrow 

and difficult for most of us ? Why are we so blind? Why are we unable to 

see this peace and bliss, wisdom and love, expressed so clearly even in 

the physical features of one who abides in that land forever i How much 

more resplendent must be that light there, where it is not veiled by the 

vehicles of matter, where shines the never-setting sun, about whose 

luminous rays every being dreams in the inner- most depths of his heart. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

One Operation More 

 

         For a few days rumours had been going round the Ashram that 

another operation is soon to take place to cut out the malignant tumour, 

whose growth has become so terrifying, weakening the whole body of tlie 

Sage. Last night several surgeons came from Madras with bags full of 

instruments. They assisted at the evening meditation and exchanged a 

few words with the Saint before leaving the temple hall. 

         This morning Maharshi was absent from his usual place, and the 

members of the Ashram staff said that the operation has to take place 

about noon. 

          All Westerners were on the alert, and many people were wan-

dering round the temple, going here and there in the vicinity of the 

dispensary where the operation was being performed. 

          In the evening we were told that the operation was over, but 

Maharshi was very weak and would not be able to leave the dispensary. 

Later he sat in an arm-chair on the verandah of its white building, 

surrounded by surgeons and the Ashram staff, and on the nearby square 

a long queue had been formed by those who were anxious to see the 

Master. One by one they advanced, silently mounted the few steps, 

saluted, and immediately went down by the other side. 

          I was not there. I went to the temple, sat in my usual place and 

plunged into meditation, with no thoughts, no mental forms, in the 

quietness of that silence which is more eloquent than words. How 

marvellous is the peace of such a silence! It is beyond ah1 the limits of 

time and human memory. It cannot be immediately interpreted in words, 

because of a certain reluctance on our part to touch this silence by 

thought. It does not allow us to use words until later. 

          These pages, therefore, were written after some time had  lapsed, 

generally during the 'free' hours following lunch, when everyone goes to 

rest, all the life of the Ashram seems to be suspended and no one is in the 

temple hall. People generally sleep from noon to 3 p.m. But not myself, 

for I have much correspondence: letters reach me from all parts of the 

world in many languages from people of different nature, temperament 

and level of mental development. 
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Heat discourages all physical movement, but the super-physical 

functions remain independent of it, and the mind works normally. When I 

finish my correspondence for the day, I take my diary or a few pages of 

my Remembrances from India, which I am trying to write in a form 

suitable for the average layman. I do not quite like it and have taken it up 

without enthusiasm. Some will see in it an almost trivial type of 

description, others will think it exaggerated and biased. All this cannot be 

helped. 

A few days after the operation Maharshi appears in the temple hall; 

at first for a few hours only, then for a somewhat longer period, until 

finally, the usual routine is restored for a time. 

Pupils and devotees as well as admirers come from all parts, 

probably to say farewell to the Master and have his final Darshan. Among 

them are Indians, and Westerners of many nations. They are chiefly 

elderly people, coming for a short stay of perhaps a few days. Among 

them there are serious as well as somewhat grotesque figures. One of the 

old disciples of Maharshi, the famous Yogi Ramiah, has remained almost 

two months in the Ashram. Every morning and evening he sat literally at 

the feet of the Master. Silent and dispassionate, wrapped in his white 

garments, he stayed quiet and motionless. 

After the operation Maharshi is still thin, but a slight improvement is 

visible. Among the surrounding people optimistic rumours are spreading. 

Some expect a miracle, while others hope for better results from new 

methods of treatment. 

I do not try to brood over the future. I am concentrated on the 

present, leaving the possible sorrow in store for the time when the Master 

will not be with me any more—of course, in the physical sense. But I know 

that I am seeing him in his physical body for the last time. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

Visiting Caves 

 

I use part of the time when Maharshi is absent from the temple had 

to visit holy places in the vicinity. My first is to the sacred hill, Arunachala, 

which rises high above the Ashram, as if pointing to heaven with its sharp 

peak. I go to all the caves where the Sage dwelt in his youth. One of the 

most famous is called 'Virupaksha' cave. Here the young Swami Ramana 

spent many years in meditation and ascetic discipline. It is said that in 

ancient times a great Yogi was buried there. 

I easily found a little path on the slope of Arunachala leading to this 

cave. There I saw a big rock jutting out and below it a small verandah 

with a concrete floor, an iron lattice all round, and small doors in the 

background. These were shut by a rusted and old, but still used, lock. 

There were no signs of life. I went round the cave, plucked a few red 

flowers and then sat quietly on a big warm stone. As I was deciding to 

return home, a thin, middle-aged Hindu came down from the hill and 

approached the cave. He saluted me in the usual Hindu manner, to which 

I responded by the same salute, placing my palms together at the level of 

my chest. He opened the little iron gate and entered, inviting me with a 

kind gesture and smile to follow him. I had to bend almost double to pass 

through the very low and narrow doors. 

Inside, in the centre of the little nine-by-nine-foot cell hollowed out 

of the rock, stood a small cubic altar about five feet high covered with 

garlands of wild yellow flowers. In the centre, blue blossoms were 

scattered and a light was burning. On a shelf cut out of the rock stood an 

earthen water-pot. By it my new friend, the Sannyasin, placed the small 

vessel containing food which he had just brought. Nothing else was to be 

seen in the cave. I sat down on the cleanly swept concrete floor near the 

stone altar. My host did the same. We understood each other without the 

need of words. He knew the purpose of my visit and I understood well 

what this secluded, silent hermitage meant for him. 

In the afternoon I went to another cave, situated somewhat higher 

up the hill, and named 'Skandashram'. This was the next place where 

Maharshi stayed before he came down to the present Ashram, where the 

grave of his mother, the temple and all the buildings are now situated. 
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As in Virupaksha the rock platform is surrounded by a lattice wall, 

and from a palm grove and small garden a few steps cut into the rock lead 

to a large verandah and several rooms inside. It was a Hindu holy day, 

and several festively dressed women and boys were standing on the 

verandah under the pleasant shade of the palms. A young Indian, with an 

intelligent and kind expression, came out to meet me. He showed me a 

small door leading inside. This cave was similar to, but looked a bit 'richer' 

than, the former one. An identical little altar stood in the centre adorned 

with flowers. A light was burning, and an old photograph of Maharshi, in a 

meditation posture and probably taken some forty years ago, was 

standing on the altar. Some mats with coloured stripes were stretched on 

the floor. 

The young ascetic stood with folded hands and bowed head before 

Maharshi's picture. I inquired whether this was the room where the Sage 

had dwelt many years ago, as there were other little cells in the rock 

hermitage. He nodded assent, then went out for a moment, returning with 

a tray full of fresh ashes and a tiny vessel with the red powder called 

'kum-kum'. Both are always used during Puja (Hindu ritual worship). One 

had to make a small mark between the eyebrows with the red powder, 

and then three stripes on the forehead with the holy ashes. The first was 

easy, but at the second I hesitated, not being sure how many stripes I 

must make, nor how to do so without risk of a mistake. The Swami who 

was holding the tray understood my uncertainty and immediately 

demonstrated with a kind gesture—three stripes were to be done with 

three fingers. I followed his example and after having complied with this 

ancient Aryan ritual sat down quietly in the corner of the verandah, near 

the Maharshi's former cell, and with-drew my consciousness from all 

objects, removing everything from its field. First the coloured saris of the 

women sitting opposite disappeared, then the whisper of an old white-

bearded ascetic repeating his Mantras just near me. 

When I 'returned' to the visible world I heard from afar the Ashram 

gong calling for supper. Here in the evening air, sounds are clearly heard 

for a radius of several miles. I silently took leave of the inmates of 

Skandashram and walked down the stony steps. So this evening, for the 

first time, I sat at the Ashram meal with the signs on me of a Hindu 

Sadhu, indicating a person dedicated to spiritual life. Maharshi's place was 

empty. 

But opposite me sat the newly-arrived family of a Maharaja, his wife 

and two youngsters, his son and daughter. On the left was Yogi Ramiah's 

place, and on the right the senior pupils and the inmates of the Ashram. It 
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seemed to me that the Maharaja's family were casting somewhat envious 

glances at my spoon which was so comfortable to use, especially when 

dealing with liquids, for out of courtesy, they had to follow the common 

custom of eating with the hand, whereas when at home they had probably 

long ago forsaken it. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

Arunachala by Day 

 

Arunachala means 'The Hill of Light'. According to an immemorial 

custom, on the day of Siva's festival called 'Kartikai' a big fire fed with 

ghee (melted butter) is lit on the very top of Arunachala by the priests of 

the great Tiruvannamalai temple about a mile from the Ashram. The light 

is seen for miles all round, as the hills stands solitary on the plains. The 

festival is celebrated every year in November. The legend says that many 

thousands of years ago, Siva Himself appeared on the hill-top as a column 

of fire, and since that time the Kartikai festival has always been 

celebrated. 

That is the physical, the visible side of it, but the esoteric signi-

ficance is far richer and deeper. Maharshi called Arunachala: the reflection 

of the divine absolute bestowing liberation on those who strive sincerely 

for it. He also said it represents our true Self, the essential reality, the 

spirit, and the ultimate goal of our existence, or the Atman. The Sage said 

clearly that though from the material point of view, Arunachala is only a 

senseless hill, 'a mass of rocks and stones'—understood in its real aspect, 

it is a symbol of the highest being. I cannot here detail all the mythology 

connected with the holy hill. I shall merely quote in a free translation, 

some significant words of the Master: 

'I discovered that the very thought about Arunachala, its mental 

picture, stops the movements of the thinking principle and gives the peace 

of achievement to the one who turns towards it. 

There exists in the world a marvellous potion, for those who have 

understood the ephemeral nature of worldly things and want to discard 

this form of life. This rare potion does not kill the physical man, but 

destroys his false, separate personality, if he can only turn his thoughts 

towards it. Know that it is none other than this Holy Hill—Arunachala. One 

who constantly asks himself: 

Who Am I, what is the Source of me? One who plunges into the 

depths of his being and finds the roots of the mind in the Heart, he 

himself becomes a Lord of the Universe, O Arunachala, Ocean of Buss. . .' 

I want also to give the literal version: 'I have discovered a New 

Thing! This Hill, the lodestone of lives, arrests the movements of any one 

who so much as thinks of it, draws him face to face with It, and fixes him 
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motionless like Itself to feed upon his soul thus ripened. What a wonder is 

This! 

O Souls beware of It, and live! Such a destroyer of lives is this 

magnificent Arunachala, which shines within the Heart! How many are 

there, who have been ruined like me for think-ing this Hill to be the 

Supreme? Oh, Men! Disgusted with this life of intense misery, ye seek a 

means of giving up the body. 

There is on earth a rare drug which without actually killing him, will 

annihilate anyone who so much as thinks of it. Know that it is none other 

than this Arunachala'. 

(From a Hymn by Maharshi translated by a member of the Ashram.) 

These mystical words of the Sage have a deep meaning and also 

give some practical hints, but only for those who are consciously aiming at 

Liberation. For these the veil of words is lifted and only then can they see 

the mystic light of Arunachala shining forth in their hearts. 

I begin to understand the meaning of the words: 'All the move-

ments of the mind are stopped by Arunachala'. It is difficult to convey, 

save to him who has experienced it, but it is a fact that even the picture 

of the strange shape of the Hill of Light, seen by our mind's eye, or the 

very remembrance of Arunachala when one is far from it, helps in a 

concentration which is not only the beginning but a very condition of our 

advancement towards the Goal. 

Today, taking advantage of Maharshi's absence from the hall, I have 

decided to explore die physical aspect of the hill. It means a climb to its 

summit. The weather is propitious as the sky is cloudy and there is not the 

usual heat. A strong and rather fresh wind also helps my enterprise, which 

is not at all easy, for I do not know the way and the slopes are steep and 

wild. It is difficult to see the path. 

In addition the appearance of things from a distance is different 

from what it is when one actually reaches them. Places which, from the 

plain, seem quite easy to climb, prove on approach im-possible to scale. 

This was the greatest difficulty of my adventure. Looking at the hill from 

below and following more or less a straight line, I traced my way through 

the slopes above the town of Tiruvannamalai and the Ashram. On the 

whole I climbed almost all the time, and generally at an angle of 45 

degrees. I had to jump from one stone to another, avoiding the high 

dense weeds which grew profusely between the rocks, as within them 
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might be hidden snakes or scorpions, so common in these parts. Soon the 

town, the great temple with its towers, and the build-ings of the Ashram 

became toys and the goatherds who were looking up at me from the lower 

slopes seemed like ants. 

I noticed that the descent might be more difficult, for the stones, 

polished by rain and wind during the centuries, are round in shape and 

loosely embedded in the ground. Often they become dis-lodged and roll 

down the sides of the hill. 

         After hah7 an hour's climb I reached a rock, which, seen from 

below, appeared to be about halfway; but now looking up to the peak, I 

saw that the distance yet to climb was more than double that which had 

been left behind. Moreover the rock was so steep that there was no 

possibility of clambering over it with the aid only of the light bamboo stick 

I was carrying. It was lying directly 

across my chosen track, barring the way, and it seemed impossible to go 

round it. I saw that the seemingly easy valleys leading to the rocky peak 

were neither near nor easy to climb. At last I understood that 1 was not 

on the proper path, and remembered the words of the chemist in 

Tiruvannamalai, who said that the best way is opposite Siva's temple, 

somewhat to the North. But it was too late now to find it. The only thing 

left, if I wanted to proceed and not to abandon my day's adventure, was 

to follow an almost invisible little track through the bushes and herbs on 

the left of the rock. It might prove to be longer, but there was no choice. I 

ceased look-ing where to step, as I had been doing before, because it took 

too much time. I thought: if a cobra has to bite me, no care of mine can 

possibly prevent it. I simply fixed my attention on Arunachala and after 

one hour reached the summit. 

Sitting on a stone near the place where the famous Fire is lit—it was 

easy to recognize it by the black fatty patch made by the burned ghee—I 

remenbered Maharshi's advice as to how we should look at the material 

side of life, not lowing it to interfere with our constant search for light. 

Raise your head high. Do not look down on the tossing stormy sea 

of ransient life. Else it will engulf you in its muddy waves. Fix your gaze 

aloft until you see the Splendid Reality'. The literal translation is: 

'Aim high, aim at the highest, and all lower aims are thereby 

achieved. It is looking below on the stormy sea of differences that makes 

you sink. Look up, beyond these and see the One Glorious Real—and you 

are saved'. 
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From Maharshi's Sayings 

I meditated upon the fact that humanity is seeking happiness and 

light, new teachings and new teachers. And yet so many mar-vellous 

truths are at its disposal in all the religions of the world, and in the 

sayings of the mystics and masters, that even one life-time would not be 

enough to know them all. And in reality one single maxim, if put into 

practice, suffices to guide us to the right path. 
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CHAPTER XX 

The I-Current 

 

Apart from Maharshi himself, this is a most mystical phenomenon. It 

is difficult to describe it in non-technical language. If we accept the fact 

that in Nature there is no loss of energy, then we can realize that spiritual 

forces generated by the meditations and radia-tions of the Samadhi of the 

Master must create a reservoir of spiritual energy. The intimate disciples 

of Maharshi knew about this some thirty years ago. They called it 'The I-

Current'. They ascribed to this super-physical power different phenomena 

that occurred at the Ashram, spontaneous cures of diseases, spiritual 

illuminations and sudden changes in the direction of their lives. Maharshi 

himself rarely spoke about any phenomena mentioned by his devotees. It 

seemed he ignored all this. 

It is within the realm of natural law that a powerful spiritual 

magnetism as created by the Great Rishi could not fail to produce effects 

on our consciousness when attuned to its mighty radiation. One day I was 

seeking a method—apart from the Vichara—to facilitate my attunement 

with my true Self. At that time the re-sistance of my mind and emotions 

barred the way to the silence. 

Then an idea came: 'Why should I not try to draw upon the Current 

?' But how ? Concentrating all my attention on that prob-lem I intuitively 

began to repeat, like a mantra, the words: 'I-Current, I-Current', not 

knowing what made me do it. Imme-diately a stream of power entered 

my being, exactly filling the need whose fulfilment I had sought. Now 

everything was changed. The mind's resistance was swept away. The 

physical world receded from the screen of my vision like a broken film. 

Then came the state of consciousness I have described in other chapters. 

Later I realized that it was not necessary to use the mystical current only 

for the above purposes, and that its use in smaller matters could also be 

helpful. Every disturbance of the mind can be quelled by it. But intuition 

warns me not to use that reservoir of force too often and without 

discrimination. 

What conditions are necessary to bring one in contact with the 'I-

Current' ? Knowledge that the current exists; belief in its effec-tiveness as 

part of the activity of the Master, and desire for some worthy cause to be 

served. I never asked my Master about it. It seemed too trivial a thing to 

speak about, when his work was always performed on a higher level. 
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However, it throws light on the methods by which those who have gone 

before us have performed their tasks. The 'I-Current' exists. It constitutes 

a great source of power on which we can draw to achieve worthy ends. It 

is the blessed inheri- tance left to us by the great friend of humanity. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

The Tomb of the Muslim Saint 

 

One day, one of my friends invited me to attend worship in the 

mosque of Tiruvannamalai. I went and was told the strange story of a 

North Indian Mohammedan Saint, generally called 'Haji' here. A few days 

before his death he said to his pupils:  

'When I leave my physical form, my Spirit will remain with you. Let 

everyone, without any difference of creed and social status, come to my 

grave whenever he may be in need of help. Let him express his need or 

wish as clearly as he would, were he facing my present visible form. I 

shall certainly hear his entreaty and shall transmit it to the Most High, 

Who will fulfil it for the sake of His servant'. 

I was told of many cases when such assistance had been granted, 

irrespective of creed, to Muslim, Hindus and Christians alike. A few days 

after visiting the caves, on a beautiful evening, I went to see this Haji's 

tomb. It was in a modest thatched hut. Inside was an .old watchman of 

the mosque who lived nearby, and supplied the incense sticks to be 

burned day and night at the tomb. It was very simple, oblong in shape, 

and two small lights were burning on the parapet of the verandah, about a 

yard and a half deep running round the mud-floored hut. On one side of it 

could be seen the white walls of the mosque, and from another the sun-

scorched fields of the plain. 

Silence and peace reigned in this modest shrine. The sun was just 

setting—a good hour for meditation, and that the place also was most 

suitable for it, I had in a moment, ample proof. The psychic atmosphere of 

India is very different from that of most other countries. One might say 

that contemplative moods *e in the very air. This is easy to understand if 

we admit that no energy is lost in nature. Millions of human beings, often 

endowed I extraordinary spiritual powers, with a mighty radiating in-

fluence, have from time immemorial been throwing into the atmosphere of 

India streams of energy generated by their medita- tions. Also, since the 

thoughts of many inhabitants are directed towards superphysical aims, all 

this creates a peculiar magnetism, especially in so-called 'holy' places like 

the Ashram and its surroundings. 

For me, the tomb of the Mohammedan saint proved to be one of 

these magnetic spots. In a few moments, after having excluded the visible 
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world from my consciousness, I became aware of the Haji's presence. It 

was like that of a sweet and extremely kind person asking me what were 

my needs and wishes, and urging me to express them frankly without any 

shyness or reservation. But on this occasion I had no requests to make, 

save only the one thought which was always in my mind even in the 

presence of Maharshi. It is difficult to explain what it was, but for those 

who know the Indian philosophic terminology, the expression, a wish to 

enter the 'Stream of Dhyana', would be best. That night this 'stream' 

carried me farther than I had expected. 

* * * 

During the next weeks I returned several times to this silent shrine, 

having some entangled and difficult problems to solve. One of them 

seemed utterly hopeless, for its solution from the physical point of view 

was impossible. And yet, within three days after my last visit and request 

for the Haji's help, a happy and un-expected solution came of itself 

without intervention on my part. 

Those of my readers who live on the surface of things, may react to 

this story in a more comfortable than wise way by saying offhand: 'Oh, it 

was a mere chance'. Once I asked one such believer in chance to be good 

enough to explain to me what exactly this word meant to him, and what 

range of happenings it covered. Alas, I met with sheer vagueness, neither 

he nor anybody else being willing to give me a logical answer, although 

they maintained that they knew very well what the word meant, apd 'It is 

so clear, everybody should understand it'. Yet even no*v I have never 

heard an adequate explanation. Of course, I d' not mind such comments. 
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CHAPTER XXII 

In Sri Aurobindo's Ashram 

 

One day a friend informed me that in a few weeks there would be a 

Darshan (Audience) of the Master Sri Aurobindo Gosh. It is held twice a 

year in Pondicherry. 

I already knew something about his teachings, explained in various 

books which have had success in the West. Years ago while in Paris I 

bought one called Selected Thoughts and Aphorisms of Sri Aurobindo. I 

liked it, at that time, for its bold and clear con-ceptions, and it was 

founded on deep wisdom. This occult school in Pondicherry has as its aims 

the spiritual and cultural unification of the East and West, and the 

preparation of a group of spiritually enlightened leaders capable of guiding 

future generations of hu-manity. As a result laymen often call Sri 

Aurobindo's Ashram a school of magic. 

In order to be admitted to the Darshan, one had to procure a special 

permit in writing. I was told that it was not too easy to get especially if 

one had no influence with the Ashram staff. However, I obtained it without 

any difficulty, and on August I4th I took the train for Pondicherry. 

The journey took longer than it should because of custom's 

formalities on entering the colony, which required two or three hours. On 

leaving the station, I found the whole town was decora-ted with French 

and Indian flags. It was the second anniversary of the Independence of 

the Indian Republic.  

The politically astute French Governor, not wishing to offend the 

Indian population, had the flags of both countries flown on the 

Government offices and the public eagerly followed his lead, making the 

small town look very festive. There were also numerous patrols of black 

Flinch soldiers on bicycles, probably Sengalese from Africa. One of he 

native sergeants directed me to the Ashram in quite toleri le French. 

The Ashram's departments are located in different buildings, its 

organization being apparently quite effective and smooth, so that long 

queues for meal and lodging tickets were handled quickly. The Darshan 

was timed for 3 p.m. At noon I sat in one of the large rooms of a villa 

where meals were served for the visitors. The lunch of well-cooked 

vegetarian food was distributed by a sort of self-service, and for those 

who wished, there was bread and sour milk. The mixture of half-Indian, 
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half-European manners was rather incongruous, for with knives and forks 

provided, the visi-tors sat on the floor on clean mats in front of miniature 

tables. Many Westerners were present among the guests, some being 

resident in the Ashram itself. The streets close by were full of the latest 

model cars, and as it was so very hot the thousands of visitors soon 

emptied the tiny shops of cool drinks. My thirst was not the only one that 

had to be quenched with luke-warm water. After inspecting the tiny 

harbour, with its ships anchored by the wooden jetties, I took a short 

siesta under the trees, but the nearness of the ocean did nothing to cool 

the temperature. 

At 3 p.m., when the gate of the Ashram was opened, the queue of 

nearly two thousand people, four abreast, seemed to stretch away 

endlessly. The whole of India and many other countries were represented. 

After a long wait, I at last came near the home of the Master and the 

queue entered the hall through alleys and corridors.  

Pictures of Sri Aurobindo and his collaborator and com-panion—a 

French lady, a former actress of great beauty in her younger years—hung 

on the walls. She is now known as 'Mother' and administers the Ashram 

with great energy and skill. The Master Aurobindo himself does not handle 

the business side, but leads a strictly contemplative life. The Mother also 

manages about two hundred pupils without, it seems, any great effort. 

Pupils when enrolled usually give all their earthly possessions to the 

Ashram, which then cares for their needs. Their material worrief being 

removed, every member of this strange community obeys the orders of 

the Mother. Since each has his work or trade the Ashram is practically 

self-supporting, just like a convent or nona-stery. There is a strict time-

table of work, lessons and meditations. 

Stepping slowly in the queue I saw notices on the walls telling us 

that the most appropriate attitude is one of meditation and silence. 

Incidentally, it was said that the Mother was clairvoyant and that a few of 

the more critically-minded visitors were some-times sent away without 

being allowed to see the Master. Now as we approached the room, we saw 

Sri Aurobindo and the Mother seated in the wide doorway; on the right 

and left were large boxes for flowers and gifts. At last I saw the strange 

couple. The queue moved slowly, so I could observe them at my leisure. 

They sat in deep concentration without any movement. Sri Auro- bindo 

was a well-built man with white hair, his face more like that of a European 

than an Indian. The broad forehead suggested great intelligence, while the 

piercing eyes looked into space. I had an overwhelming impression of 

powerful mental forces vibrating round the couple. The face of the Mother 
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was partly covered by a veil attached to her sari. I could not see her eyes. 

The same inten- sive concentration was expressed by her whole figure. 

She looked even older than the Master himself, who was then about 74 

years, as one of the inmates of the Ashram informed me. When I was only 

a dozen feet away, I had a strange feeling in my throat and neck as if 

they were stiff and paralysed. Certainly at that moment I could not have 

spoken a word or made any movement other than stepping slowly in the 

queue. But my mind was working as clearly as usual, for I thought of an 

astral protecting sphere with which some occultists cover themselves. I 

am not at all susceptible to so-called hypnotic suggestion and could never 

be hypnotized. 

There was no clouding of my consciousness, but it seemed as if my 

physical body was bound by an invisible force. The strange feeling 

continued until I had passed another dozen or so steps away from the 

pair. Then everything was restored to normal and I regained the ability to 

speak if I wished, for complete silence reigned as the line passed the 

Master and Mother. That was all I felt in the presence of Sri Aurobindo. 

There was no trace of that sublime spiritual atmosphere felt in the 

presence of ri Maharshi, or of that wonderful inner contact and living 

inspi-ration which radiate from the Rishi. It is not my intention to make 

comparisons, for I spoke with some disciples who looked upon their 

Master Aurobindo with great veneration and love, and I have no doubt 

about the beneficial influence they felt at his feet. But each type of man 

needs his own Master and this one was not mine. That is all I can say. 

Later I visited the well-stocked book-shop of the Ashram, and its 

library, and was somewhat astonished to find, besides well-known works 

of the Master himself, many former friends known to me in the past—

popular works on Western and Eastern occult-ism and philosophy and on 

the development of the hidden powers in man. They were mostly in 

French and English, and there were textbooks about concentration and 

meditation, and even on hypnotism. But now all these fascinating things 

had lost their charm for me. I realized that I was no longer interested in 

anything unconnected with my Path. It seemed as if knowledge of the 

Direct Path as shown by my Master subconsciously excluded all else. It 

meant that the desires of the mind, which is always eager to investigate 

everything, had begin to disappear. Vasanas—to a certain degree—had 

lost their power over me. Now I understood from whence came this peace 

of mind, I had sought for so many years. This comparison of my past and 

present was the last of its kind and was perhaps the only profit I gained 

from my visit to Pondicherry. 
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In the evening I took part in the meditations and worship per-

formed in the large hall of the Ashram. Everything proceeded smoothly 

and harmoniously and was full of deep symbolical meaning. Scores of 

white-robed disciples and visitors filled the vast room. Then the Master 

appeared with the Mother for a short time. Full of dignity and powerful 

concentration, his face showed solemnity and inspiration. But in spite of 

all this my real being was absent hundreds of miles to the West, in a 

temple built of grey Indian granite—for there, seen through tiny streams 

of violet incense, amidst a few disciples and devotees sat the One, nearing 

the end of his earthly days, to whom a gracious Providence had shown me 

the way in this fateful period of my life. One who kindles and sheds 

around an invisible mystical light, reviving within us the memory of the 

same light hidden in the depths of our own hearts. 

Beyond all theories and teachings of the mind is this light. We who 

sat before the Sage of Arunachala derive from it help for every need. 

From this light can be drawn all knowledge that can be expressed in the 

language of the mind. This light is the source of all initiation, and no 

scripture can be properly understood with-out it, and no real Peace 

attained. For it is the Centre, and from it arise all rays which pierce the 

darkness of the material world. 

There did not appear to be any ill-feeling on the part of the disciples 

of Sri Aurobindo towards the 'Jungle Ashram' as the abode of Sri Maharshi 

was sometimes called. Moreover many pupils from Pondicherry visited 

Tiruvannamalai and sat at the feet of the Great Rishi and had talks with 

him. These facts are noted in dialogues recorded in the diaries of some 

inmates of the Ashram and some valuable articles were con-tributed by 

two pupils of Sri Aurobindo to the book The Golden Jubilee Souvenir, 

published by the Ashram of Sri Maharshi on the occasion of his completion 

of fifty years spent at the foot of Arunachala. 

* * * 

At last Maharshi returned to the temple hall, and it was possible to resume 

meditation in his presence. 
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CHAPTER XXIII 

The Darshan Resumed 

 

It is the morning meditation. The temple hall is full. I see many new 

faces, not only Indian, but from other lands as well. In this peculiar 

atmosphere of India it is easy to understand the feelings of those 

gathered around the departing Saint. I almost venture to say that it would 

not be difficult to 'see' the thoughts of every single person in the hall. But 

this kind of curiosity or experiment has no place in this sacred abode. It 

would be a sacrilege. 

One thing is clear: we take farewell of the Maharshi, each one 

according to his own capacity. The form of it does not matter. We are all 

united at the feet of the Master in adoration and—in Silence. 

Near me, I see an elderly European gentleman, dressed only in a 

shirt and navy-blue shorts, with a rosary round his neck. He has probably 

spent a long time in India, for his skin is uniformly brownish in hue. Short 

grey hair and moustache adorn a thin and somewhat sad face. He is 

looking at the Master with a certain immobility as if trying to engrave 

Maharshi's features on his mind forever. He seems to be aware that it is 

the last time that he will be able to contemplate the Guru's countenance. 

He left after two days and I have not seen him since. During our common 

meals, he sat in the farthest corner of the hall, had his own spoon, fork 

and plates, took only a few dishes, and had milk specially served for him, 

as it had been for me. 

Yogi Ramiah, immovable in contemplation, with a face as if cut from 

granite, is sitting at his Master's feet, surrounded by Brahmins of the 

Ashram staff. An elderly lady, just opposite me, is gazing intently at 

Maharshi with, an expression of boundless devotion, but also of despair 

and a kind of inner revolt, as if she is unable to accept the certainty that 

soon she will no longer see him in his earthly form. 

And Maharshi? After this new operation, he is thinner than ever; the 

features seem to be transparent, the colour of his face more fair, as if 

there were nothing earthly about him. A statue, an abstraction incarnate, 

if this expression can convey any meaning. No, it is the spirit, which, from 

the sphere of matter, returns to its own realm, and is only in a very loose 

and subtle way in touch with what we see as the physical body of the 

Saint. 
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His peace is permeating everything all round us. There are no more 

unsolved problems, no unfulfilled desires, no movements in my 

consciousness. It is now clear that there is no need of thinking as it 

seemed before—for thinking is an unnecssary, purposeless thing. 

What is it that concerns me now? What is happening to me? Where 

is that man who had a name, and many thoughts? All this now seems so 

far from—'Me'. Oh, if I could only hold this state at any cost, and not 

return to the world of shadows and illusions! If I could only remain in this 

silence wherein there is no T and 'you', no time, no space! The light is now 

pouring out in such abundance that everything is inundated by It. The 

open eyes see nothing but light. 

I know that this form, now so foreign to me, seems not to breathe 

any more. Would its breath disturb the peace of eternity f I do not know. 

In this light the boundaries of the 'past' and the 'future' are vanishing, 

both are now like open plains. No, it is not true, for the momentary awe 

before the opening of the great gate now gives way to the happiness of 

awareness that time does not exist anymore. Like a lightning flash come 

to my memory, the words of the Revelation of St. John:'... that there 

should be time no longer'. 

Yes, I now realize that true life is independent of time, and that if 

we are still living in time, it is not real life. Resurrection, that 

unfathomable mystery, becomes a realized truth, here in this invisible 

light. 

Everything is adjusted, united, corresponding each to the other in 

full harmony. Only words fail to express what one sees. Mere fragments 

remain in the brain, which serves as a medium to put these bits together 

and transform them into coherent thoughts and words. But—then we are 

no more 'there'. 

How long this new state lasts 1 do not know, for 'there' it can be 

measured neither in hours, nor even in seconds of time. In this state there 

is no thought about it all, and the intuitional certainty that as soon as I 

allow even one thought to enter my mind, I shall fall back 'here', where I 

do not want to return, helps me to stay in this contemplation. But 

afterwards, I am unable to remember this state clearly; probably contact 

with the mind was completely severed, so that no bridge remained. 

* * * 
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I now find myself sitting by one of the columns in the hall and 

looking almost with wonder at everything around me. My first thought is: 

'Shall I be able to repeat this plunge into silence again? 

Shall I not forget the path which leads to that land?' But the mind 

has not yet recovered its usual alertness, and I am not at all anxious to 

return to it. The blissful state of inner silence and peace still continues. 

Then from the violet smoke of the incense Maharshi's face emerges before 

my eyes. The same motionless gaze looks into the vast beyond, but with 

one difference: it seems that at the same time, he is looking into my inner 

being as well and seeing what I experienced a moment ago. Yes, I am 

certain that he knows all of it. Who else could see if not Maharshi ? I may 

have been a guest for a moment, in the land where he permanently 

dwells. 

Now a mute but intense prayer flashes out of my whole being: 'Oh, 

take me there! Do allow me to live forever in that blessed Land! I do not 

care anymore for this illusory world. I shall gladly step through the gate of 

death if such be the condition'. 

I see that he is now definitely looking at me and the answer is ready 

in his luminous eyes. The unreasonable outburst is stilled. I am now 

reconciled with what is unavoidable. I know that all is and must be for the 

best. Everything will come in due time, just as time is needed for the 

ripening of a fruit, for the change of a chrysalis into a butterfly. 

** * 

The sound of the gong is heard. Everyone stands up when Maharshi, 

with the assistance of his attendants, gets up and goes towards the door. 

It is the hour of the noon meal. 

Maharshi is always insistent on perfect equality on the physical 

plane. One of its expressions is his care about a perfectly equal 

distribution of food. Several times I have witnessed his personal 

intervention when the share of one or two among the numerous guests 

seemed to him to be smaller than that of the others. One morning when 

we found on our leaves, besides the usual rice-cakes, some fruit—a 

banana, a few pieces of orange and apple—the Sage broke his silence, 

habitual during meals, and said a few words to the serving Brahmin in an 

almost severe tone. Here I saw what a tremendous significance the 

slightest hint of the Master has for all who are near him as inmates of the 

Ashram. The poor Brahmin rushed to my leaf, begged me to excuse him 

and, shy as he was, seized it with all its contents and took it to show to 
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the Maharshi. At first I could not understand what it all meant, but I soon 

realized that the Sage was counting the fruit on my leaf and comparing 

the number with those on his own. As soon as he saw that the quantity 

was the same, he addressed the serving Brahmin more graciously, making 

a gesture in my direction. The man answered a few words visibly 

comforted to have justified himself before the highest tribunal, and then 

he brought back my break-fast. 

To those who have not witnessed this little scene and have not 

known the Master personally, it might seem insignificant or even naive. 

But Maharshi knows human hearts with all their weak-nesses and 

imperfections. That is why the remedies which he administers, when he 

judges it proper, never fail in their results. What could be more 

encouraging and comforting than to see such a simple friendly gesture on 

the part of a spiritual giant like him I I understood only later the meaning 

of it all. 

In spite of the usual unvarying, extremely kind and friendly attitude 

of the Saint, one is rather shy in his presence, especially in the beginning, 

and this may become a hindrance to one's inner approach. Our intuition 

whispers to us the tremendous difference in the levels between ourselves 

and him. 

But the Maharshi discards this unbecoming and egocentric atti-tude 

without words, showing by his own example what should be our behaviour 

with others. 
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CHAPTER XXIV 

Initiations 

 

When in the presence of the Master our mind ceases to be a 

hindrance to seeing reality, there comes the dawn of a new intui-tional 

understanding of all spiritual teaching given in the far-off 'past', as well as 

in our own days by those who Themselves have realized the truth. 

I notice that, unexpectedly for myself, questions and problems 

which some time ago were unintelligible or postponed for later solution 

have solved themselves. First of ah1, the wish to 'reconcile' these 

teachings intellectually has disappeared. I now see how shallow and futile 

is such a wish to judge and compare systems and their particular goals, 

given in different times and to different races of humanity. It was my 

mania some time ago. I wanted to find at any cost some definite and 

comfortable synthesis, and cling to it for my own satisfaction. Now I see 

that it leads nowhere, that it is a sheer waste of time and a wandering in 

darkness, for such an objective synthesis cannot exist. On the other hand 

I see that there are as many paths as there are different consciousnesses 

manifested in one or another form of existent life. A friend once expressed 

the opinion that there are many ways of approaching the one being, and 

that every lesson ultimately leads to truth. I now see the basic tragic 

misunderstanding. What is it that we have to knoiv > Is it the 

innumerable varieties of material forms, or our individual re-actions to 

them ? It is clear that such a process of acquiring know-ledge never finds 

fulfilment; as each manifested form corresponds to some thought, so each 

thought is accompanied by a new form, another subject for our 

examination and our 'knowledge'. 

Why cannot people understand this simple truth? There is not, nor 

can there be, any hope of acquiring objective knowledge about all the 

forms of existence, and there can be no end to such an endeavour. The 

goal would recede further and further, and no one would ever see its end. 

Maharshi says: 'To try to know the forms which exist in time and space 

would be as nonsensical as for a man, who has just been shaved or had 

his hair cut, to brood over the fate of each of these hairs'. 

They will be thrown into a dust-bin or burned. In either case there 

will be no further contact between them and their original owner. The past 

is also an illusion of the transient imagination; it can never return, nor 

repeat its meaning for those who were once its actors. In this fact we 
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discover why and how human beings are apt to add so much to the 

bitterness and suffering of their lives. 

They for ever chew over the cud of past experiences, which do not 

exist any more, thus missing the meaning of the Now. They live in the 

past instead of plunging into the present and living it to the full. Self-

knowledge or realization stops these aimless errings. I know that time and 

space do not exist for the Sage who I am now facing, and I see in this fact 

a joyous hope for myself. This is an initiation. 

I know the life of the Maharshi in all its details, as given by his 

nearest followers in their various writings. While the young Ramana, still 

at home with his parents, was reading the history of the sixty-three saints 

of the Saivite cult, there arose spontaneously within his heart a firm 

determination to become one of them. 

Similarly when one is looking at Maharshi, the only desire left in our 

hearts is to become like him. A power which cannot be com-pared with 

anything in the world compels us to see our highest and final goal in 

uniting with the consciousness of the Sage. And for one moment this 

vision becomes reality. For silence is one and all-embracing. All life is 

merged in It, and everything that is be-yond this life—the unchangeable 

and infinitely blissful, with no qualities and therefore, with no limitations. 

The words of one of the less-known Western mystics are really true, 

when he says that God and truth are so simple, and at the same time so 

dazzling, that if He would manifest Himself in all His shining splendour, no 

planet could stand it, but would instantly be turned to ashes. It may be an 

allegory, but I know that it contains a mystic truth. It is an initiation. 

Here, at the feet of the Sage, I have made peace with the world. It 

has ceased to be an alien giant, incomprehensible in all its endless 

intricacies. And those whom I see as men no longer appear as separate 

and foreign beings, for the same innermost and un-changing principle 

which resides in me also dwells in all my brethren. This feeling is 

awakened by practising Maharshi's instruction: 'When you meet someone 

think deeply: It is God who dwells in this body'. 

Then comes initiation for ever. 
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CHAPTER XXV 

A Musical Performance in the Temple Hall 

 

Today I noticed, near to the column opposite Maharshi's couch, two 

wooden boxes covered with coloured Indian rugs. Two men dressed in 

North Indian fashion were sitting near them. The librarian of the Ashram, 

an elderly Brahmin, with whom I had long conversations during his office 

hours in the Library, informed me that in the afternoon there was to be a 

recital of religious music in the presence of Maharshi, and that the 

newcomers were well-known artists who would play on small harmoniums 

of their own construction. The temple hall was full that afternoon, as 

rarely happened. The musicians, after the usual prostration before the 

Sage, began their programme. One led on a larger instrument, giving the 

melody, and the other accompanied him. It was a strange mixture of 

classical motifs with purely Eastern interpola-tions, somewhat like the 

songs which were sung during the night meditation by the pupils of the 

Master. 

Maharshi was sitting as usual in a kind of deep concentration on 

some infinitely distant subject and did not appear to be listening very 

attentively to the music. After about an hour the musicians concluded 

their recital, once more prostrated before Maharshi, and then sat quietly 

among the other devotees. I was keenly inter-ested as to the manner in 

which they played their harmoniums. 

The first hardly seemed to touch the keys, while his companion 

appeared to move his fingers above the box, which apparently did not 

have any keys at all, at any rate I did not see any from the position where 

I was sitting. I had once heard about an electric harmonium, which 

emitted sound as the musician's fingers ap-proached it, his way of moving 

them and their distance from the instrument determining the tones which 

came forth. Is it possible that these Indian artists had used such an 

instrument? But I had not noticed any wires linking their boxes with the 

power points in the no hall, whereby electricity could have been obtained. 

After the night meditation, I was accosted at the door by one of the 

young attendants, who informed me that there was to be a film show after 

supper. He asked me to invite some of the other Europeans and 

Americans staying in the neighbourhood. At about 8 p.m. the hall was full 

of activity. In one of the corners a screen was placed; in another was a 

small projector; several technicians were at work. 
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My Western friends came early. I found a good place on a window-

sill for myself and a Bombay friend, Miss Nalini, with whom I had many 

talks during her stay near the Ashram. A young girl of fifteen or sixteen, 

the daughter of a rich aristocratic family from Calcutta, also joined us. I 

noticed the presence of the official hierarchy of the town of 

Tiruvannamalai—the Superintendent of Police, a giant in khaki uniform, 

the District Medical Officer, and several advocates and Judges of the local 

Courts. 

After some adjustments the show began. The films were con-cerned 

with Maharshi's life, and showed him in many different scenes—climbing 

the sacred hill of Arunachala, walking in the Ashram compound, or taking 

part in some of its festivities. The films, chiefly coloured, were quite good, 

the figure of the Saint being in natural and vivid colours. I recognized 

many of the people surrounding him, such as the same indispensable 

Superin-tendent of Police and some of the Brahmins of the Ashram staff. 

A group of Indian Scouts were also seen taking meals in the Maharshi's 

presence. An American lady, a fervent admirer of the Sage, was walking 

just behind him in several of the films. 

Maharshi gazed at the show with an almost imperceptible, kind little 

smile on his habitually serious face. And I could not help but think: 'So the 

figure of the Saint has already been "immortalized" for future generations. 

But this will never compensate for his living presence, this blessing that 

we now have with us for so short a time'. 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

Apart from the Mind 

 

Therefore the manas is the cause of the bondage of this individual 

and also of its liberation. The manas when stained by passion is the cause 

of bondage, and of liberation when pure, devoid of passion and ignorance'. 

Sankaracharya, Viveka-Chudanumi, Verse 176 

Around the Ashram's temple is a broad terrace of concrete and 

stone. After 9 p.m. life in the big compound is almost still, and the temple 

itself is darkened. Maharshi sleeps in the hall, which is separated from the 

temple proper by a massive gate of iron grid, artistically fashioned in 

Indian style. Besides the Master, there are always one or two attendants 

who never leave him, and are ready to give any service required. This is 

most necessary now that his health is so precarious. 

Some nights, when the moon sheds its light over the silent paths, I 

come here from my room and sit quietly on the clean-swept terrace. Still 

figures of some native country visitors recline asleep on the sandy area 

before the dining- all, and the Ashram's pool lies peacefully before me. 

I find the spot appropriate for meditation. Perhaps the awareness of 

the Master's presence only a few dozen yards away, adds solem-nity to 

my thoughts. Among many things learned at his feet, there is one of 

overwhelming importance, which I wish to enlarge on here. 

Four years ago, when I read Paul Brunton s account of an ecstatic 

state of consciousness which he experienced in the presence of the Great 

Rishi, describing it as being apart from the thinking mind, it was rather an 

enigma to me. How could one be apart and independent of his own 

mentality? 

Now I have proved it possible by experience. It was said earlier, that 

after my arrival at the Ashram I stopped all my previous exercises. This 

was done because I felt with utter certainty that the precious time spent 

here with my Master should be more wisely used. Exercises could be 

performed later, if need be. But here and now, I must take the 

opportunity of learning what might otherwise be impossible. 

After the fateful experience described in Chapter XXIII, I realized 

that I could be separated from my thinking apparatus, and that my 
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consciousness or awareness of being, was far from being obliterated. Life 

flowed on without  ndrance, though the mind was without thought. I now 

knew that the 'I-Current' is inde-pendent of thought, and yet every 

process of thought is produced from It. This is one of the highest 

initiations through which one passes when in the presence of the Master. 

Years ago, after long, tedious instruction that the mind must be 

subdued before any ray of light can reach one, I began my endless 

exercises in that direction, with feelings of pain and uncertainty. 

Now I see why. The region beyond mind was, for me at that time, 

an unexplored land—an emptiness. Then I was completely devoid of this 

self-conscious power, the awareness of which was born with the 

mysterious help of Maharshi. The former method of using the mind was 

like the dangerous situation of a man in charge of an electric motor which 

is running hot, and who does not know where to find the switch to stop it. 

Can the average man stop his thinking machine when he wishes? Does a 

man use a machine which he is unable to control ? What is humanity 

doing? 

The mind—that most subtle and essential power which we have 

before we discover our true Self—remains uncontrolled and its switch 

unknown. It leads us where it will, often down blind alleys and bypaths. 

But our true Self knows all. The first rays of Its light gave me control of 

that mysterious 'switch'. Now doubt and uncertainty have gone. 

* * * 

Now my eyes are open and I see the silvery water of the Ashram's 

pool, while above, white clouds drift across the sky. with the moon rising 

between them. My outer ears hear the muffled cries of far-off owls, but all 

this is outside my conscious-ness. I am aware that my physical self is in 

contact with the outer world, but within, the true T reigns in stillness. I 

would not accept all the wealth of the universe for this stillness. I know 

that it is the foundation which will not be lost when the world of the 

senses crumbles. This stillness has no desires. It is independent of all. 

When It takes the foreground of my consciousness, all that I once thought 

of as 'myself', vanishes. One cannot see 'It' for the simple reason that in 

that state nothing but it exists. 

The words 'diving' and 'merging', often used in attempting to 

describe this state, are unsuitable, for they suggest something separate, 

and an entering into something unknown. The experi-ence itself is quite 
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different. One then is this stillness and nothing else. One is then stripped 

of all veils and only the essence remains. 

A strange condition begins to develop in me. I look on the Mouni 

Sadhu as on an object, and this outer shell is not by any means the most 

important: he sits and breathes, and blood circu-lates in his veins. I see 

many thoughts around the mind—like a swarm of bees trying to enter 

their hive—but the stillness, the silence forbids invasion. I know that the 

next stage of consciousness will bring me to the vanishing of this visible 

world. Some months ago, this vanishing invariably brought me a gap in 

the awareness of the Life flowing in me. But now it is different. I know 

that I cannot lose the con-sciousness of this 'I-Current' in me any more. 

Everything can and will pass but I am I Nameless, formless, the only 

onlooker—I am—I exist. 

Persistence in this state is effortless, but strangely enough I know 

that for my visible counterpart, there is great effort, and most of all for 

my mind-brain. I feel that it is literally straining under the vibratory power 

of these new and hitherto unknown currents of consciousness. Now I 

realize why I cannot remain forever in them. My outer form, and 

especially the brain, cannot yet bear it. 

So I must return from this realm of silence. But awareness of it, 

though dim and imperfect, still remains through that 'return'. The 

awareness of this current is the power which makes it possible for these 

experiences beyond the mind to be transmitted and expressed on paper. 

The fact is hard to convey, but the know-ledge that the mind is not me, is 

the very source of this ability. Put simply, if I can order my involuntary 

thinking to stop, and can see the accomplished fact, then, he who gives 

the order is me. The equation is solved. The mysterious unknown quantity 

'X' is found. 

During the following nights I tried to find Myself while in the state of 

physical sleep. As I presumed, it was far more difficult than when I 

attempted it while awake; for then I could control the mind as 

independent of the physical body and brain. In sleep my physical 

counterpart is in a different condition, which has not yet been brought 

under discipline. At the time I could not find any hint as to how the thing 

was to be accomplished. But sometimes on awakening, I remember that I 

must have had a certain kind of awareness of T while asleep. Intuition—

the soundless voice—whispers that the solution will come in due course. 

So there is no need to hasten it prematurely. 
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The presence of the Master is now felt even when I cannot see 

him—when I am away from the hall. How can this be? The process of 

seeking while die mind is still, conveys to me the Truth, which I see as if 

in a flash of light. 

The Master is not the body which I see every day on the couch in 

the temple. He is this stillness—the silence itself, in which I realize myself. 

This knowledge immediately brings me peace, for it is not knowledge of 

the mind, it is truth itself. 

A description of truth cannot help us. It must be lived and 

experienced. That is why I lost all interest in books written by those who 

themselves have not experienced truth, and have only built theories based 

on mental conceptions. To me, they are lifeless and useless. 

Truth is life. They are never separated. It is clear to me that where 

there is no life, there cannot be truth. So I must say, good-bye to my old 

companions—books—for they cannot help me anymore. A few, which 

contain real experience, are always in my memory. They confirm what I 

have now experienced, and in gratitude to them, I quote from them in my 

diary. They helped me at appropriate times and they may do the same for 

the reader. 

At about midnight I return to my room, an Indian cat is waiting for 

me on the dark paths of the Ashram's compound. I regularly give her 

food, mostly rice and milk, and stroke her short white-grey fur. Apparently 

I am the only one to whom the half-wild little animal allows such intimacy: 

she runs away from others. In gratitude she carefully inspects my room 

and devours the unwelcome big red spiders which often pay their respects 

to me at night. So we are good friends. 
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CHAPTER XXVII 

Stray Leaves 

 

The following pages reflect different moods and states of mind 

experienced by me during my stay in the Ashram. Reading them now, 

through the perspective of almost one year, I see the changes which 

were, and still are taking place in the being called 'me'. I have put these 

fragments together into one chapter, as they are mostly short and of a 

fleeting, sporadic character. 

My whole attitude towards the world and human beings changed 

greatly, as I have mentioned before, but these modifications took place 

spontaneously and almost unconsciously. I first noticed that my behaviour 

under certain conditions had formerly been quite different, and that now 

those very situations appeared to me in quite another light. The desire for 

synthesis had now become the dominant note of my moods; desire to 

attain such a state of con- sciousness as would enable me to see 

everything in its true light, with no personal colouring. I felt that such a 

level exists and I wanted to find it at any cost. I also knew that it would 

not be found in the realm of mental theories, for I had changed those 

many times during the long years of my search. This search for a synthe- 

sis would probably be painful and accompanied by an intense inner conflict 

if experienced anywhere other than in the Ashram; the presence of the 

Saint puts an end to all intellectual stunts. Here one's roots simply grow 

into truth. 

Religious prejudices and occult theories likewise dropped away of 

themselves. The field of vision around the Self cleared up. Even quite 

recently, from old habits, when I turned my thoughts to the Christ I 

excluded Siva. In my meditation on the 'Self'there was no place for 

Buddha. After that came a period when the figure of Maharshi replaced all 

that could be known by the critical mind. This state lasted several weeks 

and it was a time of carefree peace. It was probably a necessary 

preparation for more abstract and subtle experiences. 

After this period was over, I noticed that many mental barriers and 

hindrances were dissolved in a new state where no contra-diction existed. 

It was during this time that I paid my visits to the tomb of the 

Mohammedan Saint at the foot of Arunachala hill and learned that there, 

as well as here, one finds the same possibilities and assistance in escaping 

from the bondage of one's annoying personality. 
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The hue of the first mood which is an introduction, as it were, to 

further experiences, may be somewhat different, but as soon as the chain 

of thoughts is broken, the identity is felt. That is why Maharshi repeats 

that all paths, if properly understood, lead to the same goal. 

What can be brought back from the land of silence to be ex-pressed 

in words ? How can one possibly convey all the modifica-tions which take 

place in the moods of the experiencer? For in- stance, one suddenly feels 

a certainty of the unity of all existence and in that light the fear of death 

appears to be absurd. This kind of dissolution into or identification with 

the whole is accompanied by a great sense of bliss which is akin to 

resurrection. 

I immediately know that the only way to life is to let go of the 

illusion of a separate existence in the physical or any other form. I know 

that all the changes which constitute the basic element of life—rather of 

consciousness limited and enclosed in form—are not real but illusory and 

hence they must be accompanied by suffering which is a kind of antidote 

to the 'strong and intoxi- cating wine of Maya' (Matter). 

This brings an unshakable conviction that all activity, if per-formed 

with attachment, forges new chains of existence in forms, and hence new 

waves of suffering. That there is nothing absolutely 'necessary', and that 

all the anxieties concerning the 'future of humanity' or its particular races 

and nations are simply a waste of energy and that our foremost task is to 

know our own little world, and to find our own real Self. Of course, we can 

be tools in the great plan which is realized by the Most High according to 

His own will and design, but to think that we are performing any action is 

a sheer illusion. One remarks however, that the word 'we' denotes our 

personality, and that it means the complex bundle of form, mind, name 

and so on. When we approach the real Self we see that we are one with 

the Creator. 

But—how many steps and stages are there on this path, how many 

'initiations' have we to pass through?. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII 

The Eyes of Maharshi 

 

During the Darshan in the hall, there is usually no one between me 

and Maharshi's couch, which means that I can contemplate his eyes with 

no obstacles between, their gaze being generally turned in my direction, 

and usually looking straight ahead. At first I lacked the courage to look 

intently into the face of the Sage. 

Perhaps this shyness was the last vestige of those worldly habits 

which do not permit a well-behaved person to gaze insistently into the 

eyes of another. There may also have been another reason: my intuition 

was whispering that those eyes saw infinitely farther than ordinary human 

eyes, which meant that the whole content of my being was wide open 

before their gaze. Sometimes was needed to get rid of this feeling of 

shyness, which in the Roman Catholic world makes confession before a 

priest so difficult for some people. 

But the effort had to be made, and in a few weeks all obstacles 

disappeared and a mute, yet a thousandfold more efficacious 'con-fession' 

became a daily practice in my inner contact with Maharshi. I had to learn 

'utter frankness', for without this quality there can-not be any direct 

spiritual approach to the Master. 

The eyes of Maharshi always seem to be the same, for I cannot see 

in them any modification of expression due to emotion or thought. But 

that does not mean that they are devoid of the shining glow of life! On the 

contrary, light and life are constantly flowing through them with a majesty 

and intensity unimaginable to those who have not seen them. The large 

dark pupils are always full of resplendent light. Even in his photographs 

this extraordinary intensity of light in his eyes is noted by every careful 

observer, even though he may not know the one they represent.  

A stream of peace, powerful yet sweet, flows from these eyes. They 

glow with a perfect understanding of all the weaknesses, defects and inner 

difficulties of those who look into them. Person-ally I have also noticed in 

them a slight, almost imperceptible, smile of indulgence for the whole 

surrounding world and afl of us here, who are representatives of the 'great 

illusion'. And when I look almost by chance into the eyes of some of the 

people in the hall, I see that they do not reflect in the slightest degree, 

even a fragment of the light which is shining through Maharshi's eyes. In 
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comparison they seem to be almost lifeless, and I am not able to get rid 

of this impression—at least for the moment I am unable to control it—

though I know that making such comparisons is wrong, and that I should 

not pass judgment on others. Everyone is just what he is able to be, 

neither more nor less, and life is the same in each one of us. Yet, although 

I accept the truth of it in theory, I cannot help feeling this difference 

whenever I look into the eyes of the Saint and then happen to gaze into 

those of others. This thought, although wrong and unjust, slips into my 

mind, as it were and abides there until I invite it to leave by means of the 

well-known 'Self-Inquiry' or 'Vichara'. 

The Highest manifests Himself in everything and every living being, 

however low its level may seem to us. He is present in the plant and in 

the insect, in the snake, in the animal and in man. The difference is only 

in the degree and perfection of His manifestation. It is obvious that we are 

able to perceive only an infinitesimal part of the manifested absolute; the 

higher forms of His revelation are beyond the reach of our limited 

consciousness. And yet there must be something just on this last 

boundary of our perceptive faculties, which reflects in ah1 perfection the 

gaze of God. 

A strange new and powerful current awakens in my conscious-ness. 

It is with a kind of expectation that I am trying to hold all my attention 

above the ocean of changing thoughts. I seem to hear a whisper: 

'Persevere and you will find the answer'. Suddenly light comes, It is like a 

lightning flash of tremendous power. I am dazzled, terrified, for a moment 

in the face of the reality seen.  

Of course, there is no hope of being able to convey this vision to 

others in words. But now I am entitled to say: 

I know who looks through Maharshi's eyes'. 
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CHAPTER XXIX 

'Asperges me hyssopo 

 

Aspcrges me hyssop mundabor. Lavabis me aqua et super nivem 

dealbabor' 'Sprinkle me with hyssop and I shall be clean, Wash me with 

water and I shall be whiter than snow'. 

For thirty years Maharshi has held his 'Office', and performed his 

mission here in this quiet little-known corner of India, not through 

preaching and lecturing about spiritual truth, which he has realized to 

such an amazing degree, but by his very presence. Like a lofty beacon 

whose beams point the way to safe harbour for all on the high seas who 

are searching for a haven, so this great Rishi of India sheds light on those 

who have eyes to see and ears to hear. 

Day after day, year after year, he is here in the Ashram and always 

approachable for all people during the greater part of the day, full of 

silence and peace, such as are possessed only by those who have attained 

the highest spiritual achievement. 

These thoughts rush through my mind like a stream from a source 

far away in the high mountains unknown to me. I do not try to discover 

those heights as I would probably have tried to do some time ago. 

Why should a man seek light when he is facing its very source. This 

light permeates our being through and through to give us an in-sight into 

all the mistakes, and imperfections of our 'ego', our little insignificant 

personality. The presence of the source makes it possible for the rays to 

penetrate our being naturally and most infallibly ^rom within, as it were, 

and not from without. So there is no fear of an imposition, or suggestion 

of anything from outside.  

Then begins the slow process of purification, arising out of the 

contemplation of the living example. I notice that some of my blunders 

and 'sins' which seemed to be deeply rooted during the years of my 

former life, have now become anachronisms, in fact impossibilities. Some 

inner moods, formerly rather frequent and provoking much suffering and 

con-flict, are now dissolved like a distant mist. And the uncertainty, so 

common to all human beings—as a matter of fact their constant 

companion from the cradle to the grave—an uncertainty covered up by all 

kinds of theories, religious practices, and the membership of different 

organizations founded and guided by men as bund as they themselves, is 
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slowly disappearing from my consciousness and giving way to the dawn of 

a new life. 

Sitting every day, as long as I can, at the feet of the Sage, I have 

neither the time nor desire for a careful analysis of the changes taking 

place in my being. I know that whatever is happening should be so. I also 

know that I have to struggle with all the obstacles imposed by the unreal 

world, which seem to pull me back to roads I have left and to lead me 

astray. But all in vain. 

When once we clearly realize that these were by-ways there can-not 

be any return to them. My personality, of course, is not quite happy about 

it all, for it has to keep silent during these hours over which it was 

formerly an all-powerful ruler. 

The thought of 'salvation', so often dimming the sight of those who 

seek a selfish 'heaven', now seems ridiculous. The real 'salvation' will 

come when the very object seeking salvation disappears. The activity of 

the perverse mental poison manifesting itself in a comparison of oneself to 

others is also dying out. And the real meaning of the words of all great 

teachers of humanity from time immemorial, and repeated in many eras 

and in different forms, seems to open before my understanding. Why 

cannot the world perceive this one and the same Essence of Their 

teachings ? Why does it give its narrow interpretation to Their words, to 

suit its own convenience and to avoid all effort? 

Once Maharshi, when asked 'What is the primordial sin' spoken of by 

one of the great religions of the world, answered: 'It is the illusion of a 

separate personal existence'. That is indeed the source and root of all 

blunders and sufferings. In truth what can be expected from withdrawing 

into a narrow circle of selfish personal life ? Only an unavoidable 

destruction of the man who is himself putting a sword into the hands of 

death, whose duty is to annihilate that which really has never been more 

than nothingness. 

I see that the writing of these fragments of my meditations takes far 

more time than my consciousness needed to realize them during the time 

of the actual experience. It is somewhat similar to a film actually, in which 

only seconds and minutes are needed to take individual scenes and 

events, while it requires an hour or so to contemplate the completed 

product. My next thought is: 'Why look at the film at all ?' 

* * * 
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This evening, when leaving the hall after meditation, I stopped on 

the steps of the temple facing the drive leading out of the Ashram 

compound to the highroad. In the infinite spaces of the starry sky 

innumerable universes are scattered, looking down on our Earth, always 

the same, always distant and yet now so near. 

These immensities, these infinities of space, no longer evoke in me 

feelings of nothingness as they did when I believed in the reality of their 

existence. It was an illusion which is created when we look at everything 

from the point of view of our own impermanent physical form. But when 

the belief in the reality of our body vanishes, the whole film of the Cosmos 

appears to be nothing more than it really is: 

A play of light and shadow. 
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CHAPTER XXX 

Arunachala by Night 

 

To-night after meditation in the hall, I went to the hill and sat on a 

rock which had probably rolled down from the higher parts of Siva's 

mountain to the bed of the stream, which during the rainy season rushes 

behind the Ashram's compound. The night was calm and hot, and in the 

east rain clouds were gathering, clouds from the ocean that were slowly 

moving towards Tiruvannamalai. 

The outlines of Arunachala peak were clear cut and sharp against 

the sky. The lower, massive body of the hill remained invisible, wrapped in 

the darkness of night. I have never failed to feel the strange magnetic 

influence of Arunachala even in its visible form. At first I could not 

rationally explain what relation there could be between Maharshi and the 

hill, for I knew that the Sage was far beyond all special beliefs, and that 

he regarded the whole world as an illusion and a play of our physical 

senses. And yet it was undeniable that even in his books he mentions 

Aruna-chala with the highest reverence and love. It is mysterious, at least 

for those who have not fathomed the symbolism of this strange South 

Indian hill. 

In this quiet night meditation I decided to use the newly-discovered 

method of perceiving that which is imperceptible to the ordinary mental 

faculties. This method consists in a preliminary purification of the mind of 

all thoughts, leaving only the intention of getting into touch from 'within', 

as it were, with the desired object of cognition. Afterwards what is 

translatable into the lan-guage of the mind is transmitted to it. In other 

words, intuition has to provide light from a source which the mind cannot 

reach. The powerful magnetism of Arunachala makes the whole pro-cess 

easier. As soon as I plunged into meditation, discarding all objects from 

my sight, I began to see that for which I had been searching. 

First of all became clear the well-known occult law that 'Everything 

has its corresponding form of manifestation in differ-ent worlds'. Hence 

that which is the spiritual essence of Aruna-chala can have its reflection 

on the physical plane, just as that which constitutes the real man has its 

corresponding counterpart on the visible plane in this form which is called 

'man' only through illusion. Obviously something had to be created on this 

earth for the sake of earthly beings, to remind them of their immortal 

heri-tage in the only real sphere, that of the Spirit. Hindus, according to 
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their religious conceptions call 'That' the 'Form of Siva , and so on. They 

say that in remotest times, when humanity was beginning its existence on 

our globe, Siva himself appeared on the summit of Arunachala as a 

column ofliving fire. Why should I not accept this symbol as meaning that 

spirit-life in time bursts forth from the mortal vehicle where it has been 

hidden? 

I have always seen the paramount need for resurrection. So the 

symbol of this hill, this mass of immovable physical matter, whose peak 

throws forth into heaven a flash of fire, reveals to me its real meaning. To 

me, as to many others, Arunachala was, and is, a sign-post on the Path. 

Later on, I also devoted a good deal of time to an attempt to 

understand what Maharshi himself expressed in his short and con-cise 

style about the qualities of Arunachala. Most interesting was his assertion 

that even the mental image of the sacred hill is enough to stop the fatal 

round of endless thoughts which makes our approach to truth and 

realization impossible. That same night, I proved by experience that this 

was right. 

Maharshi also said: 'Arunachala destroys attachment to worldly 

things, that is to the objects of physical illusion'. This I proved later, when 

I found that every time Arunachala was mentioned or des-cribed by those 

who regarded it as their beacon, I felt this worldly illusion disappearing 

from my thoughts, falling into the shadows of unreality, which is their true 

source. 

I also soon understood that it is not wise to accept only those things 

which are translatable into the language of the mind. Every man in order 

to supplement the stock of physical energy in his body, thus enabling it to 

rebuild its worn-out particles, and assure its growth and development, 

must take the proper amount and quality of food, but it is not necessary 

for him to remember the chemical content of each morsel he swallows. 

Even science has asserted that the more natural is the process of eating, 

and the more unconscious and without any interference from the mind, 

the better it is for our body. 

If Arunachala can be a great help, a powerful impulse in my spiritual 

progress, what does it matter if I am unable to get a clear analysis of the 

process ? The most important ones in the Universe as well as in our own 

consciousness take place in a natural and simple way. Is it not a hint and 

a lesson to all those who are seeking truth, not from curiosity or passion 

for experiments—terms which in this case would be improper—but simply 
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because they cannot help it, since it has become their very life I The peak 

of Arunachala points the way upwards, a way always the same and 

unchangeable throughout the ages. It speaks to us in the language of 

silence as Maharshi does. What is the link and relation between them ? I 

only know that the mysterious—to use the worldly term—atmosphere of 

the sacred hill has made me experience the reality of spiritual influences, 

which always come to us when the time is ripe. Without definite 

experience of this kind we could not have any certainty on the path. 

Theories will fell into dust at the first trial, or they will simply be 

forgotten as unable to help in our struggle. They have the same source as 

the mind which is, according to the Sage of Arunachala, 'a mere 

conglomeration of thoughts'. 

On what would I concentrate or where would I find my life had I not 

had beforehand experiences transcending the limits of the individual, 

earthly consciousness ? For all I am able to feel or think through my 

physical body will have to be discarded to-gether with it as their source. 

Yes, it is now perfectly clear. But shall I be able to remember it all the 

time and not submit to external happenings, nor allow them to draw me 

away from the Truth which I have once seen ? Shall I be able not to 

deviate from the one straight line during the long file of equal days to 

come? 

An inner voice which I must trust, says: 'No, not yet'. That means I 

shall still be at the mercy of ups and downs, of flight and fall, of light and 

darkness. It is the fate of every student in the great school of life. 

Whoever has reached the state of an uninterrupted union with, or merging 

in truth is a master, a superman. He is one for ever with the Source of his 

inspiration, the mysterious Arunachala. 

At the feet of such a great one I now have the privilege to abide. 

Nothing can happen without a purpose, or in vain. The light of Arunachala 

will show me further steps upwards, as it has already revealed the 

meaning of the most enigmatic of all truths:' To live one must lose 

oneself, that is our transient T. As Maharshi points out: 

'Here on earth there exists a rare remedy which helps those who 

have recognized the illusory character of their personality, to discard and 

even destroy it, without destroying themselves physi-cally. Know it to be 

none other than this Great Arunachala'. 

Now once more I see the massive body of the sacred hill, the moon 

is much nearer the horizon and the dark shadows are deep- ened by black 
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clouds which have come from the sea, from the east. It must be late. No 

light is visible in the Ashram at the foot of the hill, and no steps nor 

sounds of voices are heard on the high-road which encircles Arunachala. 

All is silence and peace. 

The fresh eastern breeze is now blowing. 
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CHAPTER XXXI 

God 

 

The thoughts about God came to me after a long stay in the 

Ashram, at the end of my period of silence, called 'mouna'. 

Western beliefs, imposed on us and assimilated from our child-hood, 

such as the idea of an anthropomorphic Highest Being, were not so easily 

transformed into less naive and deeper con-ceptions. Although some 

years before my coming to India the grosser forms of religious prejudices 

had already been discarded—I mean the formal not the spiritual side, 

present in every religion—yet their discarding proved quite insufficient in 

the atmosphere of Maharshi. Being near him one feels the presence of 

God as a matter of course—no arguments or proofs are necessary. It is 

extremely difficult to express in words what the mind can never grasp. 

The Sage continually repeats that God can be known only subjectively, 

never as something outside ourselves, but rather as our own real life, our 

own innermost core or being. 

Happily at one of my meditations at the feet of the Saint, just before 

closing 'the gates of the mind' for the exclusion of all thoughts, I 

remembered the words of the Master: 

All religious and philosophical systems can lead men only to a 

certain point—always the same—to the emotional-mental con-ception of 

God. And what is most important, meriting the name of true Achievement, 

lies beyond it, in realization'. 

We do not then think about the Highest Being as dwelling 

somewhere in heaven, or as the primary cause, or beginning of all things, 

the primal movement that creates the universe, or in any other clear, 

comforting mental conception, for none of these speculations bring us 

nearer to reality. 

'We should experience God in a more realistic way, every day, every 

minute, every second. In other words we should feel being in Him, as this 

is the Truth. He is the only Reality, the basic principle of everything we 

see and experience'. 

From Maharshi's Sayings 
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The mind is unable to grasp this simple truth, that God is really in 

everything, and not in some 'chosen' forms only, in some peculiar 

physical, mental or emotional phenomena. That He dwells in Maharshi as 

well as in each one of these primitive Dravi-dian villagers who sit in the 

hall, whose thinking processes are quite childish compared with those of 

the Brahmin meditating nearby. That He is in the refreshing evening 

breeze and equally in the black mosquitoes which annoy me even in the 

temple hall. 

That all kinds of deep-sea monsters which ruthlessly devour each 

other, as well as the silent prayers of devotees sitting at the feet of the 

Sage, breathe the same life of the Most High, and that nothing, literally no 

thing, is 'outside' His consciousness. Hence all is as it should be; nothing 

can go against His will, or exist outside Him. 

The unruffled peace of the Master, the never disturbed calm, have 

not these their source in an experienced knowledge of these facts i Yes, it 

must be so. 

If it is true, then nothing in this world can be 'alien' to me, nor can I 

ever be 'lonely'. And usually it is this loneliness that terrifies people so 

greatly. I now find the explanation of the overwhelming buss one feels in 

meditation, as well as a sense of immortality which penetrates into one's 

consciousness slowly, gradually, im-perceptibly, yet with unshakable 

certitude. If I am All that is, how can I lose life which is in truth the core 

of everything>All these thoughts, however speedily they flash through my 

consciousness, begin to be tiring. Is it always necessary to keep on 

proving to oneself and repeating indefinitely that two and two make four, 

when one is now at His very feet 11 want to live fully, in the real sense of 

the word. And Maharshi says strictly and emphatically: 'True Life begins 

when all Forms are discarded, all thoughts transcended, and only the Real 

Se/fremains'. 

But this Selfk&s nothing in common with that which is called T on 

the physical plane of being. This illusory T sits, abandoned there at the 

column, its life having taken for the time being the vegetative mode when 

the great breath is turned inwards to the Self. And the Real Self is 

something infinitely greater, more subtle and free. It is in All and all is in 

Him—That is God. When we understand this, we begin to see that in truth 

every being seeks, albeit unconsciously, its source which is the Highest. 
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         The eyes are then open to the meaning of many inspired words of 

great poets and mystics, and see their hidden longing to be always turned 

inwards, to the same one source. 

         O world, why in the midst of your ghastly, unreal existence, are you 

unable to see the truth that there is not, and cannot be, any other goal? 

Love and devotion for the Highest—the One—is then born spontaneously, 

with no questionings nor inquiries, but with full awareness that this is in 

the natural order of things, that everything is as it should be, that all His 

decrees are always just and right. If we are unable to perceive this, it is 

no fault of the sun who sheds His rays always and everywhere, but of the 

blind man, who does not see them. The capacity of seeing the sun is born 

in the heart not in the brain. This 'seeing' has nothing in common with the 

ordinary earthly perception Hke: 'I am here and He is there'. Such a 

mental concept is a definite obstacle to meditation, which can give us the 

first glimpse of the sunbeams. We should not try to pull down the sun—

vain attempt—to our own level, but on the con-trary we must step out of 

our small T and go forward to meet the Light. This comparison, although 

clumsy and utterly inadequate, may reflect something of the attitude in 

which we have to start our battle for life. 

         All that can be said about the stages of our search for God is 

contained, in its fullness, in silence. Out of this silence one may draw 

endless pictures and definitions, but unavoidably they will all be imperfect, 

giving no adequate idea of the essence of the pro-cess. It would probably 

be wiser to plunge ourselves into silence, instead of listening to 'second-

hand' experiences of those few who, in a greater or lesser degree, have 

'learned' this art of silence. God speaks to us in silence, but we rarely 

allow the silence to come, or listen for Him to speak. For—we still do not 

know. In our ignor-ance we do not usually like silence, it bores us. We 

cannot imagine life without thought. But this illusory existence is not life 

at all; rather it is death, for death is the unavoidable end of all forms, 

particularly in the case of such an imperfect one as our little self—our 

'ego', We close our eyes and do not want to see this obvious and 

somewhat terrible truth. In vain is this attitude which leads us nowhere! 

Just as a leaf torn from a tree can never return to it, so our transitory 

form will never be able to express our real Self. 

         A great teacher said clearly: 'No man can serve two masters ...God 

and Mammon'. 

         In meditation one can perceive instances of God's intervention even 

in our daily lives; things which were unnoticed before be-come obvious. 
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And our hearts are filled with immeasurable love, devotion and gratitude. 

Then we are nearing that state which Maharshi spoke of as 'a daily 

communion with God'. This is the goal and the summit. But in our 

immediate future we shall probably gain only now and then some flashes 

of light, and not yet be able to abide perma-nently in Him. I fully realize 

that the Saint whom I am facing dwells uninterruptedly in the orb of light. 

This light is utterly different from any physical one we know, it is pouring 

even through closed eyelids. 

         'That' which was left by 'me' down there, at the temple column, has 

its eyes dosed and certainly can see nothing. It is soundless and dumb 

like a corpse. But there is the joyous and certain hope of resurrection. 

         I hear, as from a great distance, the Ashram gong. 
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CHAPTER XXXII 

Some Remembrances 

 

         Today before noon Maharshi said he remembered me from the 

photograph of the 'Arunachala Group' in Brazil, sent to him in 1947 from 

Curitiba. He inquired about the little book published there in 1948, and 

whether or not I was the author of it. He asked the attendant to bring a 

copy from the Ashram library and in-quired about its contents. I explained 

as well as I could, with the help of one of the Brahmin attendants. I told 

him that I was the author, and that I had myself typed the original which 

was then translated in Portuguese and published in Brazil. I went to my 

hut and brought a nicely bound copy with Maharshi's picture and that of 

the Brazilian 'Arunachala Group' dedicated to him. Then, to my great 

astonishment, Maharshi began to turn the pages—about a hundred—as 

carefully and slowly as if he were reading this unknown language. From 

time to time he directed his penetrating gaze upon me and then once 

again looked into the book. At last he put it on his knees and spoke to the 

attendant in Tamil. As soon as he finished, the Brahmin approached me 

and explained that it was the wish of'Bhagavan' (it is the name given to 

Maharshi by his devotees and means 'the blessed one') to add notes 

giving the source of my quotations from Sankaracharya's Viveka-

Chudamani, and listing those from the Imitation of Christ by Thomas a 

Kempis. 

         Called by his gesture, I approached the Sage and took the book 

from his hands. To fulfill Maharshi's wish I had to work several days in the 

Ashram library, where I had the kind co-operation of an American lady, a 

great devotee of Maharshi, who was only too glad to assist me in this 

fulfilment of his wish. I had to write it all in block letters to make it easier 

for the Saint to read, as my handwriting was not clear enough. At last, I 

was able to hand it over to the Master. 

         I was somewhat amused by the keen interest of the group of 

Westerners, especially one lady, a permanent resident of the Ash-ram, in 

the fact that Maharshi wanted to know all the details mentioned above. 

Yet they may have had a good reason for surprise: knowing the Saint's 

habitual indifference to all that happens down here, they certainly did not 

expect Him to pay such keen attention to anything. 

         I took the opportunity to tell Maharshi about the two groups in Paris 

and in Brazil, which take his teachings as the chief subject of their study, 
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as well as the works of those who revere and admire him. He asked when 

and by whom they were started, what were the chief points of their 

studies, and so on. The smile which accompanied these questions was 

wonderful indeed. It seemed to encourage me, and this was indeed 

necessary, for how could one speak to him as one does to other people? 

Intuition definitely told me that not one word should be used which might 

be a platitude, that each and every one of them must be worthy of the 

listener. 

         That was why in the beginning of each conversation one had to go 

through something like shyness which, however, disappeared as soon as 

one looked into his eyes. 

         I doubt whether many people have had an opportunity of seeing in 

anyone's eyes so much sympathy, wisdom and understanding, or such an 

incredible loving kindness as radiated from those of Maharshi when he 

spoke to us. 

         A few weeks before when I did not yet know how to address the 

Sage, following the example of others I wrote a few sentences and handed 

them to him after the morning meditation. They did not ask any question, 

but only requested something which I repeated later on the eve of my 

departure from India, when I took leave of the Saint. Those few words 

contained an epitome of all that I was and am still needing to be, to follow 

the path shown by the Master. 

         I became aware of this when I had proof of his fulfilling this my only 

prayer. I had made no other. The fact that it transcended the limits of this 

my life, and that its fulfillment was possible only by one who was himself 

beyond what we call life and death, was a kind of assurance to me that 

this time I had not erred. 

         It is well known that Maharshi does not perform 'miracles', that he 

sometimes even makes gentle fun (the Sage never 'condemns' anything) 

of the so-called 'occult powers' or 'Siddhis' of Yogis and other self-styled 

'supermen', who use their psychic powers to exercise an immediate 

influence on their surroundings. But what else are we to call those 

changes which take place in his presence in the consciousness of pupils 

who most sincerely seek for truth? 

         How are we to explain the strange, almost unbelievable changes in 

circumstances which often accompany the modifications of our inner state 

of consciousness; or those cases of immediate assistance when it seemed 

that nothing could help any more i Very little is spoken about it; hence we 
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do not know much. Those who have experienced such help rarely talk of 

it, except to their nearest companions in the search for truth. 

         The lack of any mysterious atmosphere around Maharshi, his utter 

simplicity and naturalness, create the feeling that even if some 

extraordinary and unbelievable 'miracle' did happen here in the hall, or 

under the bamboo roof near the library, it would not provoke more 

curiosity than do the subtle designs of the incense smoke, slowly rising to 

the feet of the Saint and then upwards to the high ceiling of the hall. 

         The greatest miracle is Maharshi himself. I know that not all are 

able to feel not even guess it. Such miracles can be known only by 

plunging into silence and into our own depths. Some can never do this 

although each and every one feels the beneficial influence of the Great 

Rishi. 

     * * * 

         This morning there was a celebration of some Hindu Saint by 

garlanding and smearing with red powder the stone statues of the sacred 

cows, one of which stands in the Ashram grounds, near the fence on the 

side of the main road which encircles the hill. 

         Maharshi was sitting on a chair opposite the small shrine duringthe 

whole of the ceremony, surrounded by people chanting Man-tras. As 

always he was the same—placid and quiet, with no sign of interest in the 

activity of those round him. 

         Some time afterwards I thought I had grasped the cause of this 

indifference. It is this: the Sage does not believe in the reality of this 

visible world, he knows it is only an illusion. Dwelling all die time on the 

plane which embraces the whole of existence, how could he be interested 

in tiny fragments of happenings which are as ephemeral as smoke ? 

 It seemed to me that the most logical analysis of existence in 

time and space should make the above clear and obvious beyond a doubt. 

But I have also seen the difference between a mental con-cept and the 

realization of this truth. Of course it is good to have a right mental 

conception, for it may help us to avoid mistakes. It is  comparatively easy 

to admit that there exists a point of view from which the farthest star and 

the tiniest ant at our feet are equally near to or equally far from our 

consciousness. But it is quite a differ- ent thing to live in this inner, yet 

all-embracing world. 
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         If I had not been here, at the feet of one who has realized this state 

of consciousness, I should certainly have had no idea about such a 

possibility. But now hope has changed to certainty, because of the 

presence of the living Example who sheds his light all round. 

         The second part of the ceremony took place in the temple. Trays 

with sacred ashes and red powder were brought and we all put on our 

foreheads a token of that ancient symbol, whose spiritual meaning is now 

remembered only by the few. 
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CHAPTER XXXIII 

Power in Us 

         “If the supreme truth remains unknown, the study of the scriptures 

is fruitless; even if the supreme truth is known the study of the scriptures 

is useless (the study of the letter alone is useless, the spirit must be 

sought out by intuition)”. 

         Viveka-Chudamani, by Sri Sankaracharya, Verse 61 

         These words of Sri Sankaracharya are of much value to those who 

may be somewhat discouraged through the reading of too many books 

and articles filled with technical terms of occult philosophy. If we try to 

learn with our mind-brain only, memory is burdened and we never gain 

that which we intuitively seek—true spiritual enlightenment from wisdom 

of the Self. 

         Those who are making real progress on the path know that the 

process is really reversed. When we reach the realm of reality or spirit, 

then all terms and systems become clear, but—never before. The life of 

Sri Maharshi is an excellent example. 

         As a youth, before his enlightenment he knew almost nothing about 

the Hindu scriptures. But afterwards, he understood every-thing easily 

and could give incomparable explanations based on his own spiritual 

wisdom. This is the only natural process. Perhaps a simile will explain this 

better: a person who knows only English would be unable to read another 

language such as French although it was the same alphabet. He must 

leam the language in order to use it correctly. So it is with the scriptures. 

They speak another tongue although they use the same words as ours. 

         This is not to say that reading is useless. As the inner wisdom grows 

in us we find great support in the scriptures for they des-cribe what we 

are experiencing for ourselves. They provide authority and certainty for us 

on the path. The further the disciple goes, the less complicated becomes 

his mind, and then he is able to express in simple form and words, clear 

to all, what would previ-ously have needed an elaborate discourse full of 

technical terms. 

         We can recognize the utter simplicity of the words of Christ, 

Buddha, Maharshi and all the great teachers of humanity. Com-pare them 

with those of modern philosophers in both the East and the West, and it is 

obvious where truth is and where lies only the theory of truth. 
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         In order to pass from this dream-life of a separate ego-person-ality 

to the real existence as Self, we need that light of truth Itself, not just Its 

description, for that cannot help us. 

         Sri Maharshi, in giving us a formula of life in the modern form of 

Vichara, was putting into effect the old truth that even one maxim of a 

true Master, if put into practice, is sufficient to lead the aspirant to the 

blissful end—attainment. 

         An omnipotent but unknown power lies latent in every one of us. Sri 

Maharshi spoke about it many times, especially in his Instructions to F. H. 

Humphreys in his early years. This power must be uncovered, for without 

it—nothing can be gained. It is by no means uniform in its manifestations 

and it appears to the disciple (but not to the Master!) as having different 

aspects—Bhakti, Jnana, and so on. Some of us know that there is nothing 

to be compared with the grace of the presence of the Master to make this 

universal power available to us. And the indirect help of his grace has 

been experienced by many who strive to know the ulti-mate truth, to 

enter the inner world of their beloved Guru. 

         This power enables man to subdue his relentless mind, which is the 

first cause of his troubles, outer and inner alike. It gives him at last that 

wonderful inner certainty from which arise silence and peace. They who 

awaken this power within themselves know that it brings about the 

ultimate union, and through that, immor-tality. The best form of help for a 

seeker, is one by which he is not harassed with a great many teachings, 

dogmas and definitions, all of which come from outside. There is a better 

method, used only by the Master, and that is by speech, look, or silence 

(and in very rare cases, by touch) putting the aspirant in such a position 

that he himself may find the solution to his problems. Then such a solu-

tion will be of his own living wisdom. This is all that matters in the school 

of human life. 

         In the foreword to the book Maha Yoga by 'Who', the author advises 

us to forget our relative science—which in reality is ignor-ance—before we 

can enter on the path. Obviously it is a condition and we should know why 

and how. 

         But it is not easy. Most people have great difficulty in getting rid of 

previous theories and former knowledge. But some are success-ful. And 

here a question arises: 'Why should we collect rubbish if it is to be 

discarded later ?' Sapient! sat, as the Romans used to say. 
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         Many sincere seekers are worried because they cannot acquire all 

the knowledge about religions, yogas, different occult systems, and so on. 

To these the advice of Maha Yoga is that the process of unlearning relative 

knowledge is not like forgetting it, but storing and locking it up in the 

mind-brain, and putting the key in the pocket. Then when you need to, 

you can unlock the store and use what you want. But do not spend your 

life indefinitely inspecting your temporary possessions! 

         It is better not to name this universal power here. It will be found in 

due course, and there is no possibility of a mistake. It is unique, alone and 

close to each man's heart. It can be relied on to accomplish any task. You 

will find it by your own effort. There is nothing apart from it, for it is the 

very core of your being, the ultimate—the ever-present goal, the only true 

and eternal friend. 

         The Great Rishi once said to a Westerner: 'When a man for the first 

time recognizes his true Self, then from the depths of his being arises 

something . . . And it then takes possession of him. It is on the other side 

of the mind. It is infinite, divine and eternal... 

         'The phenomena we see, are curious and surprising—but the most 

marvellous of all we do not realize, namely that one and only one 

illimitable force is responsible for all the phenomena we see, and for the 

act of seeing them. 

         'Do not fix your attention on all these changing things of life, death 

and phenomena. Do not even think of the actual act of seeing or 

perceiving, but only of that which sees all these things, that which is 

responsible for it all ... Try to keep the mind un-shakenly fixed on that 

which Sees. It is inside yourself… 

         'These things which we see and sense, are only the split-up colours 

of the one illimitable spirit. 

         'A Master in meditation, though the eyes and ears be open, fixes his 

attention so firmly on that which sees that he neither sees nor hears, nor 

has any physical consciousness at all—nor mental either, but only 

spiritual'. 

         These words of Sri Maharshi are the best explanation of the Power 

in us. There is nothing to add. 
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CHAPTER XXXIV 

Correspondence 

 

         In letters received from America and elsewhere I often find the 

following questions: 

         'Which of the instructions on meditation given by ancient Indian 

philosophers are regarded in the Ashram as having most in common with 

Maharshi's teachings i'  

         Or: 'What should be our attitude towards our own personality when 

we are trying to follow the path of self-knowledge?" Andso on... 

         The answers which I found here at Maharshi's feet may be use-ful 

to other people for the solution of the same problems. For their sake, 

therefore, I give in this chapter some excerpts from my correspondence. 

         Maharshi highly appreciates Sri Sankaracharya's 'Viveka-Chudamani 

or The Crest Jewel of Wisdom. Many Hindus regard the Sage of 

Arunachala to be a reincarnation of the author of this treatise, which 

reaches the highest summit of occult philosophic conception. I have 

chosen from it a few verses for my daily medi-tation, and I quote them 

here.* The word 'Brahman' denotes the Highest Divinity and 

'Parabrahman' the Absolute; 'Logos' corres-ponds to the 'Creator of the 

Universe' or 'Demiurgos'. 

         Verse 409 

         The wise man in Samadhi perceives in his heart That something 

which is eternal Knowledge, pure Bliss, incomparable, eternally free, 

actionless, as limitless as space, stainless, without distinction of subject 

and object, and which is all-pervading Brahman (in essence)* 

         •Note: Translation by Mohini M. Chattcrji, published in 'A 

Compendium of the Raja Yoja Philosophy, comprising the principal 

treatises of Shrimat Sankaracbarya and other renowned authors' by 

Tookaram Tatya, (Bombay, 1888). 

         Verse 255  

         Realize that thou art 'That'—Brahman which is far beyond caste, 

worldly wisdom, family and clan, devoid of name, form, qualities and 

defects, beyond time, space and objects of conscious-ness. 
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         Verse 256 

         Realize that thou art' That'—Brahman which is supreme, be-yond 

the range of all speech, but which may be known through the eye of pure 

wisdom. It is pure, absolute consciousness, the eternal substance. 

         Verse 257 

         Realize that thou art' That'—Brahman which is untouched by the six 

human infirmities (hunger, thirst, greed, delusion, decay, and death)—it is 

realized in the heart of Yogis (in Samadhi), it cannot be perceived by the 

senses, it is imperceptible by intellect or mind. 

         Verse 258 

          Realize that thou art' That'—Brahman on which rests the world, 

created through ignorance, It (Brahman) is self-sustained, It is different 

from (relative) truth, and from untruth, indivisible, be- yond mental 

representation. 

         Verse 260 

         Realize that thou art' That'—Brahman which is the cessation of all 

differentiation, which never changes its nature, and is as un-moved as a 

waveless ocean, eternally unconditioned and undivided. 

         Verse 261 

         Realize that thou art ' That'—Brahman which is the one only Reality, 

the cause of multiplicity, the cause that eliminates other causes, different 

from the law of cause and effect. 

         Verse 263 

         Realize that thou art 'That'—Brahman that Reality which manifests 

as many through the illusions of name, form, qualities, change, but is yet 

unchanged like gold (in the various forms of golden ornaments). 

         Verse 264 

         Realize that thou art 'That'—Brahman which alone shines, which is 

beyond the Logos, all pervading, uniform, truth, con-sciousness, bliss, 

having no end, indestructible.  

         What lofty peaks of spiritual conception, rising straight up into the 

realm of the infinite, where truth reigns supreme!  
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         The student of Self-knowledge begins to understand that his 

personality is a focus or fulcrum, as it were, through which flows and 

shines the light of life that is God. But he himself is not this focus. He 

must take care to maintain it in perfect purity, to enable the maximum of 

light to shine through it. But this should be his only care and nothing 

more. Herein lies the mystery of the disap-pearance of the 'ego' as the 

result of Self-realization. It brings true freedom. When the focus has 

fulfilled its task it is discarded with neither pain nor regret. But this 

happens only when it has become a lived reality and not a theory. And 

that is the highest initiation. 

         In any event one thing is true: only a balanced and one-pointed 

mind leads to the realm of truth—to Samadhi. Interruptions in the state of 

Samadhi prove that the mind is not completely subdued; it comes back to 

activity and evades the still imperfect control.  

         What kind of attitude is proper in the presence of the Master? 

         Nothing is more helpful in the presence of a great being than 

stillness of mind. It opens the door of our heart and enables the Master to 

come in. The proximity of Maharshi makes this effort of stilling the mind 

infinitely easier than it would be elsewhere. Often, even when people pray 

according to their own faiths, the result can ultimately be the same. In the 

presence of Bhagavan Maharshi we are able to find intuitively by ourselves 

the proper attitude. 

         The Self and the visible world. 

         An extensive explanation has been given by Maharshi himself in his 

'Gospel'. So there is nothing to add. Nevertheless, as you want some 

'physical' analogy a rough one may be quoted: 

         Suppose a pianist is playing in gloves, you will see only the leather 

out of which they are made, having the shape of the hand. The ringers as 

they really arc cannot be seen. An ignorant person can believe that the 

leather of the gloves forms an integral part of the hands of the artist. In a 

similar way people who know nothing about the Self are unable to see 

anything beyond the physical side of things. 

         But he who sees reality knows that there is a hand which strikes the 

keys and plays the music, that the glove without this living hand inside is 

nothing more than a mere lifeless shell or vehicle. 

         The inadequacy of this analogy is that in truth you can never see 

the hand in the glove, for then you would be 'the hand itself". 
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         'To see God is to be God'.—From Maharshi's Gospel. 

         Initiatory societies 

         You ask: 'What about the numerous initiatory societies existing in 

the modern world?' Let us not be misguided. If you want to give me a 

glass of water, you must have water to give. Unless leaders of such 

organizations are true Masters—perfect men—their teachings and books 

can be little better than the mental speculation of a lay-man. The teaching 

must be supported by the lives of the teachers and give us an 

unmistakable example of true realization. Your own Self will never accept 

anything less. And until now I have never seen a Master running an 

organization or a business. Think it over and the answer will come of 

itself. 

         Obstacles to the realization of the Self "They are your wandering 

mind and perverted ways of life', says Maharshi in his Gospel. Egotism 

and the identification of yourself with the physical body are the roots of 

ignorance, they prevent you from entering the Path and realizing 

Vichara—Self- 

         Inquiry—'Who Am I i' 

         'I am this Mr. X of a certain age, appearance, position in society, 

nationality, profession and so on. I am born and I must die'. All of these 

must go before you will find an answer to your 'Vichara'. 

         A Yogi said: 'The Self of the seeker who surrenders himself to the 

Truth is merging into the Great Infinite Self. That is the path. 

         Prayer 

         You say: 'I am a Christian and a believer. I am unable to medi-tate, 

I can only pray. What achievement is possible for me?'  

         Achievement is the same for all. But the ways to it can be seen 

differently. If you study the lives of the Saints of all faiths, you will find 

that they are all brothers in the love and realization of God. Let our 

prayers be unselfish, and remember always that the Lord knows better 

how to rule His universe than we do. Therefore, He does not need our 

suggestions in the matter. Try to make perfect that which is really yours—

your own consciousness. That is our only aim. I will give a beautiful 

example of a mystic prayer from St. Francis of Assissi: 
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         'Lord, make me an instrument of Thy peace; where there is hatred, 

let me sow love; where there is injury, let me sow pardon; where there is 

doubt, let me sow faith; where there is despair—hope; where there is 

darkness—Light; where there is sadness, let me sow joy'. 

         'O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled 

as to console, to be understood as to understand, to be loved as to love; 

for it is in giving that we receive. It is in pardon-ing that we are pardoned. 

And it is in dying that we are born into Eternal Life. 

         The grace of the Master 

         Maharshi has written in his Gospel that this grace is too subtle to be 

described. Certainly he knows this far better than we do. There-fore, all 

attempts to explain in words what words cannot express are useless. 

Maharshi is always referring to grace as working on its proper level of 

spiritual reality, and yet you insist on obtaining an answer in words, which 

means within limitations imposed by our minds. It can be taken for 

granted that 'the attention' paid by the Master to his disciple can be 

regarded as one of the characteristics ofhis relation to him. Therefore, let 

us be worthy of such attention. 

         Surrender 

         Surrender is tlie state of consciousness which is a condition of 

discipleship. When the disciple realizes that his 'ego'—personality —is only 

a small ripple on the surface of the infinite ocean of the Self—or 

'Overself—which is reality, he deliberately begins to turn his attention 

away from it and tries to merge in that 'all' which generally takes the form 

of the Master. That is why sur-render to the Master is a necessary step 

towards the ultimate goal, for it means the realization of the true Self or 

God. 

         Love 

         I do not remember who described love as 'a universal power of 

mutual attraction (gravitation) acting everywhere between atoms —which 

represent the material veil of the universe—as well as between other 

different manifestations of consciousness'. 

         Perhaps there is some truth in these words, although when ex-

pressed in the world of relativity, they must necessarily be imper-fect. But 

practically speaking, love is the only power that can support our effort to 

step out of conditioned relativity into reality. On the hard path, to 

realization any mental conception of the true goal, however lofty and 
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sublime it may appear to us, will prove insufficient, because it is bound to 

disappear, together with the dissolution of our individual minds when they 

return to the one ocean of life. In other words the man who is struggling 

on the path to realization knows how much he needs this motive-power of 

love to overcome all obstacles. In occult literature there are many proofs 

of this. It is good to remember the well-known words of St. Paul: 

         'And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all 

mysteries, and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I could 

remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing'. 

         Only the reflection of Truth itself can help us. Love is this re-

flection. And the highest form of love accessible to us is our love for the 

Master. The Master cannot come to an unloving disciple—if such a disciple 

could exist—.just as light cannot penetrate into a room without windows. 

Nothing can help the pupil if he has no love. He must have a living 

example, and an ideal which is above all doubts and imperfections. 

         The Master 

         You say you know that without the Master there is no path, and you 

ask me, who am now at the feet of Bhagavan Maharshi:' How is this truth 

realized in his presence ?' If you could come here and sit under the 

bamboo roof extending above Maharshi's couch no answer would be 

necessary. You have some photographs of Arunachala hill, but you will 

admit that it is not the same as if you could climb, or see for yourself, the 

Hill of Grace. The same is true of the presence of Maharshi. You will find in 

this diary some of my personal experiences of it. 

         Control of the mind 

         'Submit to me and I will strike down the Mind'. 

         From Maharshi's Sayings 

         These words of the Sage may be the best answer to your question. 

Anyhow, every time that I am absorbed in the thought of Bha-gavan no 

other unwanted idea can creep into my mind. Hence no futile or evil 

thought has any access to my consciousness. The habit of harbouring and 

feeding restless thoughts is now being replaced by the unruffled calm and 

peace of the mind. But this is not sufficient for the Vichara, or Path of 

Inquiry,' Who Am I?' as taught by Maharshi. A complete silence or 

stillness of the mind is essential. I have found considerable help in long 

and cool medita-tions on the origin of the thinking process, and curiosity 

as the source of thoughts. 
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         Then I recognized that 'no thought can help me or change my so-

called future', and so on. We are simply duped by our mind which 

suggests the idea of the 'necessity of thinking'. This subtle lie is hard to 

eradicate and hard to explain, because we are practi-cally unable to stop 

our thinking process at will unless we are to a certain extent in that state 

of consciousness which extends beyond the mind. This higher 

consciousness—the mysterious 'Samadhi'— is the very aim of all seekers. 

As Maharshi said: 

         'Samadhi alone can reveal the Truth'. 

         From Maharshi's Gospel 

         Samadhi 

         There are a few descriptions of the transcendent state of spiritual 

ecstasy called Samadhi. There are also several kinds of Samadhi. 

Maharshi says briefly and clearly: 'In Samadhi there is the feeling of "I-I" 

or "I am" and no thoughts'.  

         But no real description of this state of real being can assist us in its 

attainment. When Samadhi comes, people are generally aston-ished at 

how false had been their mental ideas about it.  

         These are some excerpts from letters I wrote from the Ashram in 

answer to my friends in other parts of the world interested in true spiritual 

endeavour, but unable to go to India and see Maharshi. In his atmosphere 

of light and peace I feel there is really only one great heart, of which the 

Sage of Arunachala so often speaks. Therefore my distant—in space—

correspondents are in reality nearer to me now, than they were when I 

was in their immediate physical presence. 
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CHAPTER XXXV 

I and You 

 

         There is a considerable difference in my states of consciousness at 

different tunes. Often in meditation I experience the ecstasy of absolute 

union. But this is lost when I return to conventional life. It worries me 

somewhat; but the cause lies in the doubts generated by the mind. 

Therefore I strive to bring the light from the Inner Self to bear on it, and 

build a solid foundation in accordance with those spiritual experiences 

which are the only real consciousness. Then comes the necessity to 

translate them, if possible, into the language of the mind. Since the mind 

itself is only a reflection in the realm of conditioned life, symbols and 

comparisons are appro-priate to the purpose, and in fact are the only 

means of conveying some ideas. 

         In the light of my previous experiences during meditation I offer 

this simile: individual personalities can be compared to the leaves of a 

tree. They are numerous, but their common life is that of the tree. It is 

the source of their existence. The leaves grow, fade and finally die. But 

the tree is unaffected by the fate of its indi-vidual offspring. It has no 

favourite leaves; it knows their tem-porary role, but do the leaves know 

the destiny of their mother, the tree, whose lifespan transcends by far 

that of each one of them ? 

         Their life is possible only so long as they are unseparated from the 

mother trunk. All of them strive after more sun and air, albeit 

unconsciously. They cannot of their own will leave the tree before they are 

ripe and this ripeness means dissolution of their form. 

         From the point of view of the leaf, its life is limited, its possi-bilities 

circumscribed, and any efforts to avoid the common fate are in vain. 

Could it but realize that the continuing life of the tree is the only thing that 

matters; that to carry out its function faith-fully is the only way in which it 

can increase the life of the tree on which its own well-being depends, as 

well as that of all its fellows. It is tragic how we believe that our 

separateness is real, that what we have is our own, and so remain 

untouched by the needs of others. Like the leaves of the tree, at the 

appointed time, our outer shell must fade and die, and the ever-living Self 

be drawn back into its source. Real life is truly only in That. 
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         Now my mind becomes quieter, for it has been told the truth in its 

own language. The realized unity is the Life of the spirit in the realm of 

the eternal. The illusion of separation is death. 

         The lack of egotism in great beings is not based on sentimen-tality 

or theory. They know their source. When Christ prayed for His enemies 

and when Maharshi, beaten by thieves, turned his other side to their 

blows—They knew the law. There was no hypocrisy in Their acts. They 

were aware that the same life flows through Their tormentors as through 

Themselves. The only diff-erence lay in the fact that Christ and Maharshi 

recognized their oneness while the murderers and thieves did not. 

         In the simile of the tree and the leaves, the only difference is in the 

temporary form and colour of the leaves. So even the under- standing of 

the law of Life compels us to transfer our consciousness to the spiritual 

realm, though but for a moment. If we have grasped with the mind the 

unity of the spirit, we have lived for a moment in the sphere of the spirit. 

         Sometimes we are able to grasp and realize the mystical meaning of 

the teachings of the Master, but the Self-oblivious personality forgets 

these important moments too easily. 

         "The Way is long. I am far from Home'. 
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CHAPTER XXXVI 

Requiem 

 

         I usually dedicate one night in the week to meditation as a kind of. 

continuation of our evening meditations in the presence of Maharshi. I do 

not write them down, for they are all similar and difficult to put into 

words. I can only say that they are an attempt to lift up my consciousness 

to the sphere where life alone reigns, with no forms and no veils. In the 

preliminary stage there is always a kind of struggle with all that prevents 

me from stepping out from the realm of thought; after that, like a film on 

a screen, appear the pictures of my past, and finally—usually about 

dawn—comes a moment of peace. 

         One July night however, I shall never forget, and its essence is 

expressed by the title of this chapter, for the period of my earthly life was 

buried definitely forever. This life which until then, had usually claimed my 

attention and retrospective examination, quietly disappeared, swallowed 

up by that ocean of the unreal to which it has always belonged. 

         I did not then realize that only the present is existent, and that 

constantly returning to the past is equivalent to temporary suicide. 

         First I remembered a passage from a book based on the Hebrew 

Kabbalah, which many years ago had fascinated me with its mystery, but 

to the real meaning of which I could never find the key. 

         '... And the pupil entered the shrine of his heart. An altar was there 

and on it two lights were burning. 

         'He understood that these were the lights of his own life. They were 

himself. The flame of the nearer one was many-hued, pulsat-ing with a 

richness of colour, and emanating a slight smoke. He recognized it to be 

his thoughts and emotions by the very familiar rhythm of their vibrations. 

         'The second and farther light was colourless, but its rays were 

pervading everything and penetrating through the changing hues of the 

first one. Immovable in its pristine purity it was quietly burning, breathing 

a peace as great as eternity itself. 

         'Then a Rabbi dressed in white appeared, took both the lights in his 

hands and changed their places. "From this moment you will look through 

the light of eternity on that of the fleeting life, instead of looking, as you 
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have done till now, through the ephe-meral light, which made the 

perception of the eternal difficult".' 

       * * * 

         'Who Am I? Who Am I? Who Am I f'—I plunged as usual into this 

meditative inquiry, and suddenly I saw my whole life, from its very 

beginning, hidden in the recesses of my memory, unroll before my eyes 

as if on a film. Looking at it, I once more went through the same 

experiences in a condensed and extremely rapid way. I sensed that I had 

the power to destroy this illusory picture by an effort of will, for it was 

weighing on me unpleasantly. And I also knew that it was not advisable to 

allow those illusory, non-existent things to enter into my consciousness. 

But this time a voice which I had to obey told me to look at the 'film'. 

         Before me unrolled the years of my youth, with their foolish-ness 

and dash, instinctive life with its almost animal selfishness; circumstances 

and people, who at the time had played a great role in my life, loves and 

hates, noble and mean impulses, a search for something which was 

always evading my touch and which, when it seemed near, was 

continually slipping out of my hands. Mo- ments of despair which seemed 

fathomless, hopeless, and without issue; moments of tremendous, one 

could almost say boundless 'happiness'—all passed before my eyes. The 

physical figure, so well known, gradually changing with the flow of years, 

now con-densed, passed before me with all its hopes and dreams and 

endeavours of which nothing now remained. The years of the first and 

second world wars, the interval of peace, my plunge into occult studies 

where highest achievements seemed to lie, cosmo-con cep tions gradually 

changing through contact with new theories and their authors. 

         I felt it all like a dense dark cloud descending upon my con-

sciousness ; I was seeking an issue; intuitively I felt that it must exist, 

that now, when I stood on the threshold of a new life, I could not return to 

those ghosts. 

         Concentrating all my powers in one effort of will I stopped the weird 

chain, and in one moment when the 'film' stood like a dead thing, I 

understood beyond the shadow of a doubt: all this—it was not me. This 

actor and the surrounding scenery and decorations were not, and could 

never have been Myself. I was not now con-cerned with the shallow 

experiences, foolish endeavours, aimless thoughts, changing feelings and 

moods, and all the rest that some time ago had seemed to constitute 'Me'. 

I could now criticize and help others to criticize this 'person', a thing which 
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I had formerly vividly resented, but which I could now do freely. Why? It 

was not the mind that was responsible, but this peace, this merging into 

the translucent, immaterial Self, and perhaps—the pushing to the second 

plane of the 'first light', according to the Hebrew tale. 

         All my attempts to find reasons have now no meaning. I have lost 

all interest in these definitions and explanations. Life has proved to be 

quite different from current conceptions about it—yes, it has proved rather 

to be the denial of them. 

         'Whosoever shall seek to save his life shall lose it; and whoso-ever 

shall lose his life shall preserve it'. These words of the Great Teacher, 

once so mysterious and incomprehensible, are now a bright and radiant 

truth, in spite of the fact that they were pronounced two thousand years 

ago. It is little wonder that one also remembers: 

         'Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass 

away'. 

         In the silence which followed this more 'active' part of my 

meditation, hours passed unnoticed. I began to hear sounds from without, 

the voices of some wild animals approaching the Ash-ram's compound 

during the night, when no human being was about. I opened my eyes to 

look out of the window, and through the iron bars and wire net, I saw a 

big hairy head; it was a monkey, who, awakened by the approaching 

dawn, had come here from the Hill in search of mango peelings. 

         The day is beginning, a new day in this peaceful corner of the world, 

at the foot of the sacred Hill of Arunachala, chosen by the Master as his 

life's abode. It is true that here nature itself seems to assist human beings 

in their endeavours, for in spite of being in the tropics, it does not hinder 

one by causing excessive physical ex-haustion. Is it the influence of the 

dry climate, or of the mysterious magnetism about which one hears so 

much? I do not know. I can only say that from the spiritual side, I have 

never met in my life with such suitable and helpful surroundings, and such 

a wonderful atmosphere radiating everywhere. 

         I begin to feel almost instinctively that the time is nearing when I 

shall not be able to benefit any more from this immediate and marvellous 

influence. Hence I am trying to get 'rooted' as deeply as possible in this 

spiritual soil, to take it with me for my further wanderings throughout the 

world. 
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         I listen carefully to the melodies of the evening songs of medi-

tation, Unking them up with my present inner experiences. It may help 

me afterwards when, surrounded by an utterly different atmosphere, I try 

to live the same kind of life as now—at the feet of Maharshi. Intuition says 

that it is advisable to find some points of support which will prove useful, 

when in the very midst of the haste and noise of the Western world, I 

shall have to withdraw from it and return to the kingdom of silence. 

         But is not the best of all means already at my disposal? And 

Maharshi, whose very remembrance brings peace—can I ever for-get the 

expression of his eyes during meditations in the temple? 

         Now when I write these lines in my cell during the hottest hours of 

the day, when all life seems to stand still, a mere word about Maharshi 

suffices to evoke his figure before my eyes, and all thoughts stop. 

         With this my writing must also stop. 
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CHAPTER XXXVII 

The Last Days 

 

         I have just received a letter from Madras, informing me that my 

passage has been booked on a steamer sailing in a fortnight from 

Colombo. It means that in a few days I shall have to leave the Ashram 

and Maharshi. It means that the ecstatic evenings at the Master's feet 

which have transformed my whole being, showing vistas of a new and 

eternal life, have now to end. 

Then what? Will there be a return to the old life? The mind does not give 

any answer—its silence is a trap. I know that it would be only too glad to 

resume its old habits of reasonings, doubts and looking for by-paths. But 

times have changed. Its life is no more My life, because my consciousness 

is now able to function without its medium and even in spite of it. It is not 

in the mind that I now concentrate my hope and trust. I remember well 

Maharshi's words: 

         'The mind has its role in the development of men, but this role is 

limited and can lead only to a certain level. Beyond it a new one begins'. 

         I see that the strongest weapon of the mind—curiosity and the 

passion for investigating transient things—does not find in me such a 

ready supporter as before. It now meets with criticism, born of a firm 

conviction that such a search leads nowhere, that it is just a vicious circle. 

This reflection suffices to re-establish peace. 

         Oh yes, I know that nothing can push me back into the former 

bypaths, whether I remain in the Ashram for the rest of my life, or leave it 

to wander through the world. 

         This awareness brings an incredible, overwhelming wave ofjoy, a 

stream of buss beyond all words. It somewhat resembles the feeling of an 

all-embracing life which can never be extinguished. 

         I had not noticed how and when I got rid of the thought of and 

belief in the existence of death, not through reasoning, but through 

immediate experience. I only now seem to remember that in my 

subconsciousness there were definite and repeated attempts to imagine 

myself facing death, forsaking my personality, and ob-serving what then 

remained of myself. These almost unconscious exercises have proved that 

when I discard the instinctive attach-ment to the form and conditions of 
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earthly life, when I am fully aware that the thing which has 'my name and 

appearance' m this conditioned world is only a dream, then still 

'something' remains, independent and self-sufficient. 

         The readiness to leave 'everything' at any moment is the gate which 

opens the way to the infinite. 

         I had not noticed that in almost all circumstances, in happy as well 

as in painful happenings and experiences, in the background of my mind 

there is now always the hidden thought: 'All this has no real meaning'. 

         In what mysterious way the radiant vibrations of the conscious-ness 

of the Saint had been penetrating into the darkest comers of my mind, so 

limited, narrow and full of shadows, I did not know, nor did I see any 

reason to investigate. I understood well, not by the mind, but with all my 

heart, the joyous words of the great poet and mystic of India—Kabir, who, 

to the questions of his pupils: 'How do you know the mysteries of spiritual 

life ?' and 'What can be known about the aim and destiny of human life i' 

answered in ecstatic rapture: 

         'Truth exists whether we know It or not, just like the Sun which 

always shines, whether a blind man sees it or not. It is not im- portant 

whether I 'know' about the facts you ask, for—He knows, HE KNOWS'. 

         I remembered again from the biography of Maharshi that the life of 

Kabir had attracted his attention when he was a schoolboy of only 

fourteen, before he had met with any book about the higher spiritual life. 

         My pain, felt some time ago at the very thought of separation from 

the Master has now disappeared. Some of his words come to me in a 

strange way, like Irving answers, not from without as if from another 

man, but from within, from the depths of my own being. Just now I used a 

wrong expression, for can one say there are 'other men i Immediately a 

correction came and I grasped it and understood. How can I express my 

infinite gratitude for die immensity of kindness and assistance I am given 

? And once more the Master says without word or voice: 'Why have you 

this thought? Do earthly parents expect gratitude from their infant 

children for all their love and protection?' 

         The world does not know those occult ties between the sparks of 

consciousness which on the physical plane take human forms. The world 

may even laugh at things which are beyond its com-prehension, not being 

contained in the sphere of three dimensions where weights and measures 
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exist. Some yean ago my reaction would have been an inner revolt and 

criticism. Today it is silence. 

         This silence tells me that in every fellow-man down here, the Master 

dwells, and that I should see Him in everyone's eyes. Where are all the 

'differences' when one abides in the land of reality? Who has ever seen a 

shadow there ? 

     * * * 

         During the last few days we were not allowed to meditate as usual 

for hours in the hall in the presence of Maharshi, for he was very weak 

after some new treatment. We could only enter through one door, salute 

the Saint, and go out through another one. This was chiefly done by 

visitors who came for a brief period and by the Hindu inmates of the 

Ashram. 

         One afternoon when only a young Brahmin, one of the two 

permanent attendants, was present, I also came into see Maharshi, at 

least for a moment. I felt a strange urge to obtain his approval, as it were, 

of all my efforts and of the modifications taking place in my consciousness 

under his influence. Intuition told me that I could not possibly put my 

trust—this rarest jewel—into better hands. 

         In our ordinary lives, how rare are people who can boast of having 

even one friend in the world worthy of their uncondi-tioned, absolute 

confidence, which in practice means the possi-bility of uniting their 

consciousness with that of another. We generally like to show 'our best 

side' to others. We try to hide our disharmonies, fearing that the person 

whose friendship we seek will turn away from us. We have to watch over 

our words and gestures to avoid any possible discord. All this is neither 

natural nor sincere. Hypocrisy, although in a subtle form, hides its head 

behind such actions. But nothing of this kind can exist with Maharshi, we 

are certain that he knows and understands every-thing in us, that he 

never judges and that his attitude towards us can never be changed in 

spite of ah1 our sins and imperfections, so clearly seen by him. And that is 

just the secret of his magic influ-ence, of his wonderful way of helping us 

most efficiently to rid ourselves of all our defects and weaknesses. But I 

also know that there are certain conditions which make this inner change 

possible; not to adhere to them is a definite hindrance to our spiritual pro-

gress. Even the best camera cannot give a good picture unless the shutter 

opens properly, and if the shutter of our consciousness remains closed in 
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the presence of the Master, how can we hope to receive the Light radiated 

by him? 

         In this I see the explanation of the fact that out of thousands of 

people who visited the Ashram of the Sage of Arunachala, very few were 

able to take full advantage of his light. Just now, in his presence, I see it 

clearly, but I may forget it when I have to return to worldly life and 

plunge into far less propitious circumstances. I am therefore anxious to 

write down my impressions now. Often people are unable to get rid of old 

prejudices, theories or accepted beliefs, and when they see Maharshi they 

try to give him the name of a 'Yogi', a 'Saint', a 'Mahatma', thus looking at 

him through their own inner coloured glasses, and labelling him by some 

well-known term to suit their own ideas which are the outcome of their 

spiritual ignorance. 

         Their reasoning runs more or less as follows: 'Yes, he is un-

doubtedly a Saint, yet there have been greater ones in the world—

Buddha, Christ. They have certainly been quite different. We have Their 

teachings, and nobody can deny Their greatness'. Others say: 'In the far-

off Himalayas there are Yogis who are miracle workers, they have been 

living for hundreds of years and controlling the forces of Nature; are they 

not greater, or at least equal to Maharshi ?' And so, instead of taking 

advantage of the living Presence, they dream about other Masters. 

         To these people I would like to say: 'Was it not about such as you 

that Christ said:' 

         'Having eyes, see ye not ? And having ears, hear ye not »' 

         Not knowing anything about other great teachers save second-hand 

information learned from books about Them written by Their pupils or by 

later historians; not having themselves seen those personages during 

Their earthly wanderings, such people compare Them with a living 

presence, whose mission is to give us the eternal truth in a form most 

suitable for our times. Finding them-selves face to face with the dignified 

and venerable presence of Maharshi, unable to feel his spiritual magnitude 

and glory, they still seem dissatisfied, perhaps longing to see some 

'supernatural' phenomena, some dazzling light over the head of the Sage, 

or the instantaneous healing of their physical bodies, so immersed in sin 

and selfishness as they are. And if these wonders did happen, they might 

still disbelieve and look for hidden electric wires and lamps as agents of 

the 'miracles' performed, or attribute the healing to some new medicine 

recently taken. 
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         If such people had lived two thousand years ago and had seen the 

Great Teacher whose authority they now quote being led through the 

streets to an apparently ignominious and terrible death, they would have 

shouted brutally with the crowd when He was on the Cross: 

         'Ifthou be the Son of God, come down from the Cross . 

         It is about them that He said: 

         ' . . . They seek a sign, and there shall no sign be given them'. 

         Are not all 'miracles' when performed among materialistic men 

utterly aimless ? The reason why they take place so rarely and only under 

peculiar circumstances seems clear to me: Providence only allows them to 

happen if their results can bring a definite good. 
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CHAPTER XXXVIII 

My New Conception of Life 

 

         One of the most difficult tasks facing me during my stay in the 

Ashram is the need to find a clear definition of my new conception of life 

as such. It seems to be a central point in me, round which everything 

revolves in the consciousness which is my 'Self'. This conception must be 

final and absolute, as no other one will be acceptable to my Self. 

         Out of hundreds of definitions which I have met, not one seemed to 

give a perfect synthesis. Those which are conditioned must be dropped as 

false. Those which use too abstract a termi-nology and are impossible to 

put into practice, seem to me mere mental acrobatics good for retired 

professors of theoretical philo-sophy, but not for a man who strives for 

spiritual attainment. Yet I know that there must exist one which will 

appeal to the depths of my being and which will provoke neither doubt nor 

criticism, for it will be in tune with my own inner experience. 

         All who have realized truth-life, speak of It with the greatest 

enthusiasm as the only goal, for the attainment of which every-thing 

should be sacrificed, since all else is an illusion. Yet their words seem like 

beautiful and charming sounds from an unknown instrument. In my 

search I had to discard all that is conditioned, limited by name and form. 

That which remains with no form nor veils must necessarily be life itself. 

         The process of inquiry—chiefly through meditation—has shown me 

that the more I discard the idea of the reality of the visible, the nearer I 

feel myself to be to my goal. What are the stages of this process in 

practice i Of course it is impossible to describe them in detail, but the 

general lines are simple enough. Beginning to medi-tate in utter peace 

and coolness on the relation of outward objects to my Self, I often seem 

to grasp the truth, that they do not mean anything to the "Self. In this 

moment dawns a kind of vision of the possibility of existence independent 

of all conditions. This 'vision'—it is not a strict nor a quite suitable word—

lasts for a shorter or longer time, depending on the degree of 

concentration achieved, but its results remain as memory of a thing 

lasting and certain beyond the shadow of a doubt. It finds expression in 

the thought: 'only consciousness is life'. Consciousness unattached to 

anything, independent of everything, the bare assertion: 'I Am. 
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         But this T is not the small self contained in the transient bodily form 

with its senses, which is in truth the antithesis of the real Self. This T-

consciousness is nearest to the term often used in modern philosophic 

literature—'cosmic consciousness', or the 'cosmic self. This consciousness 

is also an absolute bliss. 
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CHAPTER XXXIX 

'Seek ye fast the Kingdom of God . . .'  

 

         'Seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all 

these things shall be added unto you'. 

         This sentence is the key to understanding the fate of our world. 

Providence will never forsake one who is really seeking for light. This, 

however, does not mean that spiritual search can bring worldly riches. But 

these 'riches' are not craved by the disciple of wisdom; he feels far 

happier and more free in possessing a very limited number of things, and 

desires that his means will be just enough to maintain his physical vehicle 

and its activity 'according to the great plan' as occultists say. These 

material possessions vary in quantity and quality according to the climate 

and the part of the globe where the disciple dwells. Maharshi could spend 

all his life with no other possessions than a small vessel for water (the 

traditional 'kamandulu') and a bamboo stick to help him climb the steep 

slopes of Arunachala. Clothes in this climate can be re-duced to a loin-

cloth, and the age-old simple ways of life, adopted by Indians as best 

suited to the tropics, reduce to a minimum the needs of a human being. 

But in other colder climates it is not so simple: our skin is not a sufficient 

protection against the changes of weather. 

         More garments are needed as well as suitable houses. These are 

necessary conditions of existence in colder countries, and this creates 

other needs and complications as regards the material side of life. Hence 

for us it is neither a sin nor a vanity to have some-what more possessions 

than has the Sage of Arunachala. The problem lies not so much in the 

possessions themselves as in our attitude towards them. If we regard 

them as an unavoidable attri-bute of life on the physical plane, according 

to the exigencies of Nature, it is all right and they will not be an obstacle 

in our search for the Kingdom of Heaven. 

         But if we are continually running from one object of the senses to 

another and are full of craving, making the acquisition of possessions our 

chief goal and losing sight of the highest purposes of life, then we are not 

seeking truth but these 'other things'. In this case we obviously do not 

find either, for we have no perma-nent satisfaction from material 

possessions, and, as we desert our deeper being—called 'soul' in the 

Gospels—we prepare for our-selves further ages of suffering. 
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         If we look round us, we must admit that in the present stage of 

evolution, the majority of people exist only for the satisfaction of a craving 

for worldly possessions, and do not see anything beyond. By the decrees 

of providence there are always less riches than selfish desires and 

appetites. Is it not to remind us of our true Goal t When the craving for 

possessions grows, there appear active attempts to take them from 

other—generally weaker—indi-viduals or nations. And new waves of 

violence and evil are created, with their unavoidable result—suffering. 

         Suffering, so much hated and shunned by all human beings is, in 

fact, the only antidote neutralizing the poison of evil in ourselves. When, 

under mighty blows, glimpses of understanding of its cause dawn in our 

consciousness, our path, instead of descending lower and lower, begins to 

turn upward and mounts the ascending part of the arc of evolution. Then 

the 'search for truth' begins. When the time is ripe a definite turn upwards 

is made; we meet a Being who has completed this evolutionary course 

and has ac-quired the fullness of experience and wisdom. He is the perfect 

man, called by the Hindus the Guru, which literally means 'one who 

dispels darkness' and by the West—Master, Saint, Messenger of God. 

Everyone who is allowed by providence to meet and approach a Master is 

by that very fact partaking of His grace. It is a tremendous opportunity for 

growth and at the same time a great responsibility. According to the 

beliefs of my Hindu friends, which are based on the Vedas, there is no 

greater possible blunder in this life than to miss the opportunity thus sent 

to fulfil the intentions of the Most High. 

         In Maharshi's environment there are strange happenings too. Not all 

can stand the vibratory power of the invisible radiance of the presence of 

one who is pure spirit. There are cases of temporary or permanent loss of 

balance, of mental or emotional poise. There are extravagances, 

foolishnesses, and nonsensical actions performed with a belief in their 

reasonableness. But there are also cases where obvious inner 

disharmonies are healed in the presence of the Saint. Of course, those 

benefit most who can deeply understand the teachings of the Master and 

grasp their inner hidden meaning. Such a meaning undoubtedly exists, in 

spite of the utter simplicity and directness of Maharshi's words. It could 

not be otherwise, for his teachings belong to the realm of the Spirit, of 

Reality, and when re-veiled in words for our sake, in this very process 

their pristine purity must necessarily be modified by the limitations of 

mind, thought and word. The assimilation of Maharshi's teachings is a 

process similar to that of remembering. The Sage says that the real Self—

(Truth—Spirit—God being different names for the same reality) is always 
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and everywhere present. It is therefore also in our own consciousness, 

which ignorance covers with a veil of thoughts. 

         'All that is really necessary is the removal of the veils. Then the 

Light will shine by Itself and permeate all your being, then there is no 

need of seeking It somewhere else'. 

         From Maharshi's Sayings 

         The Kingdom of Heaven is within us, yet we cannot remember it. 

Were it not the greatest tragedy of Mankind, it could be regarded as a 

paradox or as a gigantic jest. 
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CHAPTER XL 

What is Meditation? 

 

         Meditation can be properly performed only when the mind is 

cleansed of all thoughts. Almost every student of occultism knows of this 

condition, but—few can really achieve it. 

         Those who belong to different occult or mystical societies often 

believe that meditation consists in the effort of directing the mind into 

certain channels according to preconceived ideas. The results of such 

exercises—they cannot be called meditation—are generally poor, even 

though they may be practised over a period of years, and they do not lead 

to the effective purification of the mind from thought. 

         Usually, advanced members of such organizations are given 

methods and rules, which are often inefficient. There are two kinds which 

we can call artificial and natural means. 

          The first group is based on imagination or mental conceptions. 

Endless exercises are given, a few of the most important being: 

         (a) The imagining of the possession of a virtue lacking in the 

student. If he is of a sensual type, he must think of himself as chaste 

during the time appointed for the meditation. 

         (b) He can protect himself from invasion of thoughts from out-side 

by the mental creation of an astral shell according to instruction. 

         (c) By the use of incantations or mantras he can reach the 

necessary concentration or acquiescence of mind, thus keep-ing to one 

idea for some considerable period of time. 

         In the second group (natural means) I would first mention prayer 

directed to what one believes to be the supreme being. If such prayer is 

utterly sincere, and if one is prepared to give enough time to regular 

practice, the result can be satisfactory and the mind cleared of everything 

but the object of meditation. 

         Then can come the 'vacuum in the thinking process, which is then 

filled with true light from its source—the Self-God. 

         If one is blessed on his way through life by meeting a spiritual 

Master, then everything becomes simple and effective. Many 
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disciples in those precious times of spiritual contact visualize him as seen, 

in the physical body. Such an image, living and powerful, is a deadly 

weapon against the strategy of the restless mind. Nothing is more 

effective than this when combined with the Vichara; but in order to use 

Self-Inquiry properly, some steadi-ness of mind must first be attained.  

         Man's emotions must also be cleansed; for this purpose the vision of 

a living Master has no substitute. In a mysterious way the power of such a 

vision is also inherent in his (the Master's) pic-tures. Perhaps this is for 

the aid of those who were not able to see him in the physical body.          

Experience and practice show that almost as beneficial results can be 

brought about from the con-templation of such a picture. When at last the 

vacuum or void in consciousness is reached and firmly established, true 

meditation can be approached, but not earlier. Then the consciousness of 

the true Self will itself fill the vacuum. No more instruction is needed, for 

the true Self takes over the guidance and the goal is reached. In such 

meditation there are no visions or feelings. Maharshi often warned against 

ecstatic visions, pointing out that our goal is pure awareness and nothing 

else.  

         If this awareness is attained it inevitably leads us to Samadhi, and 

this is the true aim of meditation. Elsewhere in this book it is called 'the 

awakening from the dream-state called normal physical consciousness'. 

         There are signs which indicate that our meditation is really lead-ing 

us to Samadhi, when we are free from all thought of the body and of the 

'ego', and when thoughts and feelings are stilled. 'Good and evil' cease to 

exist—we see nothing, for there is nothing to see. Yet we are not in 

darkness, but merged in light being ourselves this light. We cannot see It 

for in this state there is no subject and no object. This can give but a 

veiled hint of the true state to one who has not experienced such 

meditation for himself, for this is the discovery of the true Self in man. 

         All that we recognize as objects—that is the outer world plus our 

visible body—is like a painting. The colours in it are the qualities of things. 

In these things are held all material forms, feel-ings, thoughts, good and 

evil, true and false, everything that we know as the universe. 

         They are like the separated colours of the white light or God-Self, 

broken up by the prism of the material universe, as the Maharshi told us. 

If you could imagine the same picture painted with only the basic white 

Light, unbroken by the bewitched prism —that would be Spirit, Self or 

God, the ultimate truth of being. That is why the Alaster said: 'There is 
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nothing but the pure Being, which alone exists and our sole purpose in life 

is to realize It for ourselves'. 

         Right meditation leads to the discovery of this great mystery. All 

other means mentioned in different Yogas such as breath con-trol, mind 

control, body postures, special foods and attitudes of the mind, and so on, 

are only intermediary steps oh the path to the goal, taken by our material 

nature when we step onto the Direct Path to the summit. This attainment 

makes these intermediary steps unnecessary. When the train reaches a 

certain station, one does not go back to count the milestones already 

passed. Thus attunement with the Self produces of its own accord the 

right postures, breathing and imperviousness to influences from the outer 

world. 

         But this Direct Path is not suitable for everyone. The very fact that 

there are other Paths points to this. 

         Many Yogis whom I met, although fully conscious of the existence of 

this sublime path, continued to follow their own particular methods as 

proper for them in this life. 
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CHAPTER XLI 

Techniques of Meditation 

 

         One of the initiations through which we pass while in the presence 

of the Maharshi, is true meditation which years of study of occult literature 

had assured me was the key to the awakening of supra-physical 

consciousness. During my allegiance to Theosophy I practised different 

forms of meditation in accordance with their literature. From what I have 

since found out, the knowledge given was for beginners. 

         Their aim was to direct the mind into certain deliberately chosen 

channels of thought. There were meditations on different themes such as 

Beauty, Love, Purity, Wisdom, Devotion, God, the Crea-tor of the Universe 

and so on. The object was to keep these ideas in the mind as long as 

possible, and to imagine the working out of these virtues in the 

consciousness. Such 'meditations 'can create certain currents of thought 

in the mind, conditioning it to a posi- tive force which activates the 

thinking. Such exercises have a certain usefulness, for it is said 'a man is 

as he thinks'. 

         In other words the manner of a man's thinking creates his 

worthiness. Ifhe associates himself with good and positive thoughts his 

nature will be improved; if with negative and evil currents—he will 

retrograde and fall. All this is true in the relative field, but is founded on 

the assumption that man's consciousness is derived from his thinking 

apparatus or mind.  

         Formerly it was impossible for me to conceive of anything beyond 

mind. Its ocean was shoreless, and from each island as I reached it, there 

appeared others still to be investigated. The goal could never be reached 

by this process. I know now that there is no limit to the mind's activity 

either for good or evil. 

         Man can elevate his mind, as do the Yogis, and perform 'miracles' 

as have many of the saints of all religions. The mind is a power, and when 

controlled and directed, its force and subtlety are apparently unlimited. 

But only apparently, for the power of the mind is based on the false notion 

that there is one who thinks, and an object of thought. This is the old lie 

of duality, and its end cannot be brought about by the ennoblement of the 

instrument. 
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         The subject and object still exist. This conception hinders the 

realization of the unreality of the outer world. And to count this as real is 

an insurmountable obstacle on the path of realization of the true Self in 

man. 

         So long as a man's consciousness is unable to merge in the whole, 

there will always be the necessity for re-births and incarna-tions in 

matter. The bewitched circle is closed. 

         Strangely, from the first days of my stay at the Ashram, my old 

mental meditations were forgotten and I could not practise them in the 

presence of the Master. So it still is, and for me there will be no return to 

those old currents of thought. Every day there is a more and more urgent 

inner inclination to be still, to remain without thought, to merge in the 

silence. The inaudible inner voice tells me that there lies the truth. 

         Maharshi himself insisted on the necessity for meditation, but what 

did he mean by this term ? He calls true meditation 'silence', 'being still', 

'stillness'. So it was the same power which drew me then and now. 

         While one is immersed in water one cannot see anything above the 

water's surface. The world above is veiled from sight. To gain the wider 

horizon one has to rise out of the water, and only then will one realize 

how limited was one's former vision. So long as man is merged in the 

world of thought—the realm of mind—his consciousness will be bounded 

by its limitations. 

         Thought must always have an object, however sublime it may be, 

thus there must always be two, not one. Therefore thought and its 

processes is a blind alley. 

         The Master's power released me from all desire to follow this by-

path. It was simply forgotten, as mentioned before. In a pre-vious chapter 

of this diary it was said that I am not a believer in miracles. So I cannot 

put the help and activity of the Master into this category. But the fact 

remains, and that is all that matters. In this manner I came at last to the 

secret of true meditation. This state when I am aware of being apart from 

the thinking process can be called true meditation. This Awareness is the 

source of all Life, of that which is my life. It is the source of everything. 

From It alone I draw all that makes possible what I say on these pages.          

What I can express is tragically little.  

         When I first realized the impossibility of conveying anything more 

than fragments from this source, it seemed to me that the rest must be 
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lost. After my first plunge into silence (see Chapter 'The Darshan 

Resumed'), I could not remember much about that experience and I 

simply said that the bridge was destroyed. Now it is different. Perhaps the 

mind-brain has learned to transmit something more of this higher realm of 

consciousness. It is imma-terial what the reason is, the fact alone is 

important. 

         But how can one enter this state of supra-mental meditation I 

Analysing the process in myself, I find that first, must come the stopping 

of all thoughts. The Vichara ripens the mind so that interest in the 

thinking process vanishes, and the stilling of the mind, so difficult in the 

past, becomes easy. 

         Secondly, when the mind is still, there arises a strong urge to be 

united with the whole, but what this whole is, cannot yet be con-ceived 

and I feel that I could never attain it alone. The closest comparison is—

melting and dissolving in That which alone Is. It is different to leaving the 

body or ego for there is no movement. One remains where one is, but is 

not what one was before. Every-thing that could be seen or felt before is 

now apart from me. No more can be told. 

         Thirdly, the state of unity with the whole brings an unshakable 

certainty that only this state is real and permanent. That it is that last 

refuge which one has always sought, and from which one can never more 

be lost. There is nothing beyond it, for—it is all. 

         The conception that we know as 'death' is obliterated, but this does 

not mean that we are in that state thought of as 'life after death'. The only 

fact one knows is, that this life will always go on. 

         In this state of being there are no such false distinctions of time as 

past, present, and future. 

         It is possible to force language to convey to the mind something of 

that which one brings back from such a meditation, but it is likely to be of 

no avail, and more likely to be misunderstood. And there is no certainty 

that others will come to this kind of silent meditation by the same way as 

oneself. So that any descrip-tion can only suggest and even that may not 

be an appropriate path for another. 

         There is a mysterious experience which proves the power of the 

Vichara. The Master insisted that we should not use it as a Mantra, that is, 

as words only, but soak each question with the desire to know 'Who Am I 
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i'. By using the Vichara in this way, after stilling the mind, the answer 

comes of itself, but without words or thought—you know who you are. 

         What follows—is inexpressible. 

         This is the great service which Maharshi performed for humanity—

he welding of this infallible instrument of achievement, the inspired 

Vichara. 
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CHAPTER XLII 

Departure 

 

         Two days more and I shall have to leave the Ashram. I have to pay 

several farewell visits to my friends. Some having learned that my 

departure is near come to see me in my cell for the last time. 

         I was feverish during these last evenings due to inoculations 

imposed on everybody who leaves India. In the tropics fever is felt more 

than in colder countries; but on the whole my body supported the 

beautiful climate of Tiruvannamalai quite well, and this fever brought on 

by an outside cause was the only indisposition during my entire stay in 

India. 

         I have first to go to Madras, to spend a few days in the magnificent 

headquarters of the Theosophical Society in Adyar, where I had already 

paid a short visit on my way to the Ashram. All kinds of formalities as 

regards transit visas will take several days. Then there will be a railway 

journey through South India to Ceylon, and finally—the Indian Ocean. 

         In my conversations with friends I expressed my belief—or rather 

premonition—that I should return to the Ashram before long; they also 

felt that we would meet again. But I did not speak to anyone about the 

second premonition, no, an inner certainty—that I should never more see 

the Master in his physical body. 

         I wrote this sentence almost unconsciously, and was myself terrified 

to read it. It meant that his place in the temple hall, in the dining-room, 

on the paths of the Ashram's Compound, would remain deserted and 

empty. How shall I bear this emptiness and darkness when the bright 

shining lamp disappears, the great lamp whose light truly dispels all 

'darkness' in me? And my perfidious foe—the creator of thoughts—catches 

the chance of dealing me a blow: 'Oh, you have already buried the 

Master; while he is still alive, you are imagining how you will feel after his 

departure'. 

         This was too much for me, black lightning flashed in my brain. It 

probably lasted for not more than a hundredth part of a second, but it was 

enough for Mr. X sitting by my side to seize my hand with alarm: 'What's 

the matter with you ? What do you see?'—But it is over; the moment I 

asked the magic question 'Who Am I;' I recovered the balance, whose 
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momentary loss might have been dangerous. In addition, I saw once more 

how illusory is the thing we call—time. 

         'A thousand years are like a day and one day is like a thousand 

years'. 

         The mystic sentence of the Bible sounds in my ears. 'Nothing 

special, dear doctor', I answered quietly. 'It is probably the result of that 

last cholera inoculation, such a formidable dose was injected by your nice 

Surgeon'. 

         'Although it is rather early and Bhagavan will not come for half an 

hour, yet I would gladly sit for a while in the hall; it is quiet now and 

probably quite empty', says my companion. We get up, my first steps are 

rather shaky. Have I to believe my own words about inoculation? 

         The time of my departure is fixed for the day after tomorrow, in the 

early morning. Tonight I must take leave of Maharshi and ask his 

permission to depart. This custom is a formality, but the deeper side of it 

is so much more important. These are the last hours in the immediate 

presence of the Master, the Friend, the Protector. They will never be 

repeated. What comfort shall I find, what Sun will warm the tiny germs 

born in the presence of the Great Rishi? 

         It is so silent in my room. The watchman has retired after having 

done his duty—bringing drinking water. The servant girl has also 

disappeared, using the few free hours before the meal for her own 

pleasure: she may carry bricks at a nearby building site. I bolt my door 

and sitting in a proper posture for meditation, I plunge with all my 

thoughts, worries and feelings into silence, the realm of the true Self. 

What a strange impression: the gradual disappearance of the outer world 

suffices to bring happiness. Even if this preliminary stage were not to be 

followed by higher grades, it would constitute in itself a kind of paradise. 

But it is only the outer court. Yet to reach this very outer court, thirty 

years of search were needed. 

         Some interference on the part of the mind is starting: 'so many 

things to be done', it says, 'several conversations, letters to be finished, a 

telegram to be sent to Madras and this thing and that'. But this time there 

is no struggle, nor effort to quieten it down. Who is interested in these 

petty things i Will not Someone greater take care of them when I neglect 

them? And thoughts disappear by themselves, as my interest in them 

ceases to exist. 
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         I am now soaring in infinite 'space', strangely silent and empty, yet 

throbbing with intense life. No, I am mistaken in my attempt to put into 

words what words cannot contain, for in truth I do not feel any 

movement; rather 'this all' is flowing through me, and I am only a 

witness. In the next stage I utterly forget my personality (ego), its name, 

form, position; the consciousness of the separate T is lost. The more light 

which can pass through the modest 'focus' of my consciousness, the less 

ties I feel linking me with the world. I am able, however, to stop in this 

flight and inquire—without thoughts—what is it that still binds me to Maya 

—the illusion of matter and form—and what more should I discard? But 

the overwhelming silence deprives these observations of any inquisitive 

outer character and changes them into a process of union with the whole. 

         This 'space' is peculiar, it is like the inner side of all possible 

physical spaces. So, by soaring in this 'inner' space one can be as near to 

the farthest star, as to the blood cell in the tiny vessels of our brain. To go 

through such transcendental experiences, one condition is necessary—it is 

the capacity to control and to stop at will the functions of the mind, that 

is, all thoughts. 

         The bright penetrating light shining 'here' shows me that I do not 

yet realize the nature of thoughts. I only know from the Master's 

teachings how we should treat them, and this from the practical side 

suffices to achieve the control. 

         I had just finished noticing these bits of thoughts, when a knock at 

the door brought me 'back' to my ordinary consciousness. It was the 

servant girl bringing in dried towels. She tries to explain to me in Tamil 

that it is noon and she must take the vessels and bring my meal. And with 

something of a smile she casts covetous glances towards my shelf where 

beautiful bananas are tempting her. Should I agree, she certainly would 

be happy to make a meal of this delicious fruit; but I try to convince her 

that fruit should be eaten only after a good meal of rice with ghee. 

         Yet even up to the time of my departure I never succeeded in 

convincing her. 
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CHAPTER XLIII 

Farewell 

 

         I am returning from the temple hall, where people were passing 

before Maharshi's couch, as in a procession. I have not taken part in it. I 

am waiting for 6 p.m. when the flow of visitors stops. From six till 

seventy-thirty the Master is often alone. Hence it is the best time to 

approach and take leave of him. 

         The night is exceptionally hot with no breeze, not even a breath of 

the usual cooler eastern wind. The road is empty, and there is no one at 

the Ashram gate, only several motor cars stand in its large courtyard.  

         Twilight reigns in the temple hall. I stop for a moment at the door.          

Maharshi is sitting in his habitual posture, reclining on pillows and looking 

into space. One of the young attendants is sitting in a comer, almost 

invisible in its darkness. No one else is in the hall.  

         Maharshi now sees me and a slight smile appears. I approach him, 

but all the well-prepared words of farewell and the last requests disappear 

from my mind. It remains empty, there is not even a single thought. 

         I salute and stop quite near to him. He looks into my eyes. I plunge 

into the light of His. No words are now needed. I know that the Saint 

reads my heart. He has seen each word in my mind even before I put 

them together. 

         Deep down some sadness flutters in me. I see for the last time the 

one who is my Master and my Friend, whose like I shall never find again, 

were I to search all the worlds. Yet a subtle but irresistible wave of 

strength flows from Him. It carries away this cloud and penetrates 

through the whole of my being. Now my consciousness is pure and 

transparent, I feel it is thus that I wanted to stand before Him. 

         I see a kind of encouragement to express myself in words 

emanating from His beautiful face. Well, I say to myself, I shall try if it is 

necessary. 

         And I begin to tell Him slowly and clearly that I have to leave the 

Ashram and beg His permission, and after He nods in consent, I proceed 

to ask His blessing for my present, my future, and—for ever. His eyes 

seem even more luminous, the face, expressing a superhuman kindness, 
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seems to become more serious. He gives me the blessing. I know He sees 

my next, still unexpressed entreaty. I do not hear any words, yet I feel He 

is asking me whether I am aware of the meaning of my own prayer. And, 

without moving my lips, I give Him my answer. Yet all is so natural, so 

simple, so real, that I would rather doubt my standing here than this mute 

conversation. A short silence follows. 

         O, I could stand like this, near him without end, for all eternity, with 

no other wish in my heart. Minutes seem to pass, though they may be 

only seconds. 

         The last request which I wanted to express is, according to the 

Master's teaching, a kind of concession to the visible, hence the unreal, 

world. It is for the pupil to have a visible, tangible sign of the Guru's 

grace, sanctified by ages of tradition. I had been told that Maharshi never 

gives it, and even in his biographies, I had read the answers given by him 

to such requests. It meant that he was careful and strict even with 

appearances. 

         But here, now, when I am standing before him with an open heart, 

feeling all that is taking place with joy and certainty, how could I be 

refused? 

         As soon as I begin my sentence somewhat shyly, his wonderful 

smile comes to encourage me. 

         I bow my head and feel the touch of his hand on my brow, the 

delicate touch of his fingers along my head. A subtle current of power and 

purity passes through my whole frame.  

         Like in a lightning flash I realize that the power of this moment will 

sustain me in all the years to come, and its light will forever shine on my 

life. 

         We do not talk any more. I salute for the last time, he nods in the 

Hindu way which denotes consent or approbation, and I withdraw slowly 

towards the door, looking at His face with all intensity, to engrave it for 

ever in the depths of my heart. I walk in a joyous peace back to my cell, 

through the dark paths of the garden. A few Ashram friends accompany 

me to my gate, in perfect silence, for Indians know how to behave in 

solemn moments. 

         The inner voice says: separation from the Master is no more 

possible. And so it has proved. 
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CHAPTER XLIV 

Colombo    

 

         The Danushkodi Express is carrying me towards the South. My 

companions in the compartment are three Indian scientists, members of a 

scientific delegation from New Delhi. Two are going to London and one to 

Switzerland, the latter is a cultured physician, and author of several books 

in English. He inquires about the climate of Europe and asks if the cold is 

very severe. I inform him that November—he will arrive in Geneva in that 

month—will not be very pleasant to his taste, and add to myself, how 

happy I would be to feel that cool autumnal temperature of the Old Conti-

nent instead of this unbearable heat in our compartment. Two electric 

fans are working day and night, but it is not enough. The burning walls of 

the car give out heat on all sides. Fortunately my dress is as light as 

possible, shorts and thin open shirt. 

         I am looking through the window on a sad landscape, the sandy 

wastes of this last south-eastern part of the Indian Peninsula. People 

seem to be half-starved. Happily there are not so many beggars at the 

stations to approach the doors, for they are less hopeful of alms when 

they see only Indian faces in the compartment, and I am invisible from 

without, hidden in a corner under a fan. 

         At last we change for the boat which is to take us to the other 

shore—to Ceylon. After one more night in the train we reach Colombo. 

The Doctor takes leave and gives me a well-published pamphlet with a 

nice dedication. I find at the end of it a list of all the books written by him. 

My companions have to wait three days for their steamer. I have only two 

in which to visit Colombo. After our arrival I am going to look at the town 

and then at 4 p.m. find Mr. R., to whom I have an introduction from 

Madras. He is an elderly, handsome and cultured gentleman, an ardent 

devotee of Maharshi, and after a few words we became friends. 

         He takes me to his bungalow, about half an hour's journey by bus 

from the town. After my bath I put on Indian dress, most comfortable in 

this climate and meet my host on the spacious verandah, where a few of 

his friends, elderly gentlemen in spotless white, have gathered, and his 

son, a student of the Colombo University. We talk about our experiences 

in the Ashram, as all the guests have gone there several times, and 
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naturally we talk about Maharshi himself. I am struck by the degree of 

devotion and veneration felt in their words about him. The West may envy 

this deep sense of reverence which makes Indians instinctively recognize 

spiritual greatness and saintliness wherever they meet it. How far we are 

from this quality! The West easily recognizes material power and fame, 

diplomas and certificates of learning and the quality of daring enterprise, 

but such a rare phenomenon as Maharshi would pass almost unnoticed. 

The West is seeking infallible solutions for its burning social and national 

problems, but strangely enough it does not see, or even avoids, those 

who have found the answer. And what is worse, the feverish hurry and 

materialism of the West has been communicated to some of the Eastern 

people, thus increasing their sufferings and the dangers around them. 

         Our conversation runs smoothly and harmoniously, no one wanting 

to convince the other or to impose his own opinions arbitrarily. We talk 

simply about our convictions and experiences, knowing that everyone may 

see a portion of truth and no one can possess It in its fullness. We are 

trying to find common points and principles and do not dwell on possible 

differences. 

         I think the basis of our understanding of each other is our common 

belief that the One who created this Universe for a purpose known only to 

Himself, also knows how to guide it in the best possible way. If one has 

such a firm belief, then all one's ambitions and desires to change the 

world drop away. We can see that these human ambitions in the past as 

well as in the present history of Mankind do not give satisfactory results.          

We all agree that the words of those who have seen Causes, in uniting 

their consciousness with that of the Highest, have more weight and value 

than those people who move among the shadows of the results, cast by 

causes to them invisible and unknown. 

         We are Leaked by our common reverence and love for Maharshi. All 

of us see in him the Master who enables us, in proportion to our spiritual 

capacity to see glimpses of Truth. 

         We speak of him, each one telling of his own experiences. We stop 

from time to time to feel more vividly the subtle spiritual current when the 

Master appears before our inner eyes. We understand each other so well 

in these moments; as if we had been friends for ages. No one interrupts 

the silence, no one is bored by it. Alas, I shall never again be able to 

boast of our Western art of conversation. 
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          Our host leaves us for a moment and we smell the subtle aroma of 

incense; when he returns he invites us with a grave and kindly gesture, in 

silence, to his little private shrine. A small altar with pictures of Indian 

Saints stands near the wall, with symbolic figures of deities beside it. A 

few mantras engraved in golden letters are hanging on the walls and 

complete the setting of this simple little shrine. A light is burning and 

incense sticks are before the altar. There is no other furniture save a few 

mats on the floor.  

         We sit in one row with crossed legs. I am in the middle with my 

host, and on his right his wife and son, who at his bidding recites a few 

verses from the Vedas. The incense smoke rises in thin spirals into the 

silent air. I think: 'Let our meditation—it may also be called "prayer"—rise 

like this smoke into those regions where sadness and darkness are 

unknown'. We plunge into Silence. 

         I do not doubt that my companions are in die same mood. It is the 

marvellous characteristic of the psychic atmosphere of some Eastern 

countries that thoughts and especially inner moods, are communicated 

more easily there than in other parts of our globe. 

         I see that my neighbours close their eyes for meditation. I do the 

same, although I have noticed of late, that when the concentration is 

thorough and the attention turned completely within, even open eyes see 

nothing. 

         After some time a kind of urge from without informs me that it is 

time to finish the meditation. I open my eyes and see others doing the 

same. 

         'It is time for dinner', says our kindly host. The dining-table is set in 

European fashion for four persons, but only the son of Mr. R. keeps us 

company, his wife, according to Hindu cilstom, is serving us. After dinner 

my host, having shown me my bedroom, advised me to put my cot half 

out on the verandah, so that my head would be outside to feel a little 

breeze during the hot night. 

         Next day before evening, accompanied by the son of Mr. R., I 

reached my steamer and, after having taken leave of my kind host, I left 

the soil of Ceylon. The steamer moved slowly out of the harbour. I 

climbed the highest deck to look once more on Colombo with its 

innumerable fading lights. 
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         A big ship with British migrants was passing ours. I saw dancing 

pairs under the waterproof roof of the upper deck and heard the noisy 

music of jazz. 

         And a long phosphorescent wake was visible on the water behind 

our steamer. 
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CHAPTER XLV 

On the Ocean 

 

         The weather was marvellous during the whole of the journey. Windy 

days when the steamer was tossed about were very few. Clear blue sunny 

sky was our portion all the time. In a few days we should be crossing the 

Equator, hence the position of the Sun is changing; it is nearing North 

about noon, then it seems to stay in the very middle of the sky vertically 

over our heads. The further we go, the more our conception of'the South' 

changes to geographical 'North'. 

         There is only one class on the steamer, so its corners and nooks are 

accessible to all the passengers. Comfortable and spacious halls for 

reading and writing tempt me to write a few more pages in my Diary, 

although the real journey to India ended a week ago. When will come my 

next? 

         The monotonous days of this return journey are filled with 

meditation. I see the same world, the same people round me, with their 

worries and hopes, with their good and bad qualities. And yet, no, it is not 

true, the world has changed tremendously if compared with that of my 

previous years. Instead of an alien and seldom friendly entity, a picture of 

the whole is now seen, but as if it were on a somewhat dimmed and hazy 

film which is unrolled before my eyes by an invisible yet quite real power. 

In this film my own person plays the same role as millions of other so-

called 'human beings'. In days of old I was continually identifying myself 

with my 'ego' and could not think about it otherwise than as the subject, 

but now I have learned that there are other states of consciousness in 

which one is free from such a limited and conditioned material existence. I 

have learned that there is such a thing as true freedom which is real 

happiness too. The spectre of death has no power over it. What is the true 

basis of this new state of consciousness f I think that the key to all these 

higher states is the capacity to look objectively upon our personalities and 

be able to say:'/ know where is the Self and where the non-Self. 

         Practice in everyday life consists of a growing awareness that forms 

are not real and only that which has no form has reality. But reasoning 

cannot create such a conception—on the contrary—the stoppage of 

reasoning can do so, and this is far more difficult than any kind of 

intellectual exertion. It seems to me that there is a law according to 
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which, once we leave the realm of thought and stop the functioning of 

brain-mind, the new state of consciousness independent of thought must 

necessarily dawn. To many people this very possibility may seem absurd, 

for they instinctively cling to the unfortunate—or perhaps only wrongly 

expressed—words of Descartes: 'Cogito, ergo sum', 'I think, therefore I 

am'. 

         But there is certainly a power in us which is able to control the 

mind-brain and guide it just as one guides the movements of the ringers 

of one's hand. The secret undoubtedly lies in this capacity of 'stopping'. In 

the beginning it is a hard task, it requires effort and struggle, but soon it 

becomes a source of happiness. Can it be acquired without the assistance 

of a Master, of a being who has achieved these results and now is a 

source of real peace radiating in all directions?. I do not know I am not 

sure. The great majority of Hindus believe that it is not possible.  

         I know that no problem should now worry me. The very existence of 

problems, says Maharshi, proves our spiritual ignorance. It is quite true, 

for the very putting of a problem means an attempt to bring down reality 

to the mental level, and this is equal to the effort of attempting to draw 

water with a sieve. Even an ordinary vessel cannot hold a subtle ethereal 

substance. Alas, the understanding of all this comes only when we have 

been able to transcend the limitations of the mind-brain; before this is 

achieved it is only the repetition of empty words. 

         I am sitting alone in a corner of the saloon. The sun is setting, its 

great red disc is plunging into the ocean, half of it has already 

disappeared in the silvery water at the horizon. There is peace in Nature 

and peace in me. Peace is buss. For any movement proves the necessity 

of change, and where there is change there is no perfection, for perfection 

does not need any change. 

         I know that this peace in me is neither final nor permanent, it may 

be only a reflection, but the very existence of a reflection proves that the 

archetype is there. And in this certainty lies a power which will lead us to 

the goal and make It attainable. 

         Like sufferings and pleasures which, belonging to the past thereby 

lose all reality and simply do not exist anymore, so every state which is 

not perfect must vanish. The past and future exist only in the imagination. 

Created by our mind, which is only the process of thinking, they must 

perish with its creator. That is why the stopping of the stream of thoughts 

gives us the first glimpse and touch of unchangeable reality. 
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         I have made peace with the world. Let peace be also its lot. When 

good and evil cease, unchanging peace will come. When the changing 

vibrations have no place in our consciousness, we shall return to peace 

which is all. Peace exists always and everywhere, but the unspiritualized 

consciousness of human beings, who in their ignorance believe in their 

separate existences, do not see this peace. I have had the privilege of 

seeing what a human being who attains this peace is like. 

         I have seen eyes which told me without words about this peace. I 

know that I shall never forget—it is absolutely impossible—what the light 

in Maharshi's eyes conveyed. And in spite of the fact that the physical 

distance between me and the place where they are still shining is growing 

every minute; in spite of the circumstance that soon those eyes will close 

to the visible world, their speech will live in the hearts of all those who 

have once seen and accepted their light. The highest power that shines 

through Its chosen ones will never be exhausted. Let this power be 

blessed in our hearts. Were It to manifest in all Its inexpressible might it 

would blind us and burn us to ashes in our frailty. Yet It looks at us with 

love and kindness through the eyes of Those who, through Their incredible 

effort have merged Their consciousness in It, achieving union for ever. 
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CHAPTER XLVI 

The Light is Shining 

    

         Maharshi has left this world. But those who have understood his 

mission, his message and his teachings have not remained orphans. He 

still lives in their hearts and his influence will increase as they advance 

towards truth. They do not mourn the departure of the beloved Master 

and Friend. The same light is still shining on his pupils scattered all over 

the world, for it is also the very core of their own being. 

         When many years ago one of his pupils said that he wanted to 

remain in the Ashram at any cost, to be always in the physical vicinity 

of'Bhagavan', Maharshi answered: 

         'The Spiritual Being dwelling in you is the Real Bhagavan, that is 

what you have to realize'. 

         Can there be any loftier spiritual conception? In discovering our own 

real Self we discover our beloved master at the same time. And there is 

no other way. This Self is All, and nothing exists beyond and apart from 

It. So there is no use searching for anything else but the Self, all else is 

illusion. 

         La a quiet peaceful comer of India near the last resting-place of the 

Sage of Arunachala, the remaining disciples and devotees of the Master 

are gathering every day. They sing the same hymns which were sung in 

the temple hall during his lifetime. Silence reigns in its purity all round and 

in the hearts of those who were privileged to have witnessed Maharshi's 

mission. My Indian friends in their letters call the present state of 

Maharshi 'Mahasamadhi', which can be translated as 'the great union' or 

'the great and final contemplation' which expresses at least in part the 

beautiful Sanscrit term. 

         In spite of the fact that a dense and heavy darkness still envelops 

mankind in this critical stage of its evolution, it is an undeniable fact that 

real spiritual beauty and greatness irresistibly attract'many of us, and this 

is the best proof of the future possibilities hidden in all human beings. It 

was always so. It will always be so. 

         The Great Teachers who came down here to shed light on the path 

of humanity have always had round Them a group to be a fertile soil into 

which the blessed seeds of true wisdom could fall, not to be dried up, but 
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to germinate. The phenomenon of Maharshi is one more proof that the 

ways of providence are adapted to the stages of evolution reached by 

mankind in every era. Now, when the minds of the dwellers on our planet 

have become somewhat more developed as compared with those of past 

ages, at least so far as the mass of humanity is concerned—I do not speak 

of special individuals—spiritual teaching had to be given in an adequate 

form. 

         When many religions and sects were quarrelling with each other, 

there was need for a presentation of truth which would transcend all the 

enclosing walls of particular faiths. This was given by Maharshi. His 

teachings can be accepted by any man sincerely seeking God and truth 

independently of the religion in which he has been reared. There is 

moreover the fact that in the light of Maharshi's teachings, the truths 

contained in the sacred scriptures of every religion can be easily 

understood and their seeming contradictions cease to exist for seekers of 

truth. 

         Self-knowledge, according to the experimental methods of the 

Great Indian Rishi leads us to a religious synthesis. We see that the 

Buddha, the Christ, and minor, or rather less known, Messengers all speak 

about the same reality, only the outward way of presenting It may vary in 

accordance with the needs of the epoch and the possibilities of human 

understanding. All fanaticism and intolerance which are such great 

obstacles in our search for God are then dropped. 

         It is from these two plagues that political and social fanaticisms and 

despotisms are born and their devastating effects are seen in our own 

times. 

         Maharshi touches the true cause of all the crimes and misfortunes 

afflicting humanity. He says clearly: 

         'All sins and wickedness are born from the false human notion that 

causes people to identify themselves with their bodies. There is no sin in 

which the motive of selfishness and this identification with the body 

cannot be discovered'. 

         It is obvious that all evil can be traced to this cause. Similarly the 

opposite assertion: 

         'I am not this body, I am the Eternal Spirit dwelling temporarily in 

this vehicle of flesh', radically uproots all evil motives. 
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         That is the essence of Maharshi's Message, the essence of the 

teachings of One of the last Great Rishis of India, so far as I was able to 

understand it. 
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CHAPTER XLVII 

Samadhi 

 

         After this diary covering my stay in India was finished under its 

present title In Days of Great Peace, some friends who read the 

manuscript raised the question of Samadhi. They asked: 'What is this 

state ? How can one reach it ? What is it like f How long can it last i What 

may be regarded as its forerunner l What happens to our physical-mental 

consciousness when we are in it ?' and so on. They also asked me to 

explain what path can lead us to Samadhi, or simply what have we to do 

to experience this state. 

         I can only answer that the safest way is to study the teachings of 

those in whom Samadhi is the normal state of consciousness. There are 

such saints in every religion, there are such Great Rishis in India. Only 

those who know this state in ah1 its fullness can talk about it with 

competence and without personal colouring. 

         There are two states of Samadhi: one is the temporary Samadhi —it 

means a spiritual ecstasy appearing spontaneously, sporadically, or even 

as a result of a deliberate effort, but lasting only for a brief time, after 

which one returns to the 'normal' state of consciousness which bears only 

some traces of the experienced ecstasy, some reflection of it, as it were, 

just like sunbeams reflected in ajar of water. This kind is experienced in 

many of its various forms by saints, yogis, and pupils of different spiritual 

schools. 

         Of course all I can say about Samadhi will concern only its 

'temporary form'. But this may lead to the lasting and absolute Samadhi, 

which is reached only by Men made perfect, who appear like meteors on 

the spiritual firmament of humanity. Yet as we know nothing about this 

supreme state—called by Sri Ramana Maharshi 'natural state' or 'Sahaja 

Samadhi'—we are quite unable to discuss it. It would be as useless as to 

try to solve an equation with too many unknowns. 

         One of the characteristics of this 'natural state' is its continuity, its 

uninterruptedness. Maharshi achieved it in the second half of his life. 

When we read his biography—Self-Realization by Narasimha Swami and 

similar works—we note that before 1930 he often spoke about himself: 

'Then I was not in Samadhi', but after that year he speaks of it as a 

normal, permanent, 'natural state', without interruptions, without any 
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place for the physical-mental consciousness. When this state is reached it 

makes no difference whether one speaks or is silent, whether one moves 

or sleeps, or performs any visible action, as consciousness never descends 

to the level which is called 'normal' by us. 

         I purposely do not use the Indian Yogic terminology, for it would 

only make the comprehension of the subject more difficult for those who 

are unacquainted with it, and Indians will understand even without the 

classical terms. 

         The state of temporary Samadhi—the only one about which we can 

speak—necessitates, while it lasts, a certain limitation of the physical 

functions. Some have to sit in complete immobility so that the physical 

body is in a kind of torpor; the breathing sometimes almost stops, or 

spontaneously follows a special rhythm. I am not speaking here about 

those who practice meditation with the purpose of reaching Samadhi, and 

deliberately adopt certain breathing exercises to achieve this purpose; but 

these practices are not recommended by the Great Rishis. Other people 

plunge into a deep meditation or rapture, and for the time being lose all 

sense of physical consciousness, or else see all the outer world as 

througha mist or in a dream. 

         Many deliberately seek the same surroundings in which they were 

once able to experience such an ecstasy, thereby hoping to reach the 

same .state again. Others pray for it or ask the assistance of their Master. 

But it is the achievement which matters and not the circumstances and 

surroundings in which it takes place. 

         It was asked: 'How can we know that we have really reached the 

state of Samadhi or spiritual ecstasy?' 

         Normally we know by our own experience—common to all human 

beings—only two states of consciousness: the waking and the sleeping or 

dreaming state. Let us analyze them briefly, so that afterwards, we may 

be able to approach the third one intelligently. 

         It is an undeniable fact that in sleep our experiences are somewhat 

like, and at the same time very different from, the waking state. Sleep 

also differs with different people. With some it is very vague, uncertain, 

misty. Others speak of having in it clear, definite and 'real' experiences. It 

probably depends on the brain and nervous system and upon the general 

development of the individual. But when we wake up, we generally regard 

our dreams of the night as unreal, and we are not inclined during our 

waking state to endow them with any special meaning. If such dreams are 
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unpleasant, we say: 'At last it is over. Fortunately it was only a dream'. It 

means that the immediately higher state excludes the lower and makes 

itquite unimportant and insignificant in our eyes. If while reading these 

lines, we clearly grasp this fact, it will be easier for us to acquire a mental 

understanding of the state of Samadhi. 

         Its relation to the waking state is just the same as the waking is to 

the sleeping one. 

         If we grasp this idea, many chapters of this book will become 

clearer, and we shall understand the teachings of Maharshi more easily. 

         Would you, in your waking state, meditate on what you have seen 

in your dream ? For instance, if you were 'killed' in your dream, could it 

have any influence on your daily life ? Or if you dream of taking a meal, 

can it satisfy your hunger in your waking state J Can you imagine it ? We 

simply deny all reality to dreams when we are in our 'normal' waking 

state. And we are right. Let us take a step further. From the next higher 

state, called Samadhi, just in the same way our earthly waking state is 

seen like a dream. And this is the criterion we must find when we ask: 

'How can we know that we have reached the transcendental state e' 

         It seems that Samadhi has three phases: 

         The First—when we feel it is approaching. In this state we can still 

move and talk as usual. We can compare it to early twilight before 

sunrise. 

         The Second can be compared to the midday when the sun stands 

high in the sky. Then the mental and physical functions decline, they 

become dreamy, and reality alone, independent of all form and condition, 

dawns upon and illumines our being. We then know Who we are, we do 

not identify ourselves any more with our personalities, we are above and 

beyond them. We breathe freedom, bliss and wisdom. 

         The Third — which comes immediately after our 'coming back' from 

Samadhi, is like the second twilight, this time preceding 'sunset'. We still 

feel in ourselves its last rays, we still clearly remember the light, but its 

vivid reality gradually fades away when we return to our 'normal' 

consciousness, the 'waking' state. But the remembrance of Samadhi is 

never completely lost. We are still unable to stay in it permanently, due to 

our imperfect spiritual development, but henceforth we know irrefutably 

that this state exists, that it is in truth, the only reality. After experiencing 

Samadhi even once we are different beings. 
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         It is interesting to note that this state has its own range of 

vibrations, extremely subtle and powerful. They influence our urroundings 

; we can easily observe their effect on people when we experience, 

however imperfectly, this state ourselves. When, being at the very 

threshold of the Samadhi sunrise, we talk to others, or when we just 

emerge from the Samadhi sunset, we can notice that people are behaving 

— probably unconsciously — somewhat differently, and addressing us in 

another tone than usual, although from without they can see nothing save 

our 'normal' ordinary persons. But each one has his own Samadhi deep in 

his heart in a latent state, which one day will reveal itself. Thus this 

'dormant' germ of the Spirit responds to the vibrations of the spirit 

awakened. 

         We may now understand what a tremendous help it is for everyone 

to be in the presence of a Master who has achieved the fullness of 

Samadhi, with whom this state is normal and continuous. This spiritual 

'magnetism' is the most powerful element which awakens the pupil from 

the slumbering of matter into the light of the real. If you grasp this point 

you may better understand die experiences of those who have been in 

Maharshi's presence. 

         I do not exactly know by what law the words of the Master, when 

read or meditated upon, are also most helpful in the awakening of our 

Spirit. The places where he dwelt, conversations with those who knew him 

and were his pupils, also assists us in the opening and broadening of our 

consciousness and the enlargement of its horizons. I am stating this as a 

fact, although I am unable to explain its basis or the whys and wherefores 

of its working. 

         Some people have experienced Samadhi under the influence of a 

deep emotion or rapture. The well-known Saint of India, Sri Ramakrishna 

often fell into the trance of Samadhi under the influence of an outer 

impulse. Once in the Zoological Gardens of Calcutta he went into Samadhi 

at the sight of a lion; and afterwards explained that he saw in this kingly 

animal the reflection of the power of the Most High, and one instant of this 

contemplation was enough to carry him out of the normal consciousness 

into the higher state of Samadhi. 

         The contemplation of mighty mountains or the vast expanse of the 

sea, and other forms of the beauty and power of Nature, also help us 

considerably to leave our 'physical sleep' for the higher state. Can anyone 

who has read the life of Saint Francis of Assisi and of other Saints of a 
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contemplative and devotional temperament, fail to notice the same 

phenomenon in Sri Ramakrishna's life? 

         But do we really need many examples from different biographies? 

Are we not aware that some lofty thoughts and sublime inner flights can 

be awakened in our own hearts when we sit quietly on the seashore 

looking at the splendour of a sunset, or when we contemplate a vast 

panorama from a high hill? We may raise this feeling to a much higher 

potency in our imagination, add to it 'stillness of the mind' and purity of 

the heart, and we may not be far from the understanding of our goal. 

Through music, songs, mantras, incantations, one can also obtain the 

same results; that is why they were introduced in all the religions of the 

world. 

         Samadhi is a state of absolute Bliss. One can say that tiny elements 

of Samadhi are present in every pure and intense bliss that we experience 

even in our ordinary daily lives; however small these 'drops of nectar' may 

be, their essence is the same as the ecstasy of Samadhi. Wherever, under 

any impulse, we can escape from our narrow personality and forget 'the 

dream of our waking state' the germ of Samadhi is present. 

         But no one can reach this lofty state through curiosity or the 

socalled 'passion for knowledge'. No amount of effort can help you in this 

respect if such be your motive. Vain attempt! Samadhi cannot be encased 

in the narrow boundaries of the mind, for its very characteristic is the 

transcendence of all mental levels. Do not deceive yourself by saying that 

you would like to study this state 'scientifically', for this would be similar 

to trying to take water with a sieve. 

         It is your motive, the purpose you want to achieve, that alone is the 

factor deciding success. Only intuition can guide you. Only when you are 

ripe for the wholehearted desire to exchange all that is transitory in 

yourself for the permanent and eternal, when the Eternal becomes more 

important for you than all the seeming 'reality' of the visible world, will 

you be capable and ready for the great effort, and then only will the 

necessary assistance be given to you. 

         Some adepts of spiritual science say that Samadhi is stronger than 

death, that one cannot die in this state, for all physical life is then in a 

kind of suspension. That is, according to them, the basis of the belief that 

some yogis who practice certain forms of Samadhi can live hundreds—

sometimes thousands—of years. Or the other hand, cases are known of 
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yogis who have left this world by not returning to their normal 

consciousness from the state of Samadhi. 

     * * * 

         We can find much light on the subject of higher states of 

consciousness in the following books: Varieties of Religious Experiences a 

classic by Prof. W.James, A Search in Secret India and other works by 

Paul Brunton, and the incomparable Maha Yoga by 'Who', published by 

Ramanasramam at Tiruvannamalai; it is the work of one of the most 

advanced pupils of Maharshi and contains his teachings in extenso. The 

path is always open. It depends only on you whether you will direct your 

steps towards it or not. But remember always that those who are treading 

it will certainly welcome you with joy. Some people think that the physical 

death of the Master makes the path for novices impossible. Nothing is 

further from the truth. We cannot discuss this here. I can only advise you 

to read the very valuable book Ramana Maharshi and the Path of 

SelfKnowledge (Rider & Co.) by Arthur Osborne, who spent some time in 

the immediate presence of Maharshi. 
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CHAPTER XLVIII 

The Last Message 

 

        Now you have nearly finished this book. Some, yawning, will put it 

on the shelf; some will meditate over it, will think of the unknown disciple 

and his Master. An ancient occult tradition says that everything about 

spiritual matters is best read at least seven times. And only at the seventh 

reading will the student enter into the realm revealed. 

         I have read the little book The Voice of the Silence by H. P. 

Blavatsky at least seven times seven, and with each reading more light 

poured from its pages. Similarly with Viveka-Chudamani by Sri 

Sankaracharya. The method is proved sound and practical. If you will give 

the necessary time and perseverance, the silence through Vichara will 

stop your restless mind, and the real will manifest itself. Do not try to 

hasten the process. Perhaps this book was written for you, not for the 

outer 'you' but the real you. For you and I are one. 

         Often questions arise which may be anticipated. Let us answer 

some of them. 

         Is the Path shown by one of the last Great Rishis appropriate for 

you t If when reading or listening to the teachings and lives of spiritual 

geniuses whom we call saints and sages, your heart melts and you feel 

that the invisible spiritual current draws you in, then know that it may be 

a call for you. Let us not extinguish those delicate movements of the 

spiritual flame which is hidden deep below the layers of our personality. 

When in such moments everything in you melts into a mighty desire to 

step after Him, after this still unknown, but already beloved Master, then 

in fact He is calling you. It is the only way He can call—from within your 

being, not from without. If you see, as in the brightness of a lightning 

flash the whole unreality of the visible world, including your temporary, 

limited form, called till now you, then prepare yourself for the Great 

Pilgrimage. Forget then the past and the future, the petty aims of your 

transient physical existence; only the eternal, unchanging, glorious 

present has henceforth to concern you. 

         Everything apart from // is your false self—your vampire-like ego, 

your Maya—the realm of the unreal. If an irresistible desire to enter on 

the path does not arise in you, if you cannot realize what this path is 

really about, then it is clear the time is not yet ripe for you. The ordinary 
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ways of life are more appropriate. To be honest, good and full of 

sympathy is a necessary step towards the Direct Path which will reveal 

itself in due course. 

         I do not wish to conceal difficulties which will surely be encountered 

on the path. Therefore you should know that to create evil by thoughts, 

deeds or feelings when once on the path will lead to danger and 

catastrophe. So said the Lord Buddha: 

         'Cease doing evil; learn to do good; purify your own heart'. 

         Those are the qualities which develop in the disciple when he really 

engages in the Vichara. The Vichara itself creates these virtues. That is 

logical. When you cease to recognise your ego, where will be the motive 

for doing evil ? When the ego disappears, all evil goes with it. 

         The fulfilment of the above three commandments produces a saint. 

And saintship is the first real step to liberation or self-realization. Do not 

doubt that statement. There are more Saints about at the present time 

than many people suppose. And they do not all wear monk's robes and 

have shaven heads. They may look like average men. A saint can only be 

recognized if he chooses to reveal himself. And his ways of life apparently 

do not differ much from those of others. Only an intimate contact with him 

will reveal his saint ship. 

         A wise Yogi once said: 

         'If a flower has honey the bee will find it. It is not the flower which 

seeks the bee". 

         So it will be with your entry on the path and into discipleship of a 

Master. As the bee finds the flower, so you will find Him. Sri Rarnana 

Maharshi said to his intimate disciples: 

         'There is no alternative for you but to accept the world as unreal, if 

you are seeking Truth and Truth alone. For the simple reason, that unless 

you give up the idea that the world is real, your mind will always be after 

it. If you take the appearance to be real, you will never know the Real 

Itself, although it is the Real alone that exists'. 

         This saying is of great importance to the seeker. How does a 

disciple realize that condition? It comes gradually, but irresistibly, as you 

Vichara proceeds. Practically, you feel as if you were separated from your 

visible, physical form. Walking, speaking and performing different 

activities you begin to feel that you are beyond and above the acting 
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form. It is a wonderful feeling of freedom and bliss. No doubts or fears 

exist. These moments are rare in the beginning, it is true, but in the 

course of progress they come more and more frequently. These are the 

first rays of the light of your true Self, which is happiness itself. 

         Years ago, when meditating about my Master, I conceived Him to 

be a lord of bliss. And when I saw him, I gave myself to him forever. From 

that time on the world had no more appeal. I lost my little self reflected in 

the conventional life. 

         Scriptures say: 'Naked man must stand before the Most High'. 

         Everywhere we find guide posts on the path. By giving up 

everything we find all. The paradox is realized, the mystical Truth is 

proved. 

         If we are unhappy it is our own error. Therefore do not believe that 

there are circumstances or conditions which are responsible for the 

darkness within us. It is the ego-mind which begets this lie. 

         For no limitations concern the real you. 

         It is difficult at first to realize our separateness from the visible form 

in the state of sleep. For innumerable ages of existence in separate forms 

we acquired the habit of merging our consciousness in darkness when 

asleep. But as the Vichara proceeds it will enlighten even this bastion of 

darkness in due course. 

         When you dive into the sea, you take off your clothes beforehand.         

When you dive into the Self in Samadhi you must put asideyour outer self. 

The thoughts and emotions must be discarded, at least temporarily, 

before Samadhi can be experienced. Many books could be written about 

these experiences, but they would be of little use without the practice of 

Vichara. And then everything comes of its own accord. As Maharshi says: 

         'Knowing the Self by means of the Vichara you will find your Master 

within yourself. 

         Now it may be clear why disciples of the Master are always 

conscious of His presence. Every devoted seeker will find him in his own 

heart, though he has not seen him in his physical form. And this invisible 

presence is as potent as was his physical one. 
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         Nevertheless there is a strange power and inspiration in the pictures 

of Maharshi. Were it not so he would never have permitted them to be 

made. 

         May the grace of the Great Being to whom this book is dedicated, 

enlighten your endeavours. 
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CHAPTER XLIX 

Epilogue 

 

         The sad news of Sri Ramana Maharshi's departure from the physical 

body soon reached me and his other devotees scattered throughout the 

world. I do not wish to praise, or compare with other Masters, the Great 

Being at whose feet the Almighty allowed me to abide. For how could we, 

from our lower level of consciousness exactly describe the being whose 

mission was to give us something of his infinite light? Adequately to 

assess his greatness, one must at least be on the same level of spiritual 

glory. All that I can do, is to try to convey what I found in my own heart 

when I received the news. 

         The light from those luminous eyes of Sri Maharshi was forever 

engraved on my memory before leaving the Ashram. And now the account 

of his death lies before me. Does it mean that those eyes cannot radiate 

their silent initiation anymore? That would be ridiculous. I know this light 

is not a material one, though it was conveyed through a material body. 

This is a mystery but not a paradox. In my heart I found no urge to 

discover that mystery through the mind. I felt that the fact was so, even 

though inexplicable to the thinking process. So his death did not deprive 

me of his reality. 

         I was quietly sitting as if in preparation for meditation. But this time 

the usual process changed. Perhaps He saw that the human heart, not yet 

free from all its weaknesses, sometimes needs some consolation. And 

then, instead of a void, the well-known and beloved picture arose before 

me. 

         There were most mysterious and inspiring evenings at the Ashram 

when the beautiful hymn 'In Praise of the Lord of the Universe' was sung 

in the hall. Sri Maharshi evidently loved the hymn, for there would appear 

a peculiar expression of other than human beatitude and delight on His 

face. I felt that the hearts of those who were present in that blissful hour 

of the evening contemplation were deeply tuned to it. Perhaps His 

penetrating inner sight saw the beneficial process in us, and His silent 

blessing was the answer. 

         How can we fathom the unfathomable? And now, as if still in the 

temple hall with all those others, I once again listened to the same 

beautiful melody heard before with my outer ears. It was as if I reviewed 
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a film. And there was no sadness any more. It could not be otherwise! The 

true legacy of the Master could never be less than joy, this sublime and 

silent joy of being, untroubled by the waves of the surrounding illusory 

world or Maya. This was His peace which He bequeathed to us. 

         Later on letters came from devotees in other countries. My distant 

friends each gave their own accounts of how the tragic news aflected 

them. They tried their best to console themselves and me, by saying that 

the physical departure of the Master could not break our spiritual link with 

Him. And yet the ink in the last paragraphs of such letters was often 

blurred as if with tears. 

         It is said that love was the force which created the universe. 

Perhaps it is. But to me the force of such unselfish and radiant love as His, 

is just that power which purifies our hearts, when all other methods prove 

useless. 

         Neither occult training nor any other method, can give the disciple 

the true peace which the Master gives. 

         Sri Maharshi was a centre of love to his disciples. He left us his love, 

and where else in the world could be found a purifyingpower such as this, 

to bring peace to our hearts? 

         The anniversaries of the Mahasamadhi of Sri Maharshi will come one 

after another. And some year will see the last one for me on this earth. 

         But at the last moment He will be with me, as with everyone of you 

who knew Him, and you who yearn to know Him, if you keep to the end, 

His legacy of love. 

     * * * 

         Those who feel an intuitive attraction to the Direct Path of the Great 

Rishi Ramana, as experienced by the writer and described to a certain 

extent—in this book, may be interested in the following steps which came 

later for the author. 

         Now, when I am looking back from the perspective of a few years, I 

see that the process which began in Bhagavan's Ashram is uninterruptedly 

going ahead, changing the whole inner structure of a man. 

         Many outer things, such as worldly conditions and karmic ties, 

which before were considered as obstacles, are now becoming as unreal 

as a passing mist. The inner experiences are now taking a more steady 
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and controllable shape, and losing their former unpredictable and rather 

sporadic character; because they are now directed by an irresistible Will, 

which mysteriously is—at the same time—both inside and outside of man. 

         The thinking process as it was in past years has disappeared and 

cannot be found again. Instead, in its place has come the awareness of 

the perpetual cosmic current of mind; but it is flowing apart from my 

consciousness, except when I am selecting what I need from it. 

         This means, that the formerly invincible compulsion of constant 

thinking has gone for ever, and in its place is a newly-born and quite 

natural tendency to remain in the silent shrine of the heart or self, where 

no thought or emotion dare to enter. There is no effort needed any more 

as truly predicted by the Master in His teachings, and no exercise has to 

be performed as in the past. 

         Basically, the inner experiences described throughout this book are 

by no means deprived of their sense. They have lost only their 

spontaneous nature, having deepened and become well entrenched in the 

same visible outer shell—the body. There is no purpose in delving into 

them here; for they would be quite incomprehensible to anyone who has 

not yet lived what has been described. The process of ripening is rather an 

automatic one; all 'plannings' and calculations for the 'future', together 

with all hopes, fears and griefs belong to the dead past. 

         Sri Maharshi says: 'He that has earned the grace of the Guru shall 

undoubtedly be saved and never forsaken, just as the prey that has fallen 

into the tiger's jaws will never be allowed to escape'. In other words, once 

the path is found it cannot be lost any more, no matter how many lives 

still lie before us.  

         The more my physical shell wears out in the course of the quickly 

passing years and heads for its natural end, the firmer the inner reality 

(so inexpressible in words) takes command of my being, as a kind of 

unbroken consciousness, extending further anddeeper. 

         A verse from St. John comes to mind: 

         'That which is born of flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the 

Spirit is Spirit'. 

         Imagination, visions, and other products of the mind's activity do 

not exist on the Direct Path. Reality excludes all illusions. Instead, only 

what could be called the illimitable bliss, the fulfillment of our deepest and 

most pure hopes and spiritual strivings, can follow us on that path. 
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         It is my firm conviction, that in this world at the present time, there 

are still many who would be able to enter on this sublime path, the unique 

direct highway to the absolute. And it is for them, and them alone, that 

this book has been written. I am stretching out my hand to them. Will 

they accept it?. 
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CHAPTER L 

Appendix—Matter For Meditation 

 

         In order to train our minds properly to approach spiritual axioms, 

meditation is necessary. The immortal treatise Viveka-Chudamani (The 

Crest Jewel of Wisdom) by Sri Sankaracharya is a fruitful source. It is 

incomparable evidence of the heights to which the human spirit can soar, 

and is useful as a subject for meditation. 

         From meditation on these verses—not only reading them—there 

arises an appropriate attitude of mind. 

         This attitude is equivalent to the purification and making sensitive of 

our as yet imperfect organ of cognition of spirit. 

         The conceptions embedded in the teachings of Sri Sankaracharya 

are not contrary to mental logic, but they are the ultimate extension of it 

in the unconditioned truth in ourselves. 

         The verses given here are from the translation by Mohini M. 

Chatterji. 

         For all those not yet acquainted with the age-old conceptions of 

Vedanta, these few extracts may serve as a necessary preparation. 

         At least they help towards an understanding of how a human being, 

seeking spiritual Light here and now, may proceed. 

         I. I prostrate myself before the true teacher—before him who is 

revealed by the conclusions of all systems of Vedantic philosophy, but is 

himself unknown, Govinda the supreme bliss. 

         4. One who, having with difficulty acquired a human incarnation and 

in that manhood a knowledge of the scriptures, through delusions does 

not labour for emancipation, is a suicide destroying himself in trying to 

attain illusive objects. 

         6. He may study the scriptures, propitiate the gods (by sacrifices), 

perform religious ceremonies or offer devotion to the gods, yet he will not 

attain salvation even during the succession of a hundred Brahma-yugas 

except by the knowledge of union with the spirit. 
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         8. Therefore the wise man strives for his salvation, having 

renounced his desire for the enjoyment of external objects, and betakes 

himself to a true and great teacher and accepts his teaching with an 

unshaken soul. 

         9. And by the practice of right discrimination attained by the path of 

Yoga he rescues the soul—the soul drowned in the sea of conditioned 

existence. 

         ii. Actions are for the purification of the heart, not for the 

attainment of the real substance. The substance can be attained by right 

discrimination, but not by any amount of Karma. 

         32. Among the instruments of emancipation the supreme is 

devotion. Meditation upon the true form of the real Self is said to be 

devotion. 

         33. Some say devotion is meditation on the nature of one's Atman. 

He who possesses all these qualifications is one who is fit to know the true 

nature of Atman. 

         39. The great and peaceful ones live regenerating the world like the 

coming of spring, and after having themselves crossed the ocean of 

embodied existence, help those who try to do the same thing, without 

personal motives. 

         40. This desire is spontaneous, since the natural tendency of great 

souls is to remove the suffering of others just as the ambrosiarayed 

(moon) of itself cools the earth heated by the harsh rays of the sun. 

         46. There is an effectual means for the destruction of birth and re-

birth by which, crossing the ocean of changing life, thou wilt attain to 

supreme bliss. 

         53. Sons and others are capable of discharging a father's debts; but 

no one except oneself can remove (his own) bondage. 

         54. Others can remove the pain (caused by the weight of) burdens 

placed on the head, but the pain (that arises) from hunger and the like 

cannot be removed except by oneself. 

         61. If the supreme truth remains unknown, the study of the 

scriptures is fruitless; even if the supreme truth is known the study of the 

scriptures is useless (the study of the letter alone is useless, the spirit 

must be sought out by intuition). 
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         62. In a labyrinth of words the mind is lost like a man in a thick 

forest, therefore with great efforts must be learned the truth about oneself 

from him who knows the truth. 

         63. Of what use are the Vedas to him who has been bitten by the 

snake of ignorance i (Of what use are) scriptures, incantations, or any 

medicine except the medicine of supreme knowledge? 

         64. Disease is never cured by (pronouncing) the name of medicine 

without taking it; liberation is not achieved by the (pronunciation of the) 

word Brahman without direct perception. 

         66. Without the conquest of enemies, without command of the 

treasure of a vast country, by the mere words 'I am a king', it is 

impossible to become one. 

         86. He who lives only to nourish his own body, is like one who 

crosses a river on an alligator thinking it to be a log of wood. 

         87. For one desirous of liberation, desires pertaining to the body, 

etc., lead to the great death; he who is free from such desires is alone fit 

to gain liberation. 

         92. Know that this gross body, on which depend all the external 

manifestations of the purusa, is but like the house of the householder. 

         128. Who during waking, dreaming, and dreamless slumber knows 

the mind and its functions which are goodness and its absence—this is the 

Self. 

         134. This unmanifested spiritual consciousness begins to manifest 

like the dawn in the pure heart, and shining like the mid-day sun in the 

'cave of wisdom' illuminating whole universe. 

         160. Full of misery, covered with flesh, full of filth, full of sin, how 

can it be the knower ? The Self is different from this. 

         161. The deluded man considers tlie Self to be the mass of skin, 

flesh, fat, bones and filth. The man of discrimination knows the essential 

form of self, which is the supreme truth, to be without these as 

characteristic marks. 

         166. Because the false conviction that the self is merely the body, is 

the seed producing pain in the form of birth and the rest, efforts must be 

made to abandon that idea; the attraction towards material existence will 

then cease to exist. 
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         175. Having produced attachment to the body and all other objects, 

it thus binds the individual as an animal is bound by a rope, afterwards 

having produced aversion to these as if to poison, that manas itself frees 

him from bondage. 

         176. Therefore the manas is the cause of the bondage of this 

individual and also of its liberation. The manas when stained by passion is 

the cause of bondage, and of liberation when pure, devoid of passion and 

ignorance. 

         178. In the forest land of objects wanders the great tiger named 

manas; pure men desirous of liberation do not go there. 

         220. The fool, having seen the image of the sun in the water of the 

jar, thinks it is the sun. So an ignorant man seeing the reflection of the 

Logos in any of the upadhis (vehicles) takes it to be the real self. 

         221. As the wise man looks at the sun itself and not the jar, the 

water, or the reflection; so also the wise man looks towards the self-

illumined atman through which the three (upadhis) are manifested. 

         222. 223. Thus it is that the individual, abandoning the body, the 

intellect and the reflection of consciousness, becomes sinless, passionless 

and deathless by knowing the self-illuminated atman, which is the seer, 

which is itself the eternal knowledge, different from reality as well as 

unreality, eternal, all pervading, supremely subtle, devoid of within and 

without, the only one, in the centre of wisdom. 

          229. By reason of ignorance this universe appears multiform, but in 

reality all this is Brahman (which remains), when all defective mental 

states have been rejected. 

         235. The Lord, the knower of all objects in their reality, has 

declared, 'I am not distinct from them nor are they distinct from me'. 

         236. If this universe is a reality, it should be perceived in dreamless 

slumber. Since, however, nothing is perceived (in that condition) it is as 

unreal as dreams. 

         240. When all the differences created by maya (illusion) have been 

rejected, (there remains) a self-illumined something which is eternal, 

fixed, without stain, immeasurable, without form, unmanifested, without 

name, indestructible. 
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         241. The wise know that as the supreme truth which is absolute 

consciousness, in which are united the knower, the known and the 

knowledge, infinite and unchangeable. 

         271. Having given up following the way of the world, the body, or 

the scriptures, remove the erroneous conception that Atman is Non-

atntan. 

         274. As by mixture with water and by friction, sandal-wood emits 

an excellent odour, removing all bad smells; so divine aspiration becomes 

manifest when external desire is washed away. 

         276. The aspiration towards atman is stifled by the net of 

unspiritual desires, for by constant devotion to atman they are destroyed, 

and divine aspiration becomes manifest. 

         285. So long as the notion 'I am this body' is not completely 

abandoned, control yourself with great concentration, and with great 

effort remove the erroneous conception that Non-spirit is Spirit. 

         298. Abandon the notion of'I' in family, clan, name, form and state 

of life, which all depend on this physical body and also having abandoned 

the properties of the linga sarira, such as the feeling of being the actor 

and the rest—become the essential form which is absolute bliss. 

         316. Vasana, nourished by these two,* produces the changing life 

of the ego. Means for the destruction of this triad always, under all 

circumstances (should be sought). 

         317. By everywhere, in every way, looking upon everything as 

Brahman, and by strengthening the perception of the (one) reality this 

triad will disappear.  

         'Thought and external action. 

         318. By the extinction of action, comes the extinction of anxious 

thought, from this (latter) the extinction of vasana. The final extinction 

ofvasana is liberation—that is also called jivanmukti. 

         327. The mind directed towards objects of sense determines their 

qualities (and thus becomes attracted by them); from this determination 

arises desire, and from desire human action. 

         328. From that comes separation from the real self; one thus 

separated retrogrades. There is not seen the reascent but the destruction 
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of the fallen one. Therefore abandon thoughts (about sense-objects), the 

cause of all evils. 

         329. Therefore for one possessed of discrimination, knowing 

Brahman in samadhi, there is no death other than from negligence. He 

who is absorbed in (the real) self, achieves the fullest success; hence be 

heedful and self-controlled. 

         330. He who while living realizes unity (with the supreme), does so 

also when devoid of the body. For him who is conscious of even the 

slightest differentiation there is fear—so says the Yajur Veda. 

         368. The first gate of yoga is the control of speech, then non-

acceptance (of anything and all), absence of expectation, absence of 

desire and uninterrupted devotion to the one (reality). 

         376. For him who is possessed of excessive dispassion there is 

samadhi; for him in samadhi there is unwavering spiritual perception. For 

him who has perceived the essential reality there is liberation, and for the 

liberated atman there is realization of eternal bliss. 

         385. Regard the indestructible and all-pervading Atman, freed from 

all the upadhis—body, senses, vitality, mind, egotism and the rest—

produced by ignorance as mahakasa (great space). 

         389. The atman is Brahma, the atman is Visnu, the atman is Indra, 

the atman is Siva, the atman is the whole of this universe; besides Atman 

there is nothing. 

         390. The atman is within, the atman is without, the atman is 

before; the atman is behind, the atman is in the south, the atman is in the 

nortli, tlie atman is also above and below. 

         398. On the removal of all phenomenal attributes imposed upon the 

self, the true self is (found to be) the supreme, non-dual, and actionless 

Brahman. 

         419. The gain of the yogi who has attained perfection is the 

enjoyment of perpetual bliss in the atman. 

         448. By the knowledge that I (the Logos) am Brahman, the Karma 

acquired in a thousand millions of kalpas is extinguished, as is the Karma 

of dream life on awakening. 
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         450. Having realized his real self as space, without attachment and 

indifferent (to worldly concerns), he never clings to (becomes united with) 

anything whatsoever by future karma. 

         458. Similarly he who ever abides in the atman and thus in 

Parabrahman, sees nothing else. Eating, sleeping, etc., are to a wise man 

but as the recollection of objects seen in dream. 

         482. Through the realization of the atman with Brahman, (my) 

understanding is utterly lost and mental activity has vanished. I know 

neither this nor that, nor what this bliss is, its extent, nor its limit. 

         483. The greatness of parabrahman, like an ocean completely filled 

with the nectar of realized bliss, can neither be described by speech nor 

conceived by mind, but can be enjoyed. Just as a hailstone falling into the 

sea becomes dissolved therein, so my mind becomes merged (even) in 

the least part of this (parabrahman). Now am I happy with spiritual bliss- 

         484. Where is this world gone ? By whom was it carried away? 

When did it disappear ? A great wonder! That which was perceived but 

now exists no longer. 

         486. Here (in the state) I neither see, nor hear, nor know anything. 

I am different from every other thing—the atman who is true bliss. 

         487. I bow before thee, O guru, who art good, great, free from 

attachment, the embodiment of eternal, non-dual bliss: lord of the earth, 

the boundless reservoir of compassion. 

         489. By thy grace I am happy and have attained my object, I am 

freed from the shark of changing existence, and have gained the state of 

eternal bliss and am perfect. 

         490. I am without attachment and without limbs. I am sexless and 

indestructible. I am calm and endless. I am without stain and ancient. 

         491. I am not the doer, nor am I the enjoyer, I am without change 

and without action. I am pure intelligence, one, and eternal bliss. 

         493. I am neither this nor that; but I shine forth in both of them 

and am pure and supreme. I am neither within nor without, but I am all-

pervading and non-dual Brahman. 

         501. I have no more connection with the body than the sky with a 

cloud. Whence, then, can I be subject to states (states of the body) such 

as waking, dreaming and dreamless slumber ? 
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         513. I am that Brahman which is like space, subtle, non-dual, 

without beginning and without end, and in which the whole universe, from 

the unmanifested down to gross matter, is known to be a mere phantom. 

         517. I am all-pervading; I am everything and transcend everything 

; I am non-dual, indestructible knowledge and eternal bliss. 

         518. O Guru, this supremacy over earth and heaven is attained by 

me through thy compassion and greatly esteemed favour. To thee, great-

souled one (Mahatma), I bow down again and again. 

         519. O Guru, having in thy great compassion awakened me from 

the sound sleep (of ignorance), thou hast saved me, roaming about in the 

dream-like forest of birth, old age and death, created by Maya, daily 

tormented by manifold afflictions, and terrified by the tiger of egoism. 

         520. O Guru, I bow down before thee who art truth alone, who hast 

the spendour of wisdom and who shinest in the form of the universe. 

    THE END 

 

 

 

 

 


